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ABSTRACT
Buildings account for nearly 40% of total energy consumption and nearly 75% of electrical
energy consumption in the United States, and a significant portion of this energy consumption
is due to the heating and cooling systems. Both commercial and residential heating, ventilation,
and air conditioning (HVAC) systems are prone to faults that degrade performance and increase
energy consumption. Furthermore, these systems are robust to faults in that they will operate with
faults present for an extended period of time and will often continue to maintain a comfortable
indoor environment. While considerable work has been devoted to developing fault detection and
diagnosis (FDD) strategies for large and small commercial systems, relatively little has been done
specifically for residential systems.
This research presents novel FDD methods developed specifically for residential air condition-
ing systems. By using a novel set of virtual sensing methods, the proposed methodology eliminates
the need for installing sensors on the outdoor unit. This is a significant advantage for residential
‘split’ air conditioning systems because installing sensors on both the indoor and outdoor units
increases the complexity and cost of the data acquisition system.
In addition to the proposed set of virtual sensors, this research provides solutions to two other
problems that arise when implementing FDD methods on field-operating systems. (1) While most
FDD methods use static models and rely on steady state analysis, field-operating systems often will
not achieve steady state operation. This research provides a method for predicting the equilibrium
operating point for many air conditioning parameters while the system is still in a transient re-
sponse. This enables the equilibrium point to be determined before steady state operation has been
achieved, and thus a static analysis may be performed without the system reaching steady state. (2)
Existing change-point detection methods that could be used for detecting faults are impractical to
implement on a large scale because they may require a priori knowledge, extensive tuning, or high
computational loads. This research proposes a change-point detection algorithm for the purpose of
fault detection which requires minimal assumptions, tuning, and computation. This change-point
ii
detection algorithm is suitable for deployment across many different systems simultaneously.
In addition to the solutions outlined above for performing FDD using installed sensors, this
research also proposes methods for performing fault detection and diagnose using only thermostat
data. While a full strategy for thermostat data is not presented, crucial preprocessing methods that
more complete methods will be built on are presented in detail. Nearly all of the data analyzed for
each method described in this study uses event-based data uploaded in real-time to a cloud-based
database and then queried and analyzed to perform FDD.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background and Motivation
Buildings accounted for 39% of total energy consumption and 74% of electrical energy con-
sumption in the United States in 2017 [1]. Approximately 48% of the total energy consumption
and 32% of the electrical energy consumption is due to Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning
(HVAC) systems [2, 3] (see Table 1.1 and Figure 1.1). However, these systems (especially vapor
compression-based systems) are prone to faults that may go unnoticed by the building occupants
and operators for an extended period of time and that result in a substantial reduction in energy
efficiency. Automated Fault Detection and Diagnosis (FDD) for HVAC systems provide a means
to maintain the design efficiency over time as faults are detected, diagnosed, and corrected with
little delay.
The majority of FDD work related to building systems is developed for application to large
commercial HVAC systems [4, 5, 6] including central chillers, cooling towers, and air-handling
units (AHUs). A smaller portion of work has been dedicated to smaller commercial systems
Table 1.1: An Overview of Electrical and Total Energy Consumption (trillion Btu) in the U.S.
Residential and Commercial Sectors.
Electricity Consumption∗ Total Energy Consumption∗
Residential Commercial Combined Residential Commercial Combined
Heating† 638 14.8% 85 2.0% 723 8.4% 3945 43.2% 1756 25.2% 5701 35.5%
Cooling† 730 16.9% 633 14.9% 1363 15.9% 731 8.0% 656 9.4% 1387 8.6%
Ventilation† 668 15.8% 668 7.8% 668 9.6% 668 4.2%
Total HVAC† 1368 31.6% 1386 32.7% 2754 32.2% 4676 51.3% 3080 44.2% 7756 48.2%
All End-Uses‡ 4323 4241 8564 9114 6963 16077
∗ Residential data is from the EIA 2015 Residential Energy Consumption Survey [3]. Commercial data is from
the EIA 2012 Commercial Buildings Energy Consumption Survey [2].
† All percentages are given with respect to the energy consumption for All End-Uses (the last row).
‡ The energy consumption for All End-Uses includes HVAC, lighting, water heating, refrigeration, etc. and
represents the site energy consumption: electricity retail sales and primary energy consumption. Electrical

























Electricity Consumption Total Energy Consumption
Figure 1.1: A break down of U.S. total energy and electrical energy consumption by sector (com-
mercial, residential, industrial, and transportation) [1], and a further breakdown of consumption
within the residential and commercial sectors [2],[3].
including packaged air conditioners or roof-top units (RTUs). Relatively little work has been
developed for residential systems that are largely comprised of centralized split air conditioning
systems. This may be surprising considering that the residential sector consumes more energy than
the commercial sector and that the energy dedicated specifically to cooling is greater in the residen-
tial sector (Table 1.1 and Figure 1.1). However, the energy consumption in the commercial sector
is spread across significantly fewer systems such that the energy consumption per system is greater
in the commercial sector; there are about 5.6 million commercial buildings [2] and 118.2 million
residential housing units [3] in the United States. Advanced features such as FDD are therefore
more cost effective in the commercial sector because the HVAC systems are larger, have a higher
up-front cost, and have higher operating costs.
A more comprehensive view of the benefits provided by FDD is necessary in order to justify
the costs in the residential sector. Chapter 3 in this dissertation presents a literature review of
FDD methods applicable to residential air conditioning systems and highlights several benefits
that are not commonly considered. While the reduction in energy consumption and maintenance
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costs has been studied [7, 8, 9], other benefits such as the improved occupant comfort and the
reduction in peak electrical demand have not been studied extensively. To more fully capture
the motivation behind FDD for residential air conditioning systems, the following three sections
review studies on service records that capture prevalence of faults and the impact that these faults
have on system performance (Section 1.1.1), review the potential reduction in operating costs and
service costs (Section 1.1.2), and present the impact that faulty air conditioning operation has on
occupant comfort (Section 1.1.3).
1.1.1 The Prevalence and Impact of Faults
Approximately 20 years ago, several studies [10, 11, 12] were published on the prevalence and
impact of faulty air conditioning behavior using data obtained from many field-operating systems.
While parts of these studies may be outdated (e.g. the results regarding over-sizing may be out-
dated because sizing standards have changed), they are still of great value and many results are
still relevant in today’s market. Fault detection and diagnosis (FDD) methods have not changed
significantly over the past 20 years in the residential market, and therefore the findings regarding
airflow and charge faults will still be relevant today. While more recent studies have measured the
impact of faults in a controlled laboratory setting [13, 14, 15, 16], there is great value in obtaining
the prevalence and impact of faults on systems operating in the field.
The field results revealed that, on average:
• Residential air conditioners operate at least 17% below their design performance [11].
• 68% of residential systems required repair [12].
• The most common faults are related to refrigerant charge and airflow.
• 32% of residential systems had greater than 7.5% overcharge [12].
• 21% of systems have inadequate airflow [12].
• Approximately 40% had greater than 17% undercharge [12].
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• A 16% increase in system efficiency is possible by correcting only charge and airflow faults
[10].
1.1.2 Reducing Operating and Service Costs
Considering the substantial amount of energy consumed by air conditioning systems in the
United States (Table 1.1 and Figure 1.1) and the prevalence of faults (Section 1.1.1), one would
expect that significant energy savings are possible by implementing FDD methods. Indeed, 17% of
the energy dedicated to cooling in the residential sector [11] were saved is equivalent to 5.4% of the
electrical energy consumption in the residential sector and 1.1% of electrical energy consumption
in the United States. Considering the large scale reduction in energy provides a very compelling
argument for implementing FDD. However, the cost effectiveness must be considered.
The authors of [7, 8, 9] consider the potential cost savings that FDD provides with respect to
commercial rooftop units. In analyzing the service cost savings, the authors include factors such
as the savings associated with preventing a compressor failure, savings associated with eliminating
unnecessary service (e.g. replacing filters too often), and savings associated the reducing the time
required to diagnose a fault. The authors estimate that implementing an FDD system will save
$108 per ton per year of the baseline $147 per ton per year: a saving in service costs of 73.5%.
However, this study does not generalize well to the residential market. For example, a maintenance
plan involving regular preventative maintenance will be far less common for residential systems.
For many homeowners and occupants, regular maintenance involves no more than replacing the
indoor air filter every 3 or 4 months. While FDD will reduce service costs for residential systems,
these savings will generally only be seen years later when an emergency situation arises. Soft
faults that reduce cooling capacity and efficiency by 15-20% are unlikely to be serviced and will
therefore only result in an increase in operating costs until a hard fault occurs.
The authors of [8] observed a wide range ($16 to $180 per ton per year) in potential operating
cost savings depending on the type of commercial building and the location. To put this in context,
the EIA reports that residential air conditioning accounts for 730 trillion Btu across 118.2 million
households in the residential market: an average of 6.18 MBtu or 1810 kWh per year [3]. At
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$0.12/kW, the average household spends only $217 annually on air conditioning. Given that the
average home is about 2,000 square feet [3], the average air conditioner size is likely 3 - 3.5 tons,
and the average operating costs are between $62 and $72 per ton per year. This indicates that the
average operating cost savings that air conditioning FDD provides in the residential market is likely
closer to the lower estimate that [8] observed. Of course, this conclusion has only been obtained
using inexact estimates, and the potential cost savings will be much higher in warmer climates.
This section has explored a study of the potential cost savings that FDD provides for smaller
commercial units and has discussed how the cost savings in the residential market compare with
the estimates provided in the study. This section has concluded that there are significantly fewer
potential cost savings in the residential market and therefore financial considerations on their own
are unlikely to justify the cost of an FDD system. The following section explores the improvement
in occupant comfort that air conditioning FDD may provide, thus providing further motivation for
the development of these tools.
1.1.3 Improving Occupant Comfort
A residential homeowner faced with the decision of whether or not to pay for the additional
costs associated with an FDD system is unlikely to see the same reduction in service costs and
operating costs reported in [7, 8, 9]. However, there are other important benefits provided by
FDD that are not typically captured in the published literature. The first and foremost of these
is the improved occupant comfort that FDD provides. Without an FDD system, faults are most
likely to be discovered during the most extreme days of the year; the presence of the fault will
result in uncomfortable indoor conditions on these extreme days. With effective FDD methods in
place, degraded performance may be detected and diagnosed before it is noticed by the occupant.
For many homeowners and occupants, the potential for more reliable occupant will be a more
compelling argument that the potential cost savings.
Previous studies using field-installed systems [10, 11, 12] reported that faults are common in
the residential sector such that residential systems operated about 17% below their design perfor-
mance on average. However, the impact that this performance reduction has on occupant comfort
5
Figure 1.2: A depiction of the EnergyPlus residential single family reference model developed by
[17] in order to analyze the 2012 International Energy Conservation Code (EICC). This model is
used here to quantify the impact of performance degradation on occupant comfort.
must be quantified. In order to quantify this impact, residential reference EnergyPlus models [17]
that adhere to the 2012 International Energy Conservation Code (IECC) are used. EnergyPlus is
used to size the HVAC systems appropriately for a single-family home (Figure 1.2) in a certain
location, and then a sizing factor is used to reduce the system size below the nominal value thus
simulating degraded performance.
Figures 1.3 and 1.4 show the impact that degraded air conditioning performance has on occu-
pant comfort in the cities of Houston, TX and Phoenix, AZ respectively. The occupant comfort
is quantified in terms of two metrics: (1) the maximum indoor temperature and (2) the number of
hours during which the indoor temperature is greater than 0.5◦F above the setpoint. Even with the
nominal cooling capacity (no degradation), a home in Houston will be reach approximately 3◦F
above the setpoint; the home nearly reaches 78◦F when the setpoint is 75◦F and nearly reaches
80◦F when the setpoint is 77◦F. However, the Houston home exceeds the setpoint for only a few
hours during the year when the nominal cooling capacity is used. The conditions in Phoenix are
more extreme, and the home reaches nearly 4◦F with the nominal cooling capacity and spends
6

















































Figure 1.3: An analysis of the impact that degraded performance has on occupant comfort in
Houston, TX. A residential single family EnergyPlus model [17] with a slab-on-grade foundation
is used with varying sizing factors. Two metrics are used to evaluate the occupant comfort: (1)
the maximum annual indoor temperature and (2) the number of hours annually that the indoor
temperature is greater than 0.5◦F above the setpoint.

















































Figure 1.4: An analysis of the impact that degraded performance has on occupant comfort in
Phoenix, AZ. A residential single family EnergyPlus model [17] with a slab-on-grade foundation
is used with varying sizing factors. Two metrics are used to evaluate the occupant comfort: (1)
the maximum annual indoor temperature and (2) the number of hours annually that the indoor
temperature is greater than 0.5◦F above the setpoint.
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about 100 hours annually above the setpoint.
Figures 1.3 and 1.4 show that the level of discomfort rises fairly quickly as an air conditioning
system degrades in these warm climates. The maximum indoor temperature rises somewhat lin-
early with the degradation in cooling capacity, but the number of hours above the setpoint grows
exponentially. If capacity has degraded 20% and the setpoint is kept at 75◦F, then the indoor tem-
perature reaches levels above the setpoint for approximately 400 hours in Houston and 600 hours
in Phoenix. For many homeowners and occupants, the impact of faults on comfort will provide a
stronger incentive to implement effective FDD methods than the potential cost savings will.
The observed degradation in comfort associated with a reduction in cooling capacity is fairly
intuitive, and many occupants are already familiar with this behavior. On the hottest summer
days, even an appropriately sized system may not be capable of maintaining a reasonable setpoint.
However, if the system cannot maintain the setpoint on a daily basis, then the system is likely
under-sized or has developed a fault. This behavior is shown with thermostat data for a real home
in Figure 1.5. The indoor temperature rises between 2.5 and 3.5 ◦F above the setpoint each day
such that the indoor conditions are consistently uncomfortable.
















Figure 1.5: An example of the thermostat data for a real home in which the air conditioning system
is unable to maintain the setpoint on a daily basis.
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The cooling capacity could be estimated in spring or early summer using automated FDD
methods, and the occupant comfort during the hottest days of the year could then be predicted.
Faults could then be addressed during cooler weather such that occupant comfort is affected only
minimally by the required service.
1.2 State-of-the-Art
Air conditioning fault detection and diagnosis reduces operating and service costs and improves
the occupant comfort. There are several other benefits that were not explored in the previous sec-
tion including the reduction of peak electric demand, and improved services throughout the value
chain (e.g. installation and commissioning, service, sales, and system design). In response to these
potential benefits, considerable research efforts have been expended on developing cost-effective
and reliable FDD systems for air conditioning systems. While the majority of these methods have
been developed for commercial systems [4, 5, 6], there have been some methods developed specif-
ically for residential systems, and much of the work for smaller commercial systems is applicable
to residential split systems.
1.2.1 The Commercialized State of Air Conditioning FDD
FDD products for larger commercial buildings are currently available in the form of software-
as-a-service products which generally rely heavily on the existing data streams available through
the building automation system (BAS) [18]. FDD products for smaller commercial and residential
buildings are available as tool kits designed to assist in analyzing a system during a service; the
sensors are installed temporarily during the service and then removed after the service is complete.
Permanently-installed FDD systems are not typical for smaller air conditioning systems.
1.2.2 The State of Air Conditioning FDD in Published Literature
In order to achieve further commercialization, a significant amount of research effort has been
expended for the purpose of improving the cost effectiveness and reliability of fault detection and
diagnosis (FDD) methods for air conditioners. One of the earliest proposed methods was the The
Statistical Rule-Based (SRB) method [19, 20]. The SRB used a set of seven residuals derived
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from measurements and low-order polynomial fault-free models as an FDD feature set. A Bayes
classifier was used to detect faults and then a set of qualitative rules was used to identify the pattern
that the features follow and to diagnose the fault.
The authors of [21] proposed an FDD method similar to the SRB. The authors suggested sev-
eral improvements including (a) the combination of neural network and polynomial models for
fault-free modeling and (b) simplified fault detection and diagnosis classifiers which require fewer
assumptions and a priori knowledge. In [22, 23], the same authors propose a set of physics-based
virtual sensors in order to decouple faults and therefore perform fault detection and diagnosis in
a single step. The authors asserted that the decoupling fault diagnosis methods are advantageous
to the earlier rules-based diagnosis methods because they were better-suited to handle multiple
simultaneous faults.
The decoupling FDD methods have arguably achieved the greatest level of development in
published literature because these methods are the only ones among those reviewed that have been
implemented on field-operating systems. The methods were originally implemented on a ‘field
emulation site’ at Purdue University and then tested on several field-operating rooftop units in
California [7]. After further development, a similar set of virtual sensors were implemented on
field-installed rooftop units in Washington state [24].
There have been several other proposed air conditioning FDD methods. The Simple Rule-
Based Method [25] was proposed as a method that did not require fault-free models. Features
were derived from raw measurements only, and features were chosen based on the criteria that
they would be sensitive to faults while insensitive to operating conditions. Another set of meth-
ods is comprised of those that leverage Non-Invasive Load Monitoring (NILM) [26, 27]. These
NILM-based methods measure the system power with a high sampling rate and then detect and
diagnose faults using both the transient start-up data and steady state operating data.The NILM-
based methods are among the few that rely heavily on transient data; the majority of methods use
a steady-state filter to remove transient data and then apply static models. Most of the methods
introduced here rely on low-order polynomial regression models and the underlying physical re-
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lationships. Several methods have proposed the use of more advanced machine learning methods
such as support vector machines [28, 29] and clustering [30] for the purpose of fault detection and
diagnosis. As with many other methods, these data-driven methods perform well with laboratory
data but have yet to be applied to field-operating systems.
1.3 Overview of the Dissertation
In reviewing the state-of-the-art for air conditioning fault detection and diagnosis (FDD) meth-
ods, the need for low-cost and reliable systems that are well-suited for residential systems becomes
apparent. Two broad areas in which to develop residential FDD have been identified. If FDD is
to be performed using installed sensors, then the cost of the installed sensor set must be reduced;
reducing the cost may involve reducing the number of sensors, using lower-cost sensors, or sim-
plifying the installation of the sensors. Residential split air conditioning systems present a unique
challenge in that installing sensors on both the indoor and the outdoor unit is more complex than
only installing sensors on one of the units. In order to reduce and simplify the required sensors and
possibly install sensor in only one location, the desired level of fault diagnosis must be considered.
A second area of development for residential FDD methods is in the use of cloud-based ther-
mostat data to perform anomaly detection or change point detection and thereby detect faults. In
the past, researchers have not had access to thermostat data on a large scale, and only recently
have analyses been published using a substantial amount of data [31, 32]. While thermostat data
is well-suited to detect hard faults in which there is a total loss of cooling, detecting soft faults or
degraded performance is far more challenging, and much research will be performed in this area
as data becomes more available to researchers.
This dissertation presents recent advances in the field of fault detection and diagnosis for resi-
dential air conditioning systems using both (a) installed sensors and (b) thermostat data. Chapter 3
presents a detailed review of published literature in this field and Chapters 4 through 7 present spe-
cific methods developed as part of the record of study presented in this dissertation. Chapters 4 and
5 present methods more specific to FDD methods in which sensors are installed, Chapter 6 presents
a method specific to thermostat data, and Chapter 7 presents a general change-point detection al-
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gorithm and applies it to both sensor-based diagnostic data and thermostat data. The following
chapter, Chapter 2, provides a summary of each of the individual contributions and more clearly
establishes the over-arching research theme that connects them. Finally, Chapter 8 proposes sev-
eral opportunities to continue developing the fault detection and diagnosis methods for residential
air conditioning systems.
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2. SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTIONS
2.1 Fault Detection and Diagnosis for Residential Air Conditioning Systems
This dissertation furthers the effectiveness of fault detection and diagnosis methods for residen-
tial air conditioning systems. A comprehensive literature review of fault detection and diagnosis
(FDD) methods for vapor-compression-based air conditioning systems [33] identified opportuni-
ties and challenges specific to the residential market and then divided the opportunities into two
primary areas of research: (1) traditional fault detection and diagnosis methods in which sensors
are installed throughout the vapor compression system, and (2) thermostat-based fault detection
methods in which thermostat data is used to identify anomalous systems or systems that show a
degradation in performance. The primary distinction between these two areas is the source of data
used (operating data from installed sensors or thermostat data), and processing these different data
sources requires different methods.
Thermostat data includes the setpoints that the user selects, the indoor conditions measured
at the thermostat, and the system mode that the thermostat selects. The advantage to using this
data for FDD is that this data already exists within the air conditioning system. However, the FDD
capabilities using thermostat data are limited because this data contains relatively little information
about how the air conditioning system is operating. In order to gain further insight to the operating
behavior, sensors need to be installed throughout the vapor compression system.
Figure 2.1a provides a representation of how fault detection and diagnosis (FDD) may be built
into a typical residential air conditioning system using either thermostat data or operating data.
This representation shows how the user provides the setpoints to the thermostat, the thermostat
then measures the indoor conditions of the home and sets the system mode appropriately. Without
additional sensors installed, the air conditioning system is essentially a block box which influences
the home (e.g. heats or cools) according to the mode that is selected. An FDD system requires
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(a) A representation of how FDD methods may be built into existing air conditioning control architecture.
FDD methods may use thermostat data, which is already present in the system; and FDD methods may use

















(b) A representation of the proposed process to perform feature
generation using both thermostat data and system data. This
dissertation focuses on the shaded processes, and collaborative
efforts to develop more complete methods for thermostat data
will be presented in a future record of study.
Figure 2.1: Representations for (a) how fault detection and diagnosis (FDD) may be built into
existing air conditioning architecture, and (b) the proposed process to generate features for the
purpose of FDD.
Figure 2.1b outlines the basic feature generation methods required to perform FDD, and this
outline highlights that the data processing for thermostat data is different from data processing for
system data. Typical data processing for system data includes the selection of sensors necessary to
obtain the desired features, a steady-state detector in order to remove transient data, the application
of static fault-free models, and then fault detection and diagnosis [33]. In order to process thermo-
stat data, this dissertation proposes a feature generation method referred to as the ‘mode labeling’
algorithm. In a collaborative effort, the features generated using the mode labeling algorithm are
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then transformed in order to be analyzed using statistical models. The statistical models are gener-
ated using the population of thermostat data available such that the FDD process takes the form of
outlier detection. The feature transformation and statistical modeling methods will be presented at
a later time [34, 35].
This dissertation focuses the shaded processes in Figure 2.1b and on fault detection and fault
diagnosis methods. This includes proposing:
(1) the mode labeling algorithm for thermostat data,
(2) a unique set of features and the sensors required,
(3) a novel approach to steady-state detection,
(4) a fault detection method requring minimal tuning and a priori knowledge, and
(5) fault diagnosis methods using the proposed features.
The remainder of this chapter summarizes each of these contributions in turn.
2.2 The Mode Labeling Algorithm for Processing Thermostat Data
Figure 2.1 outlined the fault detection and diagnosis problem when thermostat data is used.
The generated features, statistical models, and fault detection and diagnosis methods are all built
on what is referred to as the mode labeling algorithm. While a more complete process will be
presented at a later time [34, 35], this dissertation includes a detailed presentation of the underlying
mode labeling algorithm.
The thermostat database available for this project has the indoor heating and cooling setpoints,
the indoor temperature, and the system mode recorded. For cycling systems (i.e. not variable
refrigerant flow (VRF) systems), the thermostat’s mode of operation indicates which stage the
system is operating in or whether the system is off. The system will cycle on and off as needed in
order to maintain the setpoints. In order to more clearly capture the system behavior, [36] proposes
a preprocessing method to transform these modes of operation to more clearly capture the effort
required to (a) maintain a constant setpoint, or (b) achieve a new setpoint.
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2.2.1 A proposed method to preprocess thermostat data by transforming operating modes
The proposed preprocessing method transforms the raw thermostat mode of operation (on or
off) to modes of operation inspired by the thermostat’s purpose of controlling the indoor tempera-
ture. When the setpoint remains constant, the thermostat regulates the indoor temperature such that
the average indoor temperature is approximately equal to the setpoint. When the cooling setpoint
lowers, the thermostat then turns the air conditioning system on in order to track the new setpoint.
Similar tracking behavior occurs when the heating setpoint rises. When neither the heating nor
the cooling setpoint is activated (e.g. the indoor temperature is between setpoints or the system is
manually turned off), then the HVAC system does not actively control the home temperature, and
the home behavior could be considered a free response.
Transforming the thermostat modes from the simple recorded on/off modes to the proposed
modes of control (regulating, tracking, and free response modes) is an effective method for prepro-
cessing thermostat data for the purpose of fault detection and diagnosis (FDD). The transformed
modes clearly capture the cooling/heating effort required to maintain a constant indoor temper-
ature separately from the effort required to change the temperature. The process by which this
mode transformation is performed is outlined in Figure 2.2. As shown in this decision tree, the
mode labeling algorithm relies on two key parameters: the Midpoint Deviation d and the Cycle
Count N .
A brief explanation of the algorithm’s two key parameters will be provided here, and [36] ex-
plains the logic in greater detail. At a high level, the Midpoint Deviation d is simply a measure
of how similar an ‘on’ or ‘off’ period is to the periods preceding and following it. The Midpoint
Deviation is defined as the greatest distance that the midpoint temperature (i.e. maximum/2 +
minimum/2) during the current period deviates from the range of temperatures either preceding
or following the current period. In other words, the Midpoint Deviation is the maximum that the
distance is either above the preceding/following maximum or below the preceding/following mini-
mum. If this Midpoint Deviation deviates too far from the surrounding range (passes a threshold),
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Figure 2.2: An overview of the mode labeling algorithm presented in Chapter 6.
The Cycle Count parameter is the number of consecutive cycles that do not deviate substantially
from the surrounding periods. Placing a threshold on the Cycle Count ensures that the regulating
modes are persistent; each regulating mode must contain a certain number of on and off periods.
The core of the mode labeling algorithm may be expressed in terms of the Midpoint Deviation and
Cycle Count parameters as shown in Figure 2.2. However, additional conditions may be added to
further refine the algorithm.
2.2.2 Proof-of-concept that the proposed preprocessing method highlights faulty behavior
The proposed mode labeling algorithm was applied to real thermostat data, and Figure 2.3
includes several examples of indoor temperature time series with the modes labeled. The algorithm
effectively identifies when the HVAC system is regulating at a constant indoor temperature, when
the system is trying to track a setpoint, and when the setpoints are not active such that the home is

















































































































Figure 2.3: Examples of the mode labeling algorithm applied to real thermostat data. Presented in
Chapter 6.
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The modes of operation obtained using the proposed algorithm provide clearer insight to the
relationships between key features such as the duty cycle and the outdoor temperature. For ex-
ample, without preprocessing the data, the duty cycle may appear higher than expected during a
given time period if the cooling setpoint were lowered during that period. Preprocessing the data
using the mode labeling algorithm allows similar modes of control to be compared directly to one
another. The duty cycle may be compared for all regulating modes, and the time required to change
the indoor temperature may be compared for all tracking modes.
Analysis of the thermostat operation after preprocessing should be performed on two important,
and fundamentally different, scales. Firstly, the operation from a single system may be analyzed
such that changes in operation may be identified as the current time period is compared to previous
time periods. This analysis could potentially capture the gradual degradation of an air conditioning
system, the sudden onset of a fault, or the corrected behavior after a service. However, many
observed changes may be due to factors unrelated to the condition of the HVAC system including
seasonal changes, a change in occupancy behavior, and changes in the home fenestration or plug
loads.
The second scale on which the processed thermostat data should be analyzed is on a multi-
system scale. The operation observed in similar types of systems or similar types of homes should
be compared to one another in order to identify outliers. Outlier detection methods for prepro-
cessed thermostat data using uni- and multi-variate statistical methods as well as deep learning
methods are currently under development.
2.3 Selecting Features and Identifying the Required Sensors
Feature selection and sensor selection are closely related in the field of fault detection and diag-
nosis (FDD). Sensors may be selected to obtain the desired features, and features may be selected
based on the sensor limitations. One of the earliest air conditioning FDD methods, the statistical
rule-based (SRB) method [37], proposed that common faults could be detected and diagnosed us-
ing low-cost temperature sensors and then proposed the following seven features: (1) evaporating
temperature, (2) suction line superheat, (3) condensing temperature, (4) liquid line sub-cooling, (5)
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Table 2.1: Common Faults and their Associated Decoupling Features Proposed in [23].
Fault Feature
1 Compressor Flow Loss Compressor discharge temperature
2 Non-condensables Temperature difference between the condensing tempera-
ture and the condensing saturation temperature (requires a
pressure sensor)
3 Condenser Fouling Condenser airflow rate
4 Liquid Line Restriction Pressure drop in the liquid line
5 Evaporator/Filter Fouling Evaporator airflow rate
6 Incorrect Charge Weighted difference between condenser subcooling and
evaporator superheat
compressor discharge temperature, (6) air temperature rise across the condenser, and (7) air tem-
perature drop across the evaporator. Several later methods used this same feature set or a similar
feature set [25, 21, 38]. Faults could be detected when one of these features deviates significantly
from its expected value (obtained from a fault-free model), but fault diagnosis was less straight-
forward. The proposed diagnosis methods consisted of rule-based methods in which the pattern
of errors (or residuals) between the measured value and the expected value were compared with
the pattern that results from various faults. One of the challenges with these methods is that they
cannot diagnosis multiple simultaneous faults, and [23] proposed a set of features that decouple
faults in order to address this challenge.
In the decoupling methods, there is one feature for each fault and the associated feature is
designed to be sensitive only to that fault. For example, the evaporator airflow rate is used as a
feature to indicate evaporate fouling faults. Table 2.1 lists the feature associated with each fault.
Each of these features was derived from temperature measurements (and a pressure measurement
for non-condensables).
While the decoupling features simplify the fault diagnosis process and enable the diagnosis
of multiple simultaneous faults, the features still require many sensors on both the indoor and the
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Figure 2.4: The sensors required to estimate the indoor airflow, cooling capacity, system efficiency,
and refrigerant mass flow rate using the propose virtual sensors, and the additional sensors required
to estimated these same features using the decoupling virtual sensors from [23].
unit, but installing sensors on both the indoor and outdoor unit of a split system complicates the
data acquisition requirements. This dissertation proposes a novel set of features derived from
virtual sensors to address this issue, thus providing a more practical approach to residential air
conditioning FDD [39].
The proposed set of features includes system-level parameters: (1) indoor airflow rate, (2)
cooling capacity, (3) system efficiency, and (4) refrigerant mass flow rate. These features are
derived from low-cost measurements using virtual sensor methods similar to those used in [23,
40]. However, each of these may be estimated using only sensors installed on the indoor unit; no
sensors need to be installed on the outdoor unit, and therein lies the advantage of this feature set.
However, the original virtual sensors methods [23] required outdoor unit sensors to obtain these
same features. Only by using elements from the virtual airflow sensor presented in [40] can the
outdoor sensor be eliminated. Figure 2.7 presents a schematic of a split air conditioning system and
labels the sensors required to estimate the proposed features as well as the addition outdoor-unit
sensors that would be required using previously published methods.
The above four features inherently decouple indoor airflow faults (e.g. evaporator/filter fouling
and blocked ductwork) from other faults by including the indoor airflow rate as a feature. However,
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other faults will be coupled with the remaining features. Rule-based methods (similar to those used
in the SRB method may be used to diagnose condenser fouling, liquid line restriction, incorrect
charge, and compressor flow loss. In this way, the proposed system-level feature set provides
a balance between the original rule-based fault diagnosis method and the decoupling diagnosis
method that uses virtual sensors. These features will be further expounded upon when discussing
their fault diagnosis capabilities in Section 2.6.
2.4 Steady-State Detection
The majority of air conditioning fault detection and diagnosis (FDD) methods use static models
and thus require a steady state filter to remove the transient data [33]. However, air conditioning
systems often will not achieve steady state due to drifting driving conditions and may not run long
enough to even achieve a meaningful pseudo steady state. Therefore, in many circumstances, a
traditional steady state filter will fail to find any steady state data from a field-operating system.
This dissertation proposes a method to predict the equilibrium operating point using the start up
transients [41]. Using this method, static models may be appropriately applied using the predicted
equilibrium point, but steady state does not need to be achieved. Because steady may not be
achieved, the proposed method is not a true steady state filter. However, the method performs the
same function as a steady state filter and considering it a steady state filter may be helpful.
2.4.1 Prediction of equilibrium point using a first-order model
Many air conditioning parameters will exhibit a first-order dynamic response because the ther-
mal mass in the system will dominate higher order dynamics. In order to predict the equilibrium
point of a first order system, an exponential function may be fit to the transient response. A regres-
sion method using an integral equation [42] is leveraged in order to perform regression using an
exponential curve with a non-zero assymptote. The general exponential function is given below.
y(t) = yf − (yf − y0)e−t/τ (2.1)
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Performing regression using this general exponential function may be transformed to a linear re-
gression problem by first integrating both sides of Equation 2.1. This results in Equation 2.2, which
may be solved using linear regression.






where (t1, y1) is the first data point available. When performing linear regression using Equa-
tion 2.2, the error in the cumulative integral of y is minimized rather than the error in y itself.
The above formulation provides a simple and reliable means to predict the final value yf of a first-
order system. The set of virtual sensors presented in [39] exhibit a first order response, and this
prediction method was used to validate the virtual sensors’ sensitivity to faults.
2.4.2 Analysis of the equilibrium prediction’s effectiveness
The proposed prediction method uses the exponential regression method from [42] in order to
predict the equilibrium operating point of a first-order dynamic system so that static models may
be applied using transient data. In order to understand the effectiveness of this prediction method,
thousands of exponential time series were randomly generated with different characteristics, and
the prediction was performed on each time series. This Monte Carlo approach provides insight to
the average accuracy with which the exponential regression predicts the final value yf .
When applied to an exponential function with Gaussian noise, the accuracy of the prediction
depends on two parameters: the length of the time series and the magnitude of the noise. Fig-
ure 2.5 presents the accuracy in yf as a function of these two parameters. The length of the time
series is normalized relative to the actual time constant, and the standard deviation of the noise is
normalized to the rise yf − y0. The results in Figure 2.5 are generated using 1000 simulations at
each combination of parameters.
Figure 2.5 may be used as an engineer’s design tool. If the noise cannot be reduced, then an
engineer can use this analysis to determine the length of data required to achieve a desired accuracy.
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Figure 2.5: The error in the final value yf prediction as a function of the time series length and the
noise. The magnitude of the noise is relative to the rise (yf − y0). Presented in Chapter 5.
An engineer can also evaluate the advantage noise reduction would provide. While Figure 2.5 is
a useful in understanding the exponential regression’s accuracy, it is not a complete analysis. The
‘failure rate’ of the regression (defined as the percentage of simulations which results in a negative
time constant such that the best-fit exponential function grows to infinity) and the accuracy of the
estimated time constant τ must be considered in addition to the final value accuracy [41], but this
full analysis is only included in Chapter 5.
2.4.3 Application of the equilibrium prediction to air conditioning data
Having obtained an understanding of the accuracy of the prediction method, it must be applied
to air conditioning data. Multiple metrics are required in order to understand the full value that this
method provides. The value in the prediction method comes from reducing the run time required
to apply static models to air conditioning data for the purpose of fault detection and diagnosis
(FDD). Therefore, metrics used to evaluate its value include (1) the accuracy of the prediction,
(2) the time constant of the dynamic response, (3) the resulting correlation between the predicted
equilibrium point and the fault level, and (4) the time saved in estimating the equilibrium point
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using the prediction. Together, these four metrics provide insight to the method’s value.
The use of the time constant of the dynamic response as a metric to evaluate value may not
be intuitive and some explanation is warranted. The prediction would be of very little value when
applied to a system with a very fast dynamic response. Such a system will quickly achieve steady
state, and the prediction is unnecessary. The prediction is most valuable when applied to a system
with a slow dynamic response because the equilibrium can be predicted well before the system
ever achieves steady state.
Perhaps the most important metric in evaluating the value of the equilibrium prediction for the
purpose of FDD is the correlation between the predicted equilibrium and the fault level. As the
length of the time series used to make the prediction grows shorter, the accuracy of the prediction
will likely decrease. However, the fault prediction may still be highly correlated with with the level
of fault such that FDD may still be performed. The coefficient of determination (R2 value) is an
appropriate measure of correlation and shows that the correlation does decrease slightly when less
data is used to make a prediction, but there is still a high level of correlation.
2.5 Fault Detection
Several approaches have been used as fault detection classifiers for air conditioning systems; a
Bayes classifier [37, 20], the Normalized Distance Fault Detection Classifier [21], and the Gener-
alized Likelihood Ratio (GLR) [28, 29] are just a few examples. The primary drawback of each
of these methods is that they require a priori knowledge of the nominal operating behavior. In
other words, assuming Gaussian distributions, they require the mean and standard deviation of the
features at the given operating conditions provided that there is no fault present. This dissertation
proposes a novel change-point detection algorithm that can be used as a fault detection classifier,
that does not require the nominal operating distribution, and that is scalable for deployment across
large datasets. The scalability of the algorithm is particularly important for the application of ther-
mostat data, and this section will develop the algorithm for application to both operating data and
thermostat data.
Reviewing the existing body of change point detection algorithms reveals three common draw-
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backs. The algorithm may be computationally expensive (e.g. requiring the recursive solving of
optimization problems), the algorithm may require extensive tuning for the specific application in
order to be effective, or the algorithm may require key assumptions and a priori knowledge that
is impractical for a field implementation. An appropriate change point detection algorithm must
therefore meet three criteria corresponding to the above-stated drawbacks. In order to be deployed
across thousands of systems simultaneously, the change point detection algorithm must:
1. be computationally efficient,
2. require minimal tuning, and
3. not require unreasonable assumptions or a priori knowledge.
2.5.1 A proposed change point detection algorithm well-suited for large data sets
The proposed algorithm is based on the t test that is commonly used for hypothesis testing
when sample sizes are small. The t-statistic for two samples X and Y with means X̄ and Ȳ is







The t test is applied to a time series by dividing the series into two samples with sample X occur-
ring before sample Y . In order the most likely instant at which a change occurred, the time series
should be divided at every possible point. A change is most likely to have occurred at the instant
where the t statistic is maximized. However, this maximum t-statistic (MTS) will have a different
probability density function than the Student’s t distribution that is typically used with the t-test.
The proposed methodology is to determine the MTS probability density function using a Monte
Carlo analysis and then select appropriate thresholds from the density function [43].
The advantage of using the t-statistic as the foundation of the change point detection algorithm
is that the t-statistic inherently accounts for the quantity of data (whether that be a large or small
quantity) both before and after the point at which there may be a change. Therefore, the resulting
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algorithm does not require that the distribution before the change is known, nor does the algorithm
require that the distribution after the change is known. The algorithm must only be applied to a
variable which is nominally constant and which has approximately Gaussian noise.
The MTS algorithm (Maximum t-Statistic algorithm) satisfies the three requirements given
above. First, the algorithm may be vectorized and implemented in a single instruction rather than
sequentially analyzing each possible division in the time series. Second, the only user-defined
variables of the algorithm are the threshold (which may be chosen uniformly for all applications)
and the size of the time series. Third, the t-statistic inherently accounts for the amount of data
available such that the variance and mean of the distributions do not need to be assumed.
2.5.2 Analysis of the proposed algorithm’s effectiveness
Intuitively, one would expect that the algorithm’s effectiveness depends on both the signal-to-
noise ratio and the size of the time series analyzed. As the signal-to-noise ratio (ratio of the change
in mean to the standard deviation) increases, the algorithm should detect the change more reliably
and with little delay. Similarly, the algorithm effectiveness will increase as the size of the time
series increases.
The relationship between these three variables was explored using a Monte Carlo analysis and
the results may be used as a design tool in selecting the appropriate window size for the expected
signal-to-noise ratio. If the change in mean is only expected to be about 1σ, then a window size
of at least 100 should be used to detect the change. For a change of 1σ and a window size of 100,
the change will be detected approximately 96% of the time. However, when the algorithm does
successfully detect the change, it may only do so after a considerable delay: often requiring 25 or
more data points after the change in order to detect the change. When the change in mean is 3σ or
more, as little as 25 data points may be used to reliably detect the change.
2.5.3 Application of the proposed algorithm to air conditioning data
The proposed algorithm was applied to both thermostat data and diagnostic data generated us-
ing the airflow virtual sensor from [39]. While this implementation revealed a variety of interesting
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(a) Duty cycle for 6-hour periods when the average out-
door temperature is between 8 and 10 ◦F above the indoor
temperature.














































(b) Estimate in airflow for several run periods. A change
in filter restriction is manually introduced after the 21st
run.
Figure 2.6: Examples of the Maximum t-Statistic algorithm applied to (a) thermostat data, and (b)
the airflow virtual sensor. Presented in Chapter 7.
examples using the thermostat, the ground-truth for the thermostat systems is unknown; for exam-
ple, the duty cycle may be observed to increase as shown in Figure 2.6a. However, this change
may be due to an introduced fault, a change in occupant behavior, or simply a natural seasonal
variation. Comparing the detected change behavior across multiple systems would provide fur-
ther insight to which changes are typical and which are anomalous. Therefore, even in detecting
degradation in individual systems, the development of statistical and machine learning methods
for identifying anomalous behavior across multiple systems is an essential element for processing
thermostat data.
In contrast to the sparse information provided by the thermostat data, the virtual sensor-based
diagnostic methods presented in [39] provide a data set in which a change can be manually in-
troduced and the change detection algorithm may be tested against a ground truth. Figure 2.6b
provides an example in which a change in indoor airflow has been manually introduced, and the
change detection algorithm quickly detects the introduced change when applied to the airflow vir-
tual sensor estimate. This case study demonstrates the value of both the change detection algorithm
and the airflow virtual sensor; the signal-to-noise ratio is such that a 3% change in airflow is de-
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tected after 2 data points and with only 21 data points before the change.
2.6 Fault Diagnosis
In discussing the set of proposed features, Section 2.3 briefly reviewed past diagnosis methods
including the rule-based diagnosis classifiers [37, 25, 21, 38] and the use of decoupling features
for fault diagnosis [23, 24]. These past methods require ten or more sensors, and require sen-
sors installed on both the indoor and the outdoor units for residential split systems. The proposed
system-level features (indoor airflow rate, cooling capacity, system efficiency, and refrigerant mass
flow rate) reduces the number of sensors and eliminates the need for sensors installed on the out-
door unit while still providing some level of fault diagnosis.
2.6.1 The Virtual Sensors: Estimating System Parameters without Sensors on the Outdoor
Unit
The original decoupling methods [23] obtained the refrigerant mass flow using a compres-
sor energy balance, used the mass flow to obtain the refrigerant-side cooling capacity, and then
obtained the airflow using an evaporator energy balance [23]. The method proposed herein first
obtains the airflow, uses the airflow to obtain the air-side cooling capacity, and then obtains the re-
frigerant mass flow using an evaporator energy balance. The airflow is estimated by implementing
the airflow virtual sensor from [40, 44] in a proactive manner; essentially, the airflow is estimated
by applying a reliable and predictable heating source (e.g. gas heat or resistive electric heat) and
then the system may be operated in cooling mode and the cooling diagnostics may proceed.
The original decoupling methods use a refrigerant-side cooling capacity estimate, and are re-
ferred to as a refrigerant sensing method (RSM). The proposed methods use an air-side cooling
capacity estimate, and are referred to as an air sensing method (ASM). The sensor requirements
for these two methods is summarized in Figure 2.7. By performing a compressor energy balance,
the RSM requires three sensors on the outdoor unit whereas the ASM requires only indoor unit
sensors.
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2.6.2 An analysis of the uncertainty and sensitivity for two sets of virtual sensors
The proposed air sensing method (ASM) requires three less sensors than the refrigerant sensing
method (RSM) and does not require any sensors on the outdoor unit. However, these advantages
result in a trade-off in the accuracy with which the ASM can estimate the system parameters.
The uncertainty of the output parameters and the sensitivity of the output parameters to the input
parameters was analyzed for both methods in order to identify the sources of uncertainty. The
resulting uncertainty in output parameters is presented in Table 2.2, and the underlying assumptions
regarding the uncertainty in the input parameters can be found in [39].
Table 2.2: Uncertainty in System Parameters for the Refrigerant Sensing and the Air Sensing




Cooling Capacity 11.4% 16.2%
System Efficiency 13.6% 17.8%
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Figure 2.7: Sensor requirements for the air-side and refrigerant-side sensing methods.
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While the air sensing method (ASM) has less uncertainty in the airflow, it has greater uncer-
tainty in the other outputs. Analyzing the sensitivity of these parameters to the inputs reveals that
both the ASM and the RSM are highly sensitive to the return and supply air temperatures in cooling
mode. While the RSM only uses these temperatures to estimate the airflow, the ASM uses these
temperatures to estimate the capacity, efficiency, and mass flow.
2.6.3 Implementation and testing of the proposed set of virtual sensors on a field system
The air sensing method was implemented on a field-installed air conditioning system, and
indoor and airflow faults were manually introduced in order to test this method’s sensitivity to
faults. These tests proved that, even with the increased uncertainty, the system parameters were
still sufficiently sensitive to the introduced faults. Therefore, regardless of accuracy in the virtual
sensors, they are sufficiently precise for the purpose of detecting degradation and other changes in
behavior.
The estimated airflow was very close to the system nominal airflow and the estimated cooling
capacity, efficiency, and mass flow were all reasonable values. However, further validation is
required in order to understand the accuracy of the estimates. If the virtual sensors can be calibrated
to produce a low absolute error, then they would be valuable for commissioning.
The proposed feature set (airflow, cooling capacity, efficiency, mass flow) sufficiently decouple
the indoor airflow faults from other faults. Furthermore, the efficiency was shown to be more
sensitive to the outdoor airflow faults than the cooling capacity, and additional fault diagnosis
may be possible by considering the magnitude of effect that faults have on the cooling capacity,
efficiency, and mass flow. Figure 2.8 presents the virtual sensor estimates for cooling capacity,
system efficiency, and refrigerant mass flow rate for several levels of condenser airflow fault; the
airflow virtual sensor is not influenced by the condenser airflow fault and would therefore remain
unchanged with this fault level. Figure 2.8 shows that the system efficiency is more sensitive to
condenser airflow faults than the cooling capacity is, and the refrigerant mass flow is the least
sensitive to this fault. Further study is necessary to explore the level of fault diagnosis possible
when considering the sensitivity of the features to different faults.
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Figure 2.8: The virtual sensor estimates for (a) cooling capacity, (b) system efficiency, and (c)
refrigerant mass flow rate for several levels of condenser airflow fault. Presented in Chapter 4.
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3. PAPER A: A REVIEW OF FAULT DETECTION AND DIAGNOSIS METHODS FOR
RESIDENTIAL AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS1
3.1 Synopsis
Fault detection and diagnosis (FDD) for air conditioning systems has been an active area of re-
search for over two decades, but the vast majority of methods have been developed for commercial
buildings. While much of this work does have application to the residential market, the residen-
tial market has unique challenges and opportunities that should be considered separate from the
commercial heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) and industrial refrigeration systems.
This paper reviews and evaluates state-of-the-art methods for performing FDD for air conditioning
systems. Opportunities for development in the field of applying these methods to the residential
market include (a) considering the level of fault diagnosis that is most cost-effective in the residen-
tial market, and (b) simplifying the set of required sensors for FDD. This paper also reviews the
emerging field of fault detection of residential air conditioning systems using cloud-based thermo-
stat data. Large-scale analyses of thermostat data have only recently begun to be published, and
this is a field that is anticipated to see considerable growth.
3.2 Introduction
The most commonly recognized benefits associated with successfully detecting and diagnosing
air conditioning faults are (1) reducing energy consumption and (2) reducing maintenance costs.
However, these benefits alone have failed to justify the cost of implementing fault detection and
diagnosis (FDD) methods in the residential air conditioning sector. The majority of this paper is
dedicated to establishing the state-of-the-art in FDD methods for residential air conditioning sys-
tems and identifying opportunities to reduce the cost of these methods. However, this introductory
discussion seeks to establish a more comprehensive understanding of the benefits that effective
FDD provides.
1Rogers, A.P., and F. Guo, and B.P. Rasmussen. A Review of Fault Detection and Diagnosis Methods for Residen-
tial Air Conditioning Systems. In Review.
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3.2.1 Motivation for Fault Diagnosis
The home occupant is the primary beneficiary of reducing the energy consumption, and the
home owner is the primary beneficiary of reducing the maintenance costs. However, FDD provides
other important benefits to the occupant and the owner. The occupant may benefit more from the
reliable comfort that FDD can provide than from the reduced electricity costs, and the home owner
may benefit more from the satisfaction of the occupants than from the reduced maintenance costs.
Furthermore, the home owner and occupant are only two entities in a large air conditioning value
chain; many of the other entities benefit from FDD as well.
Figure 3.1 provides a simple representation of the air conditioning value chain and the benefits
provided by FDD to the various entities. Reduced air conditioning loads will lead to reduced peak
demand and will therefore significantly reduce the demands on the electricity generation, trans-
mission, and distribution entities. Effective FDD methods would also improve the commissioning
process of air conditioning systems and provide service technicians a means to verify the effective-
Electricity Generation & Distribution
● Reduced peak demand
Home Owner
● Reduced maintenance costs
● Increased occupant satisfaction
Occupant
● Reliable comfort
● Reduced electricity 




● Feedback on sales
Installer
● Improved 
    commissioning
Service Technician
● Validation of service
● Increased business during 
    shoulder seasons
Environment
● Reduced refrigerant leakage
● Reduced carbon emissions
Figure 3.1: Examples of the benefits that automated fault detection and diagnosis (FDD) can pro-
vide throughout the air conditioning value chain.
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ness of their service. Detecting faults before the home occupant notices the effects also means that
faults may be addressed during the shoulder seasons thus reducing the strain on the air conditioning
service industry during the summer and further reducing the repair costs for the home owner. Ef-
fective FDD methods could provide the manufacturer and dealer with feedback on the design and
sales of systems in order to identify where improvement may be made and identify which systems
have a history of reliability. Finally, improving air conditioning operation will provide significant
benefit to the environment by reducing refrigerant leakage and by reducing carbon emissions at the
power plant.
Understanding the benefit of FDD throughout the value chain is essential to achieving widespread
adaptation of FDD in the residential sector. This is because someone needs to pay for the higher
costs of the FDD system, and multiple parties may share the cost if these benefits are realized.
For example, electric grid operators could provide an incentive in the form of a cash rebate for
customers who install the FDD system, and manufacturers could offer an FDD-enabled system at
a discounted price to the dealer. The dealer, installer, and service company could pay for access to
the FDD data in order to receive feedback for their services.
The following studies have highlighted that there is potential for significant improvement in
the areas listed in Figure 3.1.
• Reduced maintenance costs. In [12], service records showed that 65% of installed residen-
tial systems and 71% of installed commercial systems required repairs. Decreased perfor-
mance leads to an increased work load for the compressor, and the authors of [45] reported
that compressor repairs are the single most expensive repair and that compressor faults ac-
counted for 24% of all repair costs in a database of 6,000 separate fault cases.
• Reliable comfort; Reduced electricity costs. The authors of [11] reported that residential
air conditioners operate at least 17% below their rated efficiency. In [10], the prevalence of
common faults was was explored including incorrect refrigerant charge, duct leakage, and
low indoor air flow; the authors reported that, on average, a 16% increase in efficiency could
be achieved simply by addressing problems with charge and airflow.
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• Improved commissioning. Refrigerant charge is incorrect by more that 5% in more than
60% of residential air conditioners [11], and 47% of residential systems are oversized with
respect to the recommended sizing calculation [10].
• Reduced peak demand. Degraded efficiency increases peak demand levels in addition to
the overall energy consumption. In Texas, summer peak demand levels are about 25% higher
than winter peak levels [46], and this is primarily due to air conditioning and chiller loads.
• Reduced carbon emissions, Reduced electricity costs. Combined, air conditioning and
space heating account for 30% of electricity expenditures and 40% of total energy expendi-
tures in the U.S. residential sector [3]. Given that the residential sector accounts for 39% of
U.S. electricity expenditures [3, 1] and 20% of total U.S. energy expenditures [47], residen-
tial air conditioning and space heating account for 11.7% of U.S. electricity expenditures
and 8.0% of total U.S energy expenditures.
3.2.2 Previous Reviews and Surveys
Having established a broader understanding of the benefits that fault detection and diagnosis
(FDD) may provide in the residential air conditioning market, this paper will proceed with estab-
lishing the state-of-the-art for FDD in the residential sector. The potential for significant energy
savings and reduced maintenance costs has spurred a considerable amount of work in the past 20
years aimed at diagnosing faults in HVAC systems. Several high quality reviews have documented
these efforts and provide an appropriate starting point for understanding the broad scope of this
work. This section will introduce several of the most helpful reviews, and these reviews are pre-
sented in an order such that the scope is gradually narrowed from general FDD methods (without
a specific application) to FDD methods specifically for vapor compression based air conditioners.
The present work is aimed at further narrowing the scope to focus specifically on the residential
sector.
General FDD methods are reviewed in three parts in [48, 49, 50]. The three-part review classi-
fied FDD methods according to whether they use a priori knowledge of the process (quantitative
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and qualitative model-based methods) or not (process history-based methods). The authors readily
acknowledged that this distinction can be confusing because almost all physics-based models re-
quire process data for identifying parameters (e.g. tuning a gray-box model) and many data-driven
models are quantitative (e.g. polynomial regression and neural networks). In addition to this clas-
sification, a general mathematical framework was presented in [49] which highlighted how a full
FDD algorithm includes several steps; raw measurements are analyzed to generate useful features
and these features are used to diagnose specific faults. This three-part review was helpful for
understanding the general FDD approach, but the review did not provide detail for any specific
application.
The authors of [4, 5] reviewed FDD methods for building systems. The first part of this re-
view provided useful background for FDD methods with the specific application of buildings as
a motivation. The second part provided a comprehensive list of FDD publications for chillers,
air conditioners, and AHUs. The authors of [6] provided an update to the review found in [4, 5]
by including a comprehensive list of publications since 2004. This updated review broke down
how various methods are distributed throughout the body of literature. The authors reported that
45% of publications used exclusively black box modeling methods and 42% of publications dealt
specifically with air handling units (AHUs); see Figure 3.2. The two-part review [4, 5] and the










Figure 3.2: An approximate breakdown of fault detection and diagnosis (FDD) literature for build-
ing systems by system type [6]. Other categories (25%) include overall building, water heaters,
refrigerators, lighting, etc.
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systems, and for understanding the general FDD methods for buildings. However, by considering
FDD work for all building systems these reviews did not provide substantial detail on methods
specific to air conditioners.
Fourteen currently available FDD products for buildings were compared in [18]. The authors
classified the products according to several categories including the intended market, the sensors
used, the detectable faults, and the methods and algorithms. The authors reported that FDD is being
used in nearly all larger commercial buildings and that these FDD products analyze the building
automation system data rather than providing additional sensor information. The majority of meth-
ods and algorithms used are rule-based, but some process history-based techniques are emerging.
The rule-based methods typically incorporate expert systems or decision trees and some physi-
cal understanding of the underlying processes. This review allowed the reader to understand the
commercialized state of FDD for building systems. However, the majority of the reviewed com-
mercialized methods were for large buildings using chillers and AHUs, and the authors highlighted
the need for commercial products designed for small buildings.
The author of [51] provided a tutorial-style review of FDD methods specifically for vapor
compression systems. The discussion described the important faults in vapor compression systems,
the use of performance monitoring for fault detection, the process of steady-state detection, and
fault detection and diagnosis classifiers. One of the greatest challenges identified was the balance
between sensor cost and the simplicity of the algorithm. While temperature sensors are cheap,
analyzing the temperature measurements to generate useful features is complex. The history and
progress of commercially available products was also touched on; at the time [51] was published,
commercially available FDD tools for vapor compression equipment were generally comprised of
tools that could be installed during routine maintenance rather than tools designed for continual
monitoring.
3.2.3 Overview
The previous section introduced several review papers that are relevant in the field of FDD for
air conditioning. [48, 49, 50] reviewed general FDD methods, [4, 5, 6] reviewed FDD methods
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for building systems, [18] reviewed commercially available FDD products for large buildings, and
[51] reviewed FDD methods specifically for vapor compression systems. The present review fo-
cuses on fault detection and diagnosis for residential air conditioning systems. Section 3.3 reviews
the typical process for performing FDD for vapor compression systems (with an emphasis on air
conditioners) and then evaluates several air conditioning-specific methods in terms of the sensor
requirements and which faults are diagnosed. Section 3.4 reviews the emerging field of fault de-
tection using smart thermostat data. In conclusion, Section 3.5 discusses several opportunities for
both (a) traditional FDD methods in which sensors are installed for FDD, and (b) improving the
fault detection capabilities using thermostat data.
3.3 Detection and Diagnosis of Air Conditioning Faults
3.3.1 Common Soft Faults in Air Conditioners
The vast majority of the FDD work related to air conditioners has been focused on soft faults
as opposed to hard faults. Soft faults result in degraded performance without sacrificing occupant
comfort whereas hard faults result in uncomfortable occupant conditions [45]. For the purposes of
FDD, the distinction between hard and soft faults is that hard faults may be detected by analyzing
the indoor conditions, whereas some insight to the system operation is necessary to detect soft
faults. The research community has had a greater interest in soft faults because soft faults are
more difficult to detect, and soft faults will often remain for an extended time because they are not
detected by the occupant. Table 3.1 provides a list of both air-side and refrigerant-side soft faults
that are commonly studied in the literature. Note that the faults listed in Table 3.1 are all mechanical
faults, but many air conditioning service calls are due to the failure of an electric component such
as a failed contactor, a wiring short, or a failed motor [45]. However, these electrical faults typically
result in a hard fault and are immediately noticed and reported by the occupant. The vast majority
of soft faults are related to mechanical systems such as the compressor, heat exchangers, and duct
work.




− clogged air filter
− evaporator fouling
























∗ Common service faults.
† For fault diagnosis, refrigerant-side fouling is nearly
identical to low airflow.
Table 3.1: Examples of Soft, Mechanical Faults in Air Conditioning Systems
introduced during the installation of the system or during a service [22]. For example, the presence
of noncondensables in the system or an overcharged system indicates that a technician charged
the system incorrectly. However, an undercharged system may be due to a leak in the system (an
operational fault) or due to an improper charge procedure (a service fault).
3.3.2 Quantifying the Effect that Faults Have on Operation
The faults listed in Table 3.1 will affect the system in two important ways. The first is the effect
that the faults have on system performance as quantified by system parameters such as capacity and
efficiency. The effect on performance provides motivation for FDD and may be used to identify
which faults are most detrimental and to prioritize FDD efforts. Studies that quantify this effect
on performance typically take one of three approaches. First of all, several studies have analyzed
maintenance service records or actively collected data during routine maintenance [12, 45, 10].
This approach has the additional benefit of providing insight to the prevalence of faults in the field,
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and Section 3.2.1 cited these studies to provide motivation for air conditioning FDD. Other studies
either artificially impose faults in a controlled laboratory experiment [45, 52, 14, 16, 15] or impose
faults in simulation [53, 54] to understand the impact that faults have on performance.
In addition to the performance degradation, air conditioning faults will also have an effect on
the system operation as quantified by operating parameters such as the air and refrigerant temper-
atures throughout the vapor compression cycle. For example, reducing the evaporator airflow will
decrease the evaporator air exit temperature and reducing the refrigerant charge will decrease the
level of subcooling. While faults may be detected by monitoring the system performance, quan-
tifying the effects on operation is critical to performing fault diagnosis. A large portion of the
research in air conditioning FDD has been dedicated to understanding the effect that faults can be
expected to have on system operation. The full FDD process described in the next section includes
selecting appropriate measurements and then transforming these measurements into features that
may be used to classify operation as fault-free or faulty and to diagnose the faulty operation.
3.3.3 The Fault Detection and Diagnosis Process
Any given fault detection and diagnosis (FDD) system is likely a combination of several meth-
ods. The mathematical framework for FDD presented in [49] describes how (1) features must be
generated from raw measurements, then (2) decisions are made based on these features, and finally
(3) a fault is diagnosed based on these decisions. Feature generation on its own may involve a
combination of qualitative rules, physics-based models, and data-driven models. After features
are generated, entirely different methods may be used to detect and diagnose faults. Previous re-
views have designated an FDD system as process history-based or quantitative model-based, but
in reality most FDD systems consist of several different methods.
This review will describe the general process that is commonly used for air conditioning FDD.
This general process consists of (1) feature selection using the available measurements (and choos-
ing the right measurements), (2) detecting steady-state operations and filtering data accordingly,
(3) modeling the steady-state fault-free behavior of the system at the current operating conditions,
(4) classifying the current operations as faulty or not, and (5) diagnosing the fault. Figure 3.3
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Figure 3.3: An overview of common fault detection and diagnosis (FDD) processes for air condi-
tioning systems.
shows this process visually with simple representations of how these steps are often performed.
3.3.3.1 Feature Selection
Features are the variables that are analyzed in order to detect and diagnose faults. They may
be directly measured or derived from measurements and models. For example, the refrigerant
superheat is derived from measurements of the temperature and pressure exiting the evaporator.
While superheat is a useful feature that is relatively straightforward to estimate using temperature
sensors, many features that would be useful are difficult and expensive to obtain. One option is to
directly measure a desired feature. For example, the refrigerant charge would be easy to analyze
if the total refrigerant mass were measured directly. However, this is not a practical approach and
considerable effort has been devoted to estimating refrigerant charge using other measurements.
In most FDD methods, a variable such as superheat is not used directly as a feature but rather
the difference between the estimated superheat and the modeled fault-free superheat is used as a
feature. This difference is known as a residual. Determining a residual requires both an estimate
during current operating conditions and an estimate under fault-free operating conditions. This
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latter estimate is typically determined using a fault-free steady state model, and therefore Sec-
tion 3.3.3.2 reviews the process of steady state detection and Section 3.3.3.3 reviews the fault-free
modeling methods.
The authors of [37] proposed one of the earliest air conditioning FDD methods. The set of
features chosen in [37] has influenced much of the research in following years, and these seven
features include residuals for (1) evaporating temperature (Tevap), (2) suction line superheat (Tsh),
(3) condensing temperature (Tcond), (4) liquid line sub-cooling (Tsc), (5) compressor discharge
temperature (Tdis), (6) air temperature rise across condenser (∆Tca), and (7) air temperature drop
across evaporator (∆Tea). The method proposed in [37] was further evaluated in [20] and these
7 features were used for the evaluation. These same features were used in [21] and [55] as well.
These 7 measurements (with the addition of the temperature difference across the liquid-line fil-
ter/drier – Tll) were referred to as “system state variables” in [23], and other meaningful features
were derived from the system state variables. The features ultimately chosen in [23] were designed
to decouple the various faults such that each feature would correspond with a specific fault.
The “Sensitivity Ratio Method” proposed in [25] is an attempt to further reduce the number of
features. [25] used four residual ratios as features; for example, one of the features is the ratio of the
evaporating temperature residual to the condensing temperature residual. The “Simple Rule-Based
Method” proposed in [25] used feature selection to avoid the need for a fault-free model. This was
done by choosing measurements that are sensitive to faults but insensitive to operating conditions
(return air and ambient air conditions). Four features with this characteristic are presented in
[25]. While the premise of the methods in [25] seems promising, the methods were not further
developed, and the state-of-the-art rather shifted to the decoupling methods in [22, 23].
The authors of [22, 23] presented a physics-based FDD method that focused on choosing fea-
tures that decouple faults in order to enable diagnosis of multiple simultaneous faults. For example,
[23] used refrigerant mass directly as a feature by deriving a gray-box model of the refrigerant in
the system. This gray-box model is termed a “virtual sensor” and was developed further in [56].
The decoupling physics-based features have found success over earlier methods, and this success
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is, at least in part, due to the simple fault detection and diagnosis classifiers that this decoupling
method enables.
There is a strong contrast between the original seven features presented in [37] and the physics-
based virtual sensors presented in [23]. In essence, the virtual sensors require more information
about the system (e.g. estimated pressure losses and a model of the compressor) but the resulting
classifiers are simple and intuitive. This contrast will become more evident as the associated FDD
classifiers are described.
The potential features are largely limited by the available sensor measurements, and therefore
sensor selection is an important precursor to feature selection. The methods described to this point
placed sensors intuitively with an understanding of underlying thermodynamics. The authors of
[57] used a genetic algorithm to balance the number of sensors with the diagnostic capability. This
work on sensor selection was a follow-up to work previously presented in [29, 28]. This earlier
research focused on the detection and diagnosis classifiers rather than on feature selection and
many sensors were used. Given assumptions about the sensor costs, the genetic algorithm-based
optimization in [57] reduced the number of required sensors from 48 down to 8 while retaining
the accuracy reported in [29, 28]. While the optimization method may be of value, the reported
case study is somewhat trivial; the sensor set was reduced from 48 to 8, but most proposed air
conditioning FDD methods already propose between 7 and and 10 sensors.
Diagnosing a variety of faults requires many features and many sensors, and this drives up the
price of an FDD system. The author of [58] recognized the need for low-cost FDD methods for
smaller buildings and proposed a basic FDD system to meet this need. The proposed solution is
to use two temperature measurements and noninvasive load monitoring (NILM) to monitor per-
formance (efficiency and capacity) and perform some rudimentary diagnostics. NILM was first
proposed in [59, 60] for the purpose of analyzing the operations of various household appliances
from a single sensor, and [61, 62, 63, 26, 27] have furthered these methods for air conditioners.
This set of NILM-based methods proposed to diagnose specific faults such as refrigerant charge,
liquid line restrictions, and compressor leakage by analyzing the transients at a high sampling rate
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(120 Hz), and the NILM-based method in [58] is significantly less sophisticated.
3.3.3.2 Steady-State Detection
The majority of FDD methods include models developed for steady state operation. The vapor
compression thermodynamics develop on a much faster time scale than overall building dynamics,
and therefore the system may be considered in pseudo steady state when the system parameters
have settled such that the remaining transient behavior is due to drift in the external driving factors.
In order to use a steady-state model, the data must be processed with a steady-state filter, and there
are generally two types of steady-state filters: slope-based and variance-based filters.
The authors of [64] proposed a steady-state detector that has been referred to as the expo-
nentially weighted variance method. The method essentially computes the running variance and
exponentially weights the values such that more recent values have a larger impact on the overall
weighted variance. This steady-state detector may be tuned by adjusting the threshold that de-
termines when steady-state has been reached and by adjusting the exponential weighting. While
the original application for this method was AHUs, it was adopted for roof-top air conditioning
systems in [20] and [25].
The exponentially weighted variance method was found to be very similar to a simple moving
window variance method in [21]. The authors combined these variance-based methods with a
moving window slope method in order to improve the reliability of the filter; placing a threshold on
the slope of a measured value in a moving window will detect when a measured value is oscillating
around a constant mean, and placing a threshold on the variance within some moving window
will detect when these oscillations fade. A similar approach was used in [57]; the exponentially
weighted variance method is combined with a moving window time derivative.
The proposed steady-state filters require that the past variance or slope must fall below a thresh-
old. The selected window-size (or the forgetting factor in exponentially weighted filters) and the
threshold are important tuning parameters, and the authors of [55] described methods for selecting
these tuning parameters systematically. The thresholds were determined by applying the 3σ rule to
steady-state data from a large sample of experiments, and the window size was determined using
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the transient data from these experiments.
The features used to detect steady state must be considered in addition to the type of filter. The
measurements or features used to determine steady-state are referred to as steady-state indicators.
Additional steady-state indicators increase the required computation, but fewer steady-state indi-
cators may lead to falsely detecting steady state. The authors of [20] observed that the discharge
temperature is the slowest of system states and therefore only used this measurement as a steady
state indicator. However, only the liquid line subcooling was used as a steady state indicators in
[25].
The authors of [55] found that superheat and subcooling suffice as steady state indicators.
However, if the indoor temperature is changing, the superheat and subcooling may misidentify
steady state conditions. In this situation, the evaporating temperature and the air temperature drop
across the evaporator may be used as indicators. For robustness, the authors of [55] recommended
using all features as indicators, and all features were likewise used as steady state indicators in
[65].
The experiments used in [20] and [55] indicate that about seven to ten minutes are required
in order obtain and then detect steady state. When the cooling load is low, a cycling air condi-
tioner may not run for more than five minutes before shutting off and thus the steady state won’t
be analyzed during low load conditions. However, applying FDD during low load conditions is
important in order to analyze an air conditioning system during shoulder seasons before comfort is
affected in the summer and when maintenance costs are low. Therefore, the system must either be
run longer than would normally be necessary in order to obtain steady state data or the transients
must be analyzed instead of the steady state.
3.3.3.3 Fault-Free Modeling
The residuals that are so commonly used as features require a model of the system operating
in steady-state and without faults. These models typically receive operating conditions such as the
return air and ambient air conditions in order to predict systems states. An assumption is often
made that the only external influences on a fault-free air conditioner are the temperature of the air
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entering the condenser and the temperature and humidity of the air entering the evaporator [37].
The authors of [20] explored the use of both lookup tables and low-order polynomial regression
models in order to estimate fault-free values. While lookup tables can represent highly nonlinear
relationships with sufficient training data, the authors found that tables did not provide any benefit
over the low-order polynomial models. One benefit of using low-order polynomial models is that
some degree of extrapolation can be reasonably performed.
While [20] compared polynomial models with look up tables, [66, 38, 67] compared polyno-
mial models with neural networks. The authors of [66] focused on improving steady state models
for FDD in packaged air conditioning systems, and the authors compared four black-box mod-
eling methods: polynomial regression, general regression neural networks (GRNN), radial-basis
functions, and back-propagation neural networks. The authors concluded that a hybrid model is
best in which a GRNN is used for interpolation and a low-order polynomial model is used for
extrapolation. This hybrid model was then used in [21]. The authors of [38, 67] also explored both
low-order polynomial models and back-propagation neural networks and likewise concluded that
third-order polynomial models are better suited as fault-free models than the neural networks due
to a lack of significant nonlinearity.
The authors of [38] also included an interesting discussion on the challenges of using models
in the field. One challenge specific to residential systems is the variation between installations due
to the separate indoor and outdoor units and the variable lengths in refrigerant tubing. The authors
of [68] presented a self training model in order to overcome the challenge of implementing models
on a field-installed system. The proposed model is intended to be developed after installation.
This is done by developing the model slowly as different operating conditions become available.
Preliminary fault free models are used with relaxed thresholds to make an initial evaluation after
installation. If installation errors are not detected, then the models are developed further. These
models continue to be developed as more data becomes available. When the operating conditions
cover the desired range then the final fault-free models are developed and the self training ceases.
The models presented in [68] are the only solution presented in this review for developing
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models on field-installed systems. The majority of methods use an extensive set of laboratory
experiments in order to characterize the fault free behavior. However, such experimental results
will not be available for all systems, and even when available, these models may not capture the
variation in split system installations. Installed systems will likely need to be benchmarked during
the commissioning process, and methods such as those proposed in [68] should be developed
further to customize the model for a specific installation.
3.3.3.4 Fault Detection Classifiers
Once the features have been generated using measurements and models, fault detection and
diagnosis may proceed. The method by which a fault is detected or diagnosed is referred to as
a classifier. While detection and diagnosis classifiers are often performed separately, they are
sometimes performed in a single step. For example, the authors of [38] performed fault detection
and fault diagnosis with a single classifier. Also, if features are decoupled such that each feature
corresponds to a specific fault, then fault detection and diagnosis is performed simultaneously.
In other words, detecting a fault using a decoupled feature is the same as diagnosing the fault
associated with that feature. This is the premise of [22, 23].
The most common fault detection classifier consists of simple thresholds on the features. If a
feature exceeds or falls below the threshold, then a fault has been detected. Some methods such as
the “Sensitivity Ratio Method” and “Simple-Rule-Based Method” from [25] and the decoupling
methods from [23] use this type of classifier. However, several more rigorous classifiers have been
presented.
A Bayes classifier was presented in [37] for determining when one of the residuals has a sig-
nificant value according to a given statistical confidence. However, this method required the full
covariance matrix under both current and fault-free operations. When implementing this method,
[20] simply assumed the same diagonal covariance matrix for both current and fault-free opera-
tions, and this simplification detracts from the rigor with which the method was originally pre-
sented. To overcome this simplification, the authors of [21] proposed the “Normalized Distance
Fault Detection Classifier.” This detection classifier essentially generalized the 3σ rule-of-thumb
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to higher dimensions, and the unknown covariance matrix for the current operations is then not
necessary.
The generalized likelihood ratio test (GLRT) was used as a detection classifier in [29, 28, 57].
Like other likelihood tests, the GLRT is used to determine how likely it is that the null hypothesis
should be rejected. In this application, the GLRT is used to detect the abrupt introduction of a fault,
and therefore the null hypothesis states that operations have not changed. The GLRT requires that
the nominal operating distribution be known, and the authors of [29, 28, 57] therefore assumed
that the mean and variance before the change point were known. While this assumption is not
practical, rigorous change point detection methods such as the GLRT are certaily of value for
fault detection. However, the change point detection methods must account for uncertainty in the
nominal operating distribution.
3.3.3.5 Fault Diagnosis Classifiers
Two general approaches to air conditioning fault diagnosis will be considered: rule-based and
machine learning. With a qualitative rule-based approach, the user identifies the feature patterns
for a set of faults and applies statistical methods to classify the current operations. With a machine
learning approach, the patterns are generated automatically using training data.
The comprehensive review provided in [5] gave credit to [69] for laying a foundation for future
diagnostic work in qualitative rule-based approaches. [69] determined if a given feature would
increase, decrease, or remain unchanged under a given fault condition. A score is then generated
in order to reflect the probability with which the current conditions match the fault conditions.
The authors of [37] applied these rule-based methods to packaged air-conditioners. Similar
to the accompanying detection classifier, the rule-based diagnosis classifier in [37] also required
the full probability distributions for both fault-free and current operations. The authors of [20]
and [21] found this to be impractical, and [20] simplified this method by using the same diagonal
covariance matrix for both fault-free and current operations.
The "Distance Ratio Fault Diagnosis Classifier" presented in [21] circumvented the need for
a covariance matrix. In the Distance Ratio Fault Diagnosis Classifier, a point is defined for each
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fault type in the feature space. The distance from the current operating point to each fault point
is then calculated. A fault is diagnosed when the ratio of the shortest distance to the next shortest
distance falls below a preset threshold.
The fault diagnosis classifier presented in [38] is similar to that of [37], but the authors of
[38] accounted for the possibility that some features won’t change (increase or decrease) during
certain fault conditions. This was necessary because the rules presented by [37] were developed
for a packaged air conditioner with a fixed-orifice expansion device. A variable expansion device
such as a TXV essentially introduces an internal control loop in which the refrigerant flow into the
evaporator is controlled in response to the superheat. This internal control loop results in a more
fault-tolerant system and makes fault diagnosis more difficult. With a TXV, many of the features
do not increase or decrease with certain faults. For the rules in [37], each feature increased or
decreased for each fault considered. However [38] included many situations in which there is no
change. The authors of [38] observed that a system becomes even more fault tolerant with the use
of a variable speed compressor. Similar to [20], [38] also simplified the statistics-based diagnosis
classifier by ignoring cross-correlation.
While the diagnosis classifiers described to this point used rule-based methods supported by
statistics, the authors of [29] and [28] explored several machine learning methods for fault diag-
nosis. Rather than observing patterns in the features under various fault conditions, the authors
trained algorithms using experimental data of a chiller under various operating and fault condi-
tions [70]. The explored methods are Principle Component Analysis (PCA), Partial Least Squares
(PLS), and Support Vector Machines (SVM). Among these, SVMs showed the best performance.
The authors of [30] proposed a fault diagnosis classifier using clustering methods. Traditional
clustering methods can only handle faults of discrete magnitudes (i.e. the severity of the fault
must remain constant), but a “vector clustering” techniques is proposed in [30] to overcome this
limitation and account for gradual faults. This method essentially clusters data according to how
the features are developing over time.
While all of the fault diagnosis classifiers described here have been successfully implemented
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using laboratory experiments, none have been implemented on a field-operating system. However,
the decoupling methods presented in [22, 23] and then used in [7, 24] have been implemented
on field operating systems. These methods perform fault detection and diagnosis simultaneously
because each feature corresponds with a specific fault.
3.3.3.6 Transient-Based Analysis
The FDD process that has been outlined includes feature selection, steady state detection, fault-
free modeling, and fault detection and diagnosis classifiers. Each of the methods described thus
far have relied on a steady state analysis. However, several researchers have found advantages in
analyzing transient periods.
The authors of [27] used non-invasive load monitoring (NILM) to analyze the transient com-
pressor and fan power and to diagnose improper refrigerant charge, condenser fouling, and liquid
line restriction. The use of transients allowed [27] to diagnose many common faults with the use
of just one sensor. Also, the methods were capable of diagnosing faults such as slugging and a
flooded start. The authors proposed that the NILM sensor be used with temperature sensors to
improve the confidence of FDD.
While the majority of decoupling methods presented in [23] rely on steady state operations,
the authors used the transient liquid line temperatures to determine the liquid line pressure drop
and isolate a clogged filter/drier fault. The authors observed that, during the startup transients, the
liquid line consists of a two-phase flow, and the subcooling will therefore be near zero. While
the liquid line contains two-phase flow, the refrigerant pressure on either side of the filter/drier
is directly related to the refrigerant temperature. The pressure drop across the filter/drier may
therefore be determined using the temperatures while the subcooling is near zero during the start-
up transients.
The use of transient-based fault detection for vapor compression system faults was also pro-
moted in [71]. The authors noted that dynamic methods could detect fan failures quicker than
static methods could, and that dynamic methods were essential to detect a very slow refrigerant
leak early on, especially if a receiver is present. The challenge with implementing the proposed
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methods is that they require an accurate model of the transient behavior, and a transient model is
more difficult to obtain that a steady-state model.
Most of the transient-based methods have not progressed to field implementations. As with
other proposed methods, they work well using laboratory data but a field implementation is re-
quired to validate the performance. However, the liquid-line restriction indicator presented in [23]
was implemented on a field-installed unit owned by the research lab and on other field-installed
rooftop units [7].
3.3.4 Evaluation of Methods
FDD methods are always evaluated to some degree when they are presented, and this evalua-
tion generally includes an evaluation of the method’s accuracy such as the rate of false positives
and false negatives. A method’s sensitivity to faults may also be evaluated. For example, The
authors of [20] reported the level of fault severity that first caused an alarm as well as the level of
severity at which an alarm was caused in all tests performed. The authors emphasized the utility
of the evaluation methods as a general tool for all FDD methods. The authors of [72, 73] likewise
developed a method for evaluating any proposed FDD method. The method rated an FDD method
against the diagnostic capabilities of a routine maintenance visit. The authors found that methods
which include some level of fault assessment (i.e. determining if service is cost effective) are most
valuable.
FDD methods are almost always shown to work well when they are proposed. However, the
method whereby they were evaluated is an important aspect when considering deploying them
in the field. Almost all methods were developed using data collected during careful laboratory
experiments in which faults were artificially introduced (e.g. obstructing a portion of the heat
exchanger). Research groups either perform experiments to generate their own data, or use the
data previously published by another group. After the initial development, some methods were
tested with data collected from units operating in the field [7, 24]. During many of these tests,
faults were artificially introduced to these field units similar to how they would be introduced in a
laboratory.
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Paper Packaged/Split Validation Sensors1 Diagnosed Faults2
T RH P V I UC OC LR CL CF EF NC
[37] packaged lab data3 9 1 7 7 7 7 7
[25]4 packaged lab data5 7 1 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
[25]6 packaged lab data5 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
[21] packaged lab data7 9 1 7 7 7 7 7
[23] both field data8 10 1 2 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
[27] packaged lab data9 1 1 7 7 7 7 7
[74] unspecified10 unspecified10 8 7 7
[38] split lab data5 9 1 7 7 7 7 7 7
[24] packaged field data11 8 7 7 7 7
[75] split lab data12 7 2 7 7 7 7 7
[40] packaged lab data5 4 2 7
1 (T) temperature, (RH) humidity or wet-bulb temperature, (P) pressure, (V) voltage, and (I) cur-
rent.
2 (UC) undercharge, (OC) overcharge, (LR) liquid-line restriction, (CL) compressor valve leakage,
(CF) condenser airflow/fouling, (EF) evaporator airflow/fouling, (NC) noncondensables.
3 Some initial testing was performed in [37], but the method was tested more fully in [20] using
their own data obtained in [45].
4 Sensitivity Ratio Method.
5 Developed using their own laboratory testbed.
6 Simple Rule-based Method.
7 Testing was performed using data from [20].
8 Initial testing was performed with data from [20]. [7] then tests the decoupling method by
introducing faults on a unit operating in the field. Finally, the method was applied to field data,
though no validation using this field data was performed.
9 Testing was performed specifically for this project using a testbed at another lab.
10 The paper is unspecific; “The experimental data was collected from several devices of the same
class, installed in different locations” [74].
11 Tested by introducing artificial faults in a packaged unit operating in the field.
12 Developed using their own laboratory testbed as well as their own existing laboratory data. The
FDD tool was used once in the field to test ease of use.
Table 3.2: An evaluation of several FDD methods for air conditioning systems. Emphasis is
placed on the type of system used for development and validation, the source of data used for
validation, the number sensor used, and the types of faults diagnosed.
The present review provides a simple evaluation of FDD methods proposed specifically for air
conditioning systems. The methods are evaluated according to (1) how they were validated, (2)
how many sensors are required, and (3) which faults may be diagnosed. Table 3.2 summarizes this
evaluation, and highlights how few of the methods have been applied to field units. In fact, only the
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decoupling method described in [23] and a later variant of it [24] were tested using data collected
from a field unit.
Note that, with the exception of the NILM-based transient method from [27] and the virtual air-
flow sensor from [40], each of the methods use between seven and ten temperature measurements.
Many methods measure the evaporator air inlet relative humidity and use this as a driving factor to
generate fault-free models, but some methods train models with only the ambient air temperature
and the evaporator air inlet temperature. The Simple Rule-based Method from [25] is the only
method listed that does not use a fault-free model but rather seeks to combine raw measurements
to create features that are not sensitive to operating conditions.
Few methods claim to be capable of diagnosing noncondensables. Even the methods pre-
sented in [25] require a technician’s involvement in order to distinguish noncondensables from an
overcharge fault; the technician would need to check the evaporator pressure against the expected
refrigerant saturation pressure at the measured temperature. The decoupling methods presented in
[23] do distinguish between noncondensable and overcharge faults, but the method is similar to
the technician’s test proposed in [25]; the discharge pressure is measured and compared with the
saturation pressure associated with the condenser temperature.
The evaluation in Table 3.2 provides an overview of the state of FDD for air conditioning
systems. This evaluation shows how most of the FDD systems focus on the same group of faults
and have similar sensor requirements. This evaluation also highlights that most methods have
been tested in a lab, but few have been implemented on a field-operating system. Reducing and
simplifying the set of sensors required for FDD will be an important part of increasing the cost-
effectiveness of these methods. However, this will likely require that the diagnostic capabilities be
reduced somewhat.
3.4 Fault Detection Using Thermostat Data
All of the FDD methods described to this point require that sensors be installed throughout the
system in order to gain insight to the operation of the vapor compression cycle. Larger commer-
cial systems such as chillers and AHUs come installed with many of the required sensors for FDD
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because this information is used for the control of the system, but these sensors are not typically in-
cluded in a residential system. Residential systems are controlled with a thermostat, which simply
measures the conditions of the conditioned space. However, the advent of the smart and connected
thermostats has greatly increased the availability of residential thermostat measurements, and this
data could be used for the purpose of fault detection.
Smart thermostat data typically includes the indoor temperature and relative humidity, the sys-
tem status (e.g. cooling, heating, off), and an estimate for the outdoor temperature obtained from
a third party such as the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). Smart ther-
mostat datasets are well-suited for the detection of hard faults because they adequately capture the
indoor conditions. Recall that hard faults occur when the system is not able to maintain occupant
comfort. Therefore, a hard fault may have occurred when the system is unable to maintain the
setpoint. Even so, there are many factors not captured by the thermostat data that will have a sig-
nificant effect on the cooling or heating load (e.g. occupancy, fenestration, and plug loads) such
that uncomfortable conditions may be due to abnormally high loads rather than a system fault. The
detection of soft faults using thermostat data is also possible because thermostat data does provide
some insight to the system operation in the form of the system status. Analyzing the runtime may
indicate that a system’s performance has degraded such that it runs longer or harder than it did
previously.
Thermostat-based fault detection is still a relatively new field of research, and has been par-
tially hindered by the lack of publicly available smart thermostat data. Studies using relatively
small datasets and simulations have proposed methods for improving smart thermostat control
[76], identifying inefficient home construction [77], inefficient occupant behavior [78, 79], and air
conditioning system faults [80]. However, Ecobee’s “Donate Your Data” program has made larger
scale data analysis available to many researchers, and results are only recently being published
[31, 32]. The authors of [31] and [32] analyze the aggregate behavior of the available data with
[31] focused on user behavior and [32] focused on runtime. Therefore, these initial studies do not
attempt to identify faulty behavior in specific homes.
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Among all of these studies, [80] is the closest in line with detecting soft faults in air condi-
tioning systems. The authors proposed recursive least squares models to describe the thermostat
behavior and then propose that a fault may be detected when the model parameters change. How-
ever, the authors of [80] developed this model-based method using simulations and the method
may not generalize well to real thermostat data. Indeed, when analyzing the thermostat data for
7000 homes, the authors of [32] noted that there is large variation in system runtime from one
home to the next even at constant ambient conditions which indicates that there are other very
important factors that are not captured in the thermostat data.
Cloud-based thermostat data provides a much needed opportunity to bring air conditioning
fault detection to the residential sector. However, the process by which this data may be analyzed
to perform reliable fault detection remains an open research problem. Large-scale analysis results
have only recently become available, and this field of research will see considerable growth over
the next decade.
3.5 Conclusions
This paper has reviewed fault detection and diagnosis (FDD) methods for residential air con-
ditioning systems. This has included many methods developed for commercial systems because
the amount of work developed specifically for residential air conditioners is relatively small. The
typical air conditioning FDD process (i.e. feature selection, steady state detection, fault-free mod-
eling, and detection and diagnosis classifiers) has been described in detail and the methods have
been evaluated in terms of the sensor requirements, the faults diagnosed, and the level of valida-
tion used (lab data or field data). State-of-the-art FDD methods typically require between seven
and ten temperature sensors, and the set of faults that these methods diagnose is fairly standard:
undercharge and overcharge, liquid-line restriction, compressor valve leakage, and condenser and
evaporator airflow faults. The physics-based gray box method proposed in [23] and adapted in [24]
is the only method reviewed that was evaluated using a field-installed system.
While Section 3.3 reviewed the more traditional FDD literature described above, Section 3.4
reviewed the state of fault detection methods for residential air conditioning systems using only
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thermostat data. The open-source data in this field has historically been limited, but large-scale
analyses of smart thermostat data have just recently been published and considerable growth in
this field should be expected.
There are several opportunities for improving residential air conditioning FDD using both in-
stalled sensors and thermostat data. Installing sensors throughout the vapor compression cycle
provides detailed insight which may be used to diagnose specific faults. Thermostat data is already
available for many thousands of systems, and properly utilized, this data could provide effective
fault detection capabilities and perhaps some limited fault diagnosis. The following sections out-
line a small portion of the research opportunities in these fields.
3.5.1 Opportunities for FDD Using Installed Sensors
The cost of the proposed sensor package is the main obstacle to implementing FDD methods
on residential systems, and the following opportunities focus on reducing this cost.
3.5.1.1 Applying AHU-Related FDD Methods
Section 3.2.2 noted how a large portion of FDD work for building systems has focused on
air handling units (AHUs). As a result, several fields of research have been explored for AHUs
but have not been adequately developed for air conditioning systems. Sensor fault detection and
proactive diagnostics are two such examples.
Sensor faults include a constant or drifting bias or a complete failure in the sensors used to
perform FDD. Proposed methods of performing sensor fault detection have been based on principle
component analysis [81, 82, 83, 84, 85], joint angle analysis [86], wavelet analysis [87, 85], and
neural networks [88, 89]. Effective sensor FDD in air conditioning systems would increase the
reliability of the FDD system when low-cost sensors are used.
Proactive diagnostics describe a group of methods in which a system is controlled in a non-
standard way in order to gain some diagnostic insight that would not be possible during normal
operation [90, 91, 92]. The authors of [24] used proactive diagnostics and a rule-based method
to diagnosis air-side sensor and actuator faults in the air handling portion of a rooftop unit. The
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state-of-the-art air conditioning FDD methods are all designed to be implemented during normal
operation, but proactive diagnostics may improve the capabilities of the methods.
3.5.1.2 Determining the Optimal Level of Fault Diagnosis
Fault diagnosis is admittedly a more complex problem that fault detection. Most of the pro-
posed FDD methods evaluated used many sensors in order to effectively diagnose each of the
faults individually. Intuitively, one could conclude that fewer sensors would be required if less
fault diagnosis were performed. For example, diagnosing between overcharge and noncondens-
ables requires a pressure sensor [25, 23], and the pressure sensor may not be necessary if these
faults are not diagnosed individually. The optimal level of fault diagnosis is a balance between the
cost of the FDD sensor package and the capabilities of the FDD system.
3.5.1.3 Simplifying the Required Sensor Set
In order to bring FDD sensors to the residential market, the required sensor package must be
simplified significantly. This involves not only reducing the number of sensors but also accounting
for the type of sensors used and considering where these sensors must be installed. The residential
air conditioning market introduces a unique challenge for FDD systems by separating the evapo-
rator and condenser by a great distance through the use of a split system. State-of-the-art methods
require sensors installed on both the indoor and the outdoor unit, but the cost would be reduced
greatly if sensors were limited to just one of the units. Simplifying the required sensor set will also
involve optimizing the fault diagnosis capabilities as described in the previous section.
3.5.2 Opportunities for Fault Detection using Thermostat Data
The primary challenge with leveraging thermostat data is that many important factors are miss-
ing from the dataset, and the following opportunities focus on maximizing the information avail-
able when analyzing thermostat data.
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3.5.2.1 Expanding the Available Data
In its most basic form, thermostat data only includes the indoor conditions and the system sta-
tus. This dataset is often supplemented by an outdoor temperature estimate, but there may be other
useful ways in which to supplement the dataset. For example, additional climate parameters such
as solar irradiation, home parameters such as the construction date and square footage, and system
parameters such as the nominal capacity may provide researchers with information necessary to
decrease modeling errors using smart thermostat data.
3.5.2.2 Comparing Operation Across Many Systems
The traditional FDD methods are always focused on the operation for a single system. How-
ever, the introduction of cloud-based thermostat data has made an entirely different approach pos-
sible; the operation of many different homes can now be compared to each other and an outlier
identification can be used to find homes that are the least efficient with respect to the others. Lever-
aging the data from many homes is another source of information that could provide insight to
specific homes via anomaly detection methods. The utility of this type of approach would be
greatly improved with an expanded dataset such that similar homes (in terms of square footage,
location, etc.) may be compared.
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4. PAPER B: UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS AND FIELD IMPLEMENTATION OF A FAULT
DETECTION AND DIAGNOSIS METHOD FOR RESIDENTIAL HVAC SYSTEMS1
4.1 Synopsis
The vast majority of fault detection and diagnosis (FDD) methods for air conditioning systems
are developed for packaged commercial systems. This paper presents a method for obtaining key
operating parameters for air conditioning systems (airflow rate, cooling capacity, system efficiency,
and refrigerant mass flow) in a way that is well-suited for the residential sector. The method
relies on an air-side capacity estimate and will be compared and contrasted with a more traditional
method that relies on a refrigerant-side capacity estimate. These methods are compared in terms of
their sensitivity to input parameters, their uncertainty in the outputs, and their sensor requirements.
The proposed air-side sensing method requires fewer sensors and has a significant advantage for
residential split systems because it requires no outdoor unit sensors. The air-side sensing method
is then successfully implemented on a field operating residential system. The experimental results
show that the proposed method is sensitive to artificially inserted airflow faults.
4.2 Introduction
Air conditioning and space heating account for 32% of total energy consumption [3] and 21%
of electrical energy consumption in the U.S. residential sector [93]. The most significant sources
of energy inefficiency for residential heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) include air
leaking from ducts, too little or too much refrigerant in the system (undercharge and overcharge),
having a system that is oversized with respect to the required load, and having ductwork that
is undersized [53]. Several studies have quantified both the prevalence and the impact of these
efficiencies, and only a few of these studies will be cited here. [10] studied installation problems
in residential systems and found that about 75% of central air conditioners and heat pumps have
incorrect refrigerant charge, and about 70% have inadequate airflow. [14] later studied the impact
1Rogers, A.P., and F. Guo, and B.P. Rasmussen. Uncertainty Analysis and Field Implementation of a Fault Detec-
tion and Diagnosis Method for Residential HVAC Systems. In Review.
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that refrigerant charge has on system efficiency and found that refrigerant charge 25% below the
nominal reduces seasonal efficiency by approximately 16%. [53] also studied installation problems
and found that indoor airflow 36% below the nominal increases energy usage by 11 - 14%. These
studies show that installed air conditioners often do not reach the efficiency that they are designed
for.
While the design efficiency of both heating and cooling systems continues to improve, there is
a great need for improving the commissioning and maintenance process for these systems in order
to realize the full benefits of installing a more efficient system. Fault detection and diagnostics
(FDD) have become an increasingly popular tool for improving the commissioning and mainte-
nance of commercial HVAC systems [18]. However, the state-of-the-art FDD tools depend heavily
on the data available through the building automation system (BAS), and this detailed data is not
typically available in the residential sector. FDD for residential split systems has not achieved an
appreciable level of market penetration because the proposed methods are not yet cost effective.
Air conditioning FDD methods propose that the compressor, the condenser, and the evaporator
all be instrumented thus requiring many sensors. This is especially problematic for split systems
where the indoor and outdoor units may be separated by a great distance. The required sensing
package for FDD must be reduced and simplified in order for FDD to succeed in the residential
air conditioning market, and this paper proposes a method that both reduces the number of sensors
and simplifies the installation of the sensors.
4.2.1 Review of Fault Detection and Diagnosis Literature for Vapor Compression Systems
A variety of methods have been explored for FDD in vapor compression HVAC systems [5, 6].
The scope of modeling methods is also broad; statistics-based [37], simple physics-based [23], and
purely data-driven methods such as support vector machines [29] and clustering [30] have all been
used. The majority of FDD methods are explored using data from lab experiments in which faults
are introduced in a careful, controlled manner. The physics-based decoupling methods presented
in [23] are among the few methods actually applied to a system operating in the field. Initial testing
of the decoupling methods was performed with data from [45], and then the methods were tested
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in the field in [51]. Similar decoupling methods were applied to a field unit in [24]. The virtual
sensors proposed in [23] used a compressor energy balance to obtain the refrigerant mass flow and
then estimated the indoor airflow using a refrigerant-side capacity estimate.
4.2.2 Overview
This paper builds on these simple physics-based FDD solutions in order to address challenges
specific to residential split systems. Minimizing the up-front costs of an FDD system is of particu-
lar importance in the residential sector because residential systems are typically smaller than their
commercial counterparts, and therefore have a lower capital cost and less energy expenditures. At
a basic level, the up-front cost of the FDD sensors is affected by three factors: quantity, type, and
location. The relationship between the quantity of sensors and capital cost is straightforward and
this is usually the first factor considered. Of course, the type of sensor is also important. While a
refrigerant mass flow sensor would certainly be useful for the purposes of FDD, its cost is substan-
tially higher than the cost of multiple temperature sensors combined. The third factor is the sensor
location, and this is not typically considered when designing an FDD system. For residential split
systems, the indoor and outdoor units are typically separated by a great distance, and the outdoor
unit is placed in an outdoor environment; any sensor on the outdoor unit must be able to withstand
the inevitably harsh conditions. Furthermore, installing sensors on both the indoor unit and the
outdoor unit may require a separate data acquisition board on each unit. The sensor location is
certainly an important factor for determining the cost of a residential FDD system, but this fac-
tor is not typically considered because most FDD methods are designed for packaged commercial
systems.
This paper proposes a set of virtual sensors for estimating the refrigerant mass flow rate, airflow
rate, cooling capacity, and system efficiency using sensors only located on the indoor unit. This set
of virtual sensors is based on an air-side capacity estimate and will be referred to as the Air Sensing
Method. This method is contrasted with a set of virtual sensors that obtain the same parameters
using a refrigerant-side capacity estimate: referred to as the Refrigerant Sensing Method. The Re-
frigerant Sensing Method is similar to the approach used in [23] in that it uses a compressor energy
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balance to obtain the refrigerant mass flow rate and then estimates airflow using a refrigerant-side
cooling capacity estimate. The Air Sensing Method obtains the airflow rate using a method similar
to that presented in [40, 44], and uses the estimated airflow to estimate the refrigerant mass flow
rate using an air-side capacity estimate. As these methods are presented in greater detail, the key
difference between them will become clear; the Refrigerant Sensing Method requires a compressor
energy balance and thus requires outdoor sensors while the Air Sensing Method requires a reliable
heating source and eliminates the need for outdoor sensors.
4.2.3 A Brief Introduction to Virtual Sensor Block Diagrams
Before proceeding with the formulation of the various virtual sensors, some context should
be provided for the way in which these virtual sensors will be presented. Virtual sensors used
in air conditioning FDD methods are typically physics-based and employ many assumptions and
approximations. The required measurements, estimates, and assumptions can become nebulous
as the estimation process becomes layered in equations. This paper will use a block diagram
representation for virtual sensors in order to clearly show the full scope of each method. This
block diagram representation is used in Figures 4.2 - 4.6, and each block diagram uses the notation
given in Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1 provides a legend for the most common operations and shadings used in the virtual
sensor block diagrams. This legend shows the notation used for the majority of operations which
include addition, multiplication, and refrigerant property tables. The legend also shows that the











Figure 4.1: Legend for the virtual sensor block diagrams.
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4.3 The Refrigerant Sensing Method
The cooling capacity is the amount of heat removed from the conditioned space. This is equiv-
alent to the heat transfer that occurs at the indoor coil. This can be approached from either the
refrigerant side or the air side. From the refrigerant side, the cooling capacity is given by Equation
4.1.
Q = ṁr∆hevap (4.1)
The original decoupling method [23] is based on a refrigerant-side capacity estimate. The de-
coupling method first determines the refrigerant mass flow using a compressor energy balance,
the mass flow is then used to estimate cooling capacity from the refrigerant side, and the cooling
capacity is then used to obtain the indoor airflow.
4.3.1 Refrigerant Mass Flow using a Compressor Energy Balance
Consider the refrigerant mass flow virtual sensor presented in [23]. A simple, physics-based





The compressor heat loss Qloss can be approximated as αlossẆcomp. However, the proposed
method for obtaining the compressor power is to use the manufacturer-provided 10-coefficient
compressor map following AHRI Standard 540 [94]. Furthermore, the proposed method for ob-
taining the suction or discharge pressures using only temperature measurements is to measure the
condensing and evaporating temperatures, convert to pressure, and then account for the pressure
loss in the suction and discharge lines [95]. The full process of estimation is difficult to fully grasp
using only equations, but each equation may be represented as a block diagram (Figure 4.2) and
the block diagrams may be combined to show the full estimation process (Figure 4.3).
Figure 4.2 shows a block diagram for each equation required for the virtual mass flow sensor












































Figure 2: Sub-diagrams comprising the virtual mass flow sensor using manufacturer’s compressor map (CM)
and virtual pressure sensors.
Li and Braun (2009). Once this process has been performed for the refrigerant mass flow, the evaporator
enthalpy rise must still be determined in order to obtain the capacity and the air enthalpy drop must be
determined to obtain the air mass flow. The virtual sensor block diagrams that are presented here provide a
means to visualize this process of estimation and then easily determine the measurements and assumptions
required.
Figure 1 provides a reference for symbols and colors used in the virtual sensor block diagrams. Figure 2
then includes several sub-diagrams that comprise the mass flow virtual sensor from Li and Braun (2007).




































Figure 3: Full virtual mass flow sensor using Li and Braun (2007) and Li and Braun (2009).
Figure 4.2: Sub-diagrams comprising the virtual mass flow sensor using the manufacturer’s com-
pressor map (CM) and virtual pressure sensors.
Figure 4.3. The full virtual sensor block diagram clearly shows that, in order to implement this
virtual sensor, the evaporating, condensing, suction, and discharge temperatures must be measured.
The pressure loss in the suction line and the pressure loss in the discharge line must be estimated
as well as the compressor heat loss coefficient αloss.
Breaking the estimation process down into the basic operations that comprise the virtual sensor
provides a conv ient means to analyz the sensi ivity and uncertainty in the virtual sensor at a
particular operating point. However, the sensitivity and uncertainty will be addressed in Section 4.5
after both the Refrigerant Sensing Method and the Air Sensing Method have been fully developed
in order to directly compare these methods.
4.3.2 Modifying the Virtual Refrigerant Mass Flow Sensor
Figure 4.3 shows the virtual refrigerant mass flow sensor as presented in [23]. However, this



































































Figure 4.4: Full virtual mass flow sensor using a current measurement to obtain the compressor
power.
models may not always be available, and this is especially true for residential systems which use
smaller compressors. Indeed, the 10-coefficient compressor models were not available for the field-
installed 3.5 ton (12.3 kW) packaged heat pump used for testing in this study, and the compressor
power needed be estimated using a current measurement and an estimated voltage. However, the
isolated compressor current would require a current transducer installed on the outdoor unit, and
therefore, the current for the full outdoor unit was measured because this can be measured with
a transducer installed inside the home. When the compressor is running, the outdoor unit power
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is predominantly due to the compressor. However, the compressor power can be estimated more
accurately by subtracting the estimated current of the outdoor fan and other components Ifan+
from the measured outdoor unit current. The fan power is typically an order of magnitude less than
the compressor power such that the uncertainty in the fan power estimate will negligibly affect the
accuracy of the compressor power estimate; this is verified in the sensitivity analysis presented in
Section 4.5.
4.3.3 Refrigerant-Side Capacity, Airflow, and Efficiency
Having estimated the refrigerant mass flow using Figure 4.4, the cooling capacity may be
estimated using the enthalpy rise of the refrigerant in the evaporator as shown in Equation 4.1. The
evaporator enthalpy rise is the difference between the evaporator exit (vapor line) enthalpy and the
expansion device inlet (indoor liquid line) enthalpy. Note that the expansion device may be treated
as an isenthalpic device such that there is no change in enthalpy as the refrigerant expands. The
refrigerant temperature should be measured at these two locations and the pressure at these two
locations can be estimated using a measured coil temperature and the estimated pressure drops.
This is shown in the upper shaded region of Figure 4.5. While the estimated pressure drop across
the expansion device will likely have a high degree of uncertainty, the enthalpy of the saturated
refrigerant at this point will not be sensitive to the pressure drop; i.e. the enthalpy of a saturated
liquid is nearly independent of pressure.
Once the cooling capacity is obtained, the indoor airflow rate may be determined using the







However, estimating the wet air enthalpy drop ∆hair_wet is not a simple process. The return and
supply air temperature should be measured in addition to the return air relative humidity. The
supply air humidity ratio can be assumed to be saturated when the coil is wet, and equal to the
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Figure 4.5: The Refrigerant Sensing Method
pressure must be estimated from the dry-bulb temperature. This full process is shown in the lower
shaded region of Figure 4.5.
Figure 4.5 shows the full set of virtual sensors comprising the Refrigerant Sensing Method.
The majority of work in these virtual sensors is dedicated to performing the enthalpy analysis of
the compressor, evaporator refrigerant, and evaporator air. Having obtained ∆hcomp, ∆hevap, and
∆hair_wet, Figure 4.5 highlights how straightforward several of the major system parameters can
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be estimated. The refrigerant mass flow is obtained using Equation 4.2, the capacity is obtained
using Equation 4.1, the airflow is obtained using Equation 4.3, and the efficiency (as measured by





The Refrigerant Sensing Method requires eight temperature sensors, one current sensor, and
one relative humidity sensors. Three of the eight temperature sensors must be located on the
outdoor unit. These sensor requirements will be compared with the Air Sensing Method after this
second method is introduced.
4.4 The Air Sensing Method
As defined before, the cooling capacity is the amount of heat removed from the conditioned
space. In the previous section, this was calculated using the rise in enthalpy of the refrigerant in
the indoor coil. Equivalently, the cooling capacity can be expressed in terms of the air enthalpy
drop.
Q = ṁair∆hair_wet (4.5)
The enthalpy drop may be estimated using the method presented previously (Figure 4.5). However,
the air mass flow rate is not immediately available. To obtain this, the Air Sensing Method uses
the virtual supply airflow meter presented in [40, 44].
4.4.1 Virtual Airflow Sensor
The virtual airflow sensor was originally proposed for packaged HVAC systems. The sensor
essentially reverses Equation 4.5 by first estimating the capacity and then using the capacity es-
timate to determine the airflow. Estimating the cooling capacity using a refrigerant-side energy
balance results in the method presented in Figure 4.5. However, [40] proposed that the cooling
capacity be obtained using a model based on the manufacturer’s rating data. The estimated airflow
would therefore be inaccurate in the presence of any fault other than low airflow because a fault-
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free cooling capacity model is used. Fortunately, [40] also proposed that the virtual airflow sensor
could be used in heating mode with a heating capacity model based on rating data. Low airflow
would therefore be coupled with heating mode faults but decoupled with cooling mode faults. This
is a significant advantage when a reliable heating source such as a gas furnace or electric resistance
heater is used. There are three advantages (listed below) of using the virtual airflow sensor in heat-
ing mode as opposed to cooling mode. Note that these advantages apply to using a gas furnace or
an electric resistance heater; a heat pump operating in heating mode will have the same complexity
and disadvantages as the cooling mode.
1. The rating data will predict the heating capacity more accurately than the cooling capacity.
Thus, even when there are no refrigerant-side faults, using the heating mode results in less
uncertainty. This is partly because the gas and resistive electric heat have fewer driving
conditions that vapor compression systems: the capacity is independent of the outdoor air
temperature.
2. Heating mode is more robust than the cooling mode. Furthermore, a heating mode fault will
likely results in a complete loss of heating rather than degraded performance.
3. Air humidity levels do not need to be considered in heating mode. This greatly reduces the
uncertainty in the airflow estimate.






(Tret − Tsup) (4.6)
This airflow virtual sensor will require that heating mode be used at times when it would not
normally be. In other words, the heating mode would need to be used even on hot days in order
to estimate the airflow rate (otherwise airflow won’t be estimated in the summer). This method is
therefore a proactive FDD method, and this method results in more energy consumption than pas-
sive methods. Proactive FDD methods have been proposed for sensor and actuator faults [90, 91],
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but not for the application described here. The virtual sensor was presented as a passive method in
[40], but its adaptation as a proactive sensor is a key step for improving the cost-effectiveness of
residential FDD. Implementation of the proactive strategy will be demonstrated in Section 4.6.
4.4.2 Air-Side Capacity, Efficiency, and Refrigerant Mass Flow
Having obtained an estimate of the airflow rate using the heating mode virtual sensor (Equation
4.6), the cooling capacity can be estimated using Equation 4.5. The system must therefore operate
in cooling mode, and the air enthalpy drop is calculated as before. The system efficiency (COP) is
then determined using Equation 4.4, and the refrigerant mass flow rate may be determined using





Much of the estimation process using an air-side capacity (Figure 4.6) is similar to the estima-
tion process using a refrigerant-side capacity (Figure 4.5). The methods use the same air enthalpy
analysis, the same evaporator refrigerant enthalpy analysis, and the same estimation for compres-
sor power. However, Figure 4.6 does not include a compressor enthalpy analysis and therefore
eliminates three outdoor unit sensors: Tcond, Tsuc, and Tdis. Using the heating-mode virtual airflow
sensor therefore allows the airflow, capacity, efficiency, and refrigerant mass flow to be estimated
using only indoor sensors. This is a significant advantage over previously proposed methods. In
fact, the evaporator coil measurements (Tevap, Tgas, and Tid_liq) are used only for the refrigerant
mass flow in Figure 4.6. The airflow, capacity, and efficiency can be determined using only four
sensors: two air temperatures, the return air humidity, and the outdoor unit current.
4.5 Comparing the Refrigerant and Air Sensing Methods
The Refrigerant Sensing Method and the Air Sensing Method were compared in terms of their
sensitivity to the inputs, the uncertainty in the outputs, and their sensor requirements. Note that
the uncertainty and sensitivity will vary slightly as the operating point changes. The virtual sensor
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block diagrams presented in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 are well suited for the uncertainty and
sensitivity analysis. The block diagrams highlight the elementary operations that compose the
virtual sensors, and the uncertainty ÏČ in each of these operations can be analyzed individually.















For both methods, temperature sensors are assumed to have 2% uncertainty with respect to the ÂřF
scale, and very large uncertainty values (50 or 60%) are used for the pressure loss estimates.
In addition to the propagation of uncertainty analysis, the sensitivity of the output variables to
the input variables was analyzed. This sensitivity is defined as the partial derivative of the output
with respect to the input. For example, the sensitivity of the refrigerant mass flow ṁr to the suction
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Figure 4.6: The Air Sensing Method
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This process is complicated only slightly when an input affects the output on two paths. For






























The resulting partial derivative represents how the evaporator enthalpy rise is affected by the evapo-
rating temperature at the current operating condition. However, interpreting this result on its own is
difficult because the properties may have significantly different magnitudes. The sensitivity should
be normalized relative to the magnitude such that the sensitivity represents the percent increase in










Table 4.1: Uncertainty in the Input Parameters and Sensitivity of the Outputs at an Example











(% increase in output given a 1% increase in input‡;
sensitivities > 1 are shaded)
Refrigerant Sensing Method Air Sensing Method
Input Operating Point V̇air Q COP ṁr V̇air Q COP ṁr
Tret
∗ 72 ◦F (22.2 ◦C) 2 -5.65 5.65 5.65 5.65
Tsup
∗ 52 ◦F (11.1 ◦C) 2 3.45 -3.45 -3.45 -3.45
φret
∗ 0.7 5 -1.49 1.49 1.49 1.49
Tevap
∗ 50 ◦F (10 ◦C) 2 -0.65 -0.65 -0.65 -0.51 0.14
Tgas
∗ 50 ◦F (10 ◦C) 2 0.18 0.18 0.18 -0.18
Tid_liq
∗ 75 ◦F (23.9 ◦C) 2 -0.37 -0.37 -0.37 0.37
Iod
∗ 13.5 A 5 0 1.04 0.00 1.04 -1.04
cp_air 0.24 Btulbm◦F (1.01
kJ
kg◦C ) 1 -0.56 -1 -0.44 -0.44 -0.44
ρair 0.076 lbmft3 3 -1 -1
Psys 14.7 psia (101.3 kPa) 2 0.45 -0.45 -0.45 -0.45
M̂ratio 0.622 1 -0.44 0.44 0.44 0.44
hwe 1061 Btulbm (2501
kJ
kg ) 1 -0.44 0.44 0.44 0.44
Ifan+ 0.5 A 50 -0.04 -0.04 -0.04 0.04
V 240 V 5 1 1 1 -1
PXV 250 psia (1724 kPa) 50 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.00
Pgas_loss 5 psia (34.5 kPa) 60 0.01 0.01 0.01 -0.01
Pdis_loss 10 psia (68.9 kPa) 60 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
Psuc_loss 15 psia (103 kPa) 60 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06
α 0.05 60 -0.05 -0.05 -0.05 -0.05
Tcond
∗ 130 ◦F (54.4 ◦C) 2 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75
Tdis
∗ 195 ◦F (90.6 ◦C) 2 -3.19 -3.19 -3.19 -3.19
Tsuc
∗ 60 ◦F (15.6 ◦C) 2 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81
Tret (heat)∗ 72 ◦F (22.2 ◦C) 2 2.52 2.52 2.52 2.52
Tsup (heat)∗ 100.6 ◦F (38.1 ◦C) 2 -3.52 -3.52 -3.52 -3.52
Qh 35.7 MBh (10.5 kW) 5 1 1 1 1
∗ Measured value.
† Uncertainties in temperature measurements are given with respect to the ◦F scale.
‡ Sensitivities to temperature inputs are given as a % increase given a 1% increase on the ◦F scale.
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Table 4.2: Uncertainty in the Output Parameters at an Example Operating Point and
the Sensor Requirements for the Refrigerant Sensing Method (RSM) and the Air Sensing
Method (ASM)
Sensor Requirements∗
Uncertainty (%) RSM ASM
Output Operating Point RSM ASM Tid Tod RH I Tid Tod RH I
V̇air 1133 cfm (1925 m
3
hr ) 17.3 10.5 5 3 1 1 2
Q 44.3 MBh (13.0 kW) 11.4 16.2 3 3 1 2 1
COP 4.16 13.6 17.8 3 3 1 2 1 1
ṁr 549 lbmhr (249
kg
hr ) 11.4 16.2 1 3 1 5 1 1
∗Tid: Temperature sensor located on the indoor unit.
Tod: Temperature sensor located on the outdoor unit.
RH: Relative humidity sensor.
I: Electric current sensor.
Table 4.1 includes the operating point of the input parameters (measurements and estimates),
the estimated uncertainty in the input parameters, and the sensitivity of each output to each input
for both methods. Table 4.2 includes the operating point of the output parameters, the uncertainty
in these outputs for each method, and the sensor requirements for each output and for each method.
The sensitivities presented in Table 4.1 are relative to the magnitude of both the input and output
(Equation 4.11) such that they represent the percent increase in the output given a percent increase
in the input. The first row shows that, if the return air temperature Tret were to increase by 1%
on the Fahrenheit scale, then the estimated airflow rate using the Refrigerant Sensing Method will
decrease by 5.65%. In other words, if the return air temperature were to rise from 72 ◦F (22.2
◦C) to 72.7 ◦F (22.6 ◦C) with all other inputs remaining unchanged, then the estimated airflow rate
using the Refrigerant Sensing Method would decrease from 1133 cfm (1925 m3/hr) to 1069 cfm
(1816 m3/hr).
While much can be learned from this comparison of methods, only a few points will be high-
lighted here.
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• The outputs for both methods are not sensitive to the pressure losses. There are two reasons
for this. Firstly, while the pressure loss across the expansion device is quite large, this
pressure loss is used to obtain the pressure of a saturated liquid (indoor liquid line) which in
turn is used to obtain the liquid enthalpy hid_liq. Since the enthalpy of a saturated liquid is
nearly independent of pressure, the high uncertainty in the expansion device’s pressure drop
does not affect the output uncertainty. Secondly, while the saturated liquid argument is not
applicable to the other pressure losses (Pgas_loss, Pdis_loss, and Psuc_loss), these pressure losses
are small relative to the magnitude of the pressure at these points. The 60% uncertainty in
Pgas_loss results in an uncertainty of 3 psi (20 kPa), and the estimated gas line pressure is 152
psi (1048 kPa). Therefore, the 60% uncertainty results in less than 2% uncertainty in the gas
line pressure.
• With the exception of the airflow, the Refrigerant Sensing Method has lower uncertainty
than the Air Sensing Method. This is partly because both methods are sensitive to the air
measurements (Tsup, Tret, and φret), and all estimates in the Air Sensing Method use these
measurements. The Refrigerant Sensing Method only uses the air measurements to estimate
the airflow.
• The Air Sensing Method has a significant advantage over the Refrigerant Sensing Method
in terms of sensor requirements. In order to perform all four estimates, the Refrigerant
Sensing Method requires ten sensors and the Air Sensing Method requires seven sensors.
Furthermore, the three sensors that the Air Sensing Method removes are the three outdoor
unit sensors such that this method does not require any sensors on the outdoor unit. The
Air Sensing Method increases its advantage if all four measurements are not necessary; the
airflow and capacity are arguably the most important estimates, and the Air Sensing Method
uses only three sensors to obtain these. The Refrigerant Sensing Method requires seven
sensors to estimate the capacity and all ten to estimate the airflow. However, if the refrigerant
mass flow estimate is critical, then the Refrigerant Sensing Method has the advantage; it
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requires only 5 sensors to obtain the refrigerant mass flow and the resulting uncertainty is
significantly lower than that of the Air Sensing Method.
4.6 Field Implementation of the Air Sensing Method
The virtual sensors presented in Figure 4.6 were implemented on a 3.5 ton (12.3 kW) heat
pump operating in the field. The full implementation first requires that a known heating capacity
be applied in order to measure airflow and then the cooling capacity is applied in order to measure
capacity, efficiency, and mass flow. The following experimental results show the steady state
estimates after a steady state filter is applied. Indoor airflow restriction is applied for the heating
tests in order to show how the virtual airflow sensor is sensitive to airflow faults, and condenser
restriction is applied for the cooling tests in order to show how the other virtual sensors are sensitive
to this particular fault. As this unit is operating in field, other faults (e.g. compressor degradation
and incorrect charge) were not artificially inserted. This field implementation provides proof of
concept that the proposed virtual sensors are effective for fault detection.
4.6.1 Implementation of Virtual Airflow Sensor
The virtual airflow sensor presented in Figure 4.6 requires a known heating capacity. The field-
operating heat pump unit has a 10 kW electric heater installed, and this electric heat source provides
a relatively predictable heat capacity. When implemented, the airflow sensor must be sensitive
to reductions in airflow caused by filter and coil fouling, crushed ductwork, and closed supply
registers. Note that the air temperature sensors measure the supply and return air temperatures at a
single point in the duct and may therefore require calibration in order to measure the true airflow
rate. However, even without calibration, the virtual sensor will still be sensitive to changes in
airflow rate that will be reflected in the estimate.
Figure 4.7 shows the estimated airflow of the field-installed heat pump with several levels of
restriction applied. The filter area is presented relative to the main supply and return duct cross-
sectional area. The airflow rate remains relatively constant when the filter area is much larger
than the duct’s area. However, there is a significant reduction in airflow when the filter area is
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about the same size as the duct’s area, and the airflow continues to decrease as the filter area
is restricted further. Figure 4.7 presents the results of two experiments at each restriction level,
and the resulting estimate in airflow is highly repeatable. The accuracy of this estimate must be
validated with a ground-truth airflow measurement and the virtual sensor should be calibrated
accordingly. However, the estimated airflow with no restriction is near the systemâĂŹs nominal
airflow rate even without calibration.
4.6.2 Implementation of Virtual Cooling Capacity Sensor
Having obtained an estimate for the airflow using a known heating capacity, the cooling ca-
pacity may be estimated. The Air Sensing Method (Figure 4.6) requires a return air humidity
measurement in addition to the supply and return air temperatures for cooling capacity. For this
implementation, the return air humidity ratio is obtained using the smart thermostat relative hu-
midity and indoor temperature. This eliminates the need for an additional relative humidity sensor
thus reducing the total number of required sensors to six (five temperature and one current). The





















Figure 4.7: Implementation of the virtual airflow sensor using a new filter with artificially intro-
duced filter restriction. The relative filter area denotes the ratio of exposed filter area to the return
and supply duct cross-sectional area.
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number of required sensors could be further reduced by using the thermostat indoor temperature
measurement in place of a return air temperature measurement, but this will reduce the sensor
accuracy significantly. Table 4.1 shows that, for the Air Sensing Method, the cooling capacity
will increase by 1.49% for every percent increase in return air relative humidity, and the cooling
capacity will increase by 5.65% for every percent increase in return air temperature (with respect
to the ◦F scale). The virtual sensor is nearly four times more sensitive to the return air temperature
than the return air humidity and therefore an accurate return air temperature measurement should
be made.
Figure 4.8 shows the experimental results for the virtual cooling capacity sensor with four
levels of condenser fouling applied. Four experiments are applied at each restriction level, and the
virtual sensor clearly captures the degradation in cooling capacity as the available condenser area
decreases. Some of the variation in the cooling capacity will be due to the variation in outdoor
temperature from one test to the next. As this is a field operating unit, the outdoor temperature
could not be held constant to more accurately assess the repeatability of this method. The outdoor
temperature varied between 74 and 79 ◦F (23.3 and 26.1 ◦C) for the 16 tests shown in Figure 4.8.
4.6.3 Implementation of Virtual Efficiency Sensor
After obtaining the cooling capacity, only a current measurement is needed in order to estimate
the system efficiency. Figure 4.9 shows the estimated system efficiency for the same 16 tests used
to estimate the cooling capacity. These experiments capture the degradation in efficiency well,
but this is expected as the efficiency is largely dependent on the cooling capacity. However, the
efficiency is in fact more sensitive to the condenser fouling than the cooling capacity is. Recall
that the efficiency is the cooling capacity divided by the compressor power such that a decrease
in cooling capacity will likely result in a decrease in efficiency. The condenser fouling increases
the compressor power and decreases the cooling capacity such that the condenser fouling has an
even larger impact on the efficiency. A condenser area of 50% results in a degradation in cooling
capacity of about 20% and a degradation in efficiency of about 35%.
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Figure 4.8: Implementation of the virtual cooling capacity sensor with artificially introduced con-
denser fouling. The relative condenser area is the ratio of unrestricted condenser area to the nomi-
nal condenser area.
4.6.4 Implementation of Virtual Refrigerant Mass Flow Sensor
Estimating the refrigerant mass flow requires three refrigerant temperatures (Tevap, Tgas, and
Tid_liq) in order to obtain the rise in refrigerant enthalpy through the evaporator ∆hevap. Figure
4.10 shows the mass flow estimate for the same 16 cooling tests. The condenser fouling does not
seem to affect the mass flow as strongly as it does the capacity and efficiency. Note that the mass
flow cannot be measured accurately for a high level of condenser fouling; artificially introducing
condenser fouling results in the refrigerant condensing in some branches of the condenser and re-
maining a gas in other branches of the condenser. The gas and liquid may not be fully mixed at the
entrance of the indoor unit and the indoor liquid line measurement will have large variations. The
mass flow measurement with extreme condenser fouling would be more accurate if the condenser
fouling were applied more uniformly throughout the condenser.
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Figure 4.9: Implementation of the virtual efficiency sensor with artificially introduced condenser
fouling. The relative condenser area is the ratio of unrestricted condenser area to the nominal
condenser area.
4.7 Conclusions
The Air Sensing Method presented herein is a set of virtual sensors designed for fault detec-
tion and diagnosis for residential HVAC systems. The method addresses challenges specific to the
residential market in that it uses fewer sensors than the Refrigerant Sensing Method and requires
no sensors installed on the outdoor unit. The proposed set of virtual sensors uses a known heating
capacity to obtain the airflow and then uses the estimated airflow to perform an air-side cooling
capacity estimate. The airflow virtual sensor was inspired by [40], but in this earlier work, the
authors were only concerned with airflow faults. The Air Sensing Method presented herein uses
both the heating mode and the cooling mode separately to decouple air-side and refrigerant-side
faults, and this process eliminates the need for a compressor energy balance as was required in
[23]. Therefore the airflow, cooling capacity, system efficiency, and refrigerant mass flow may
be estimated without sensors installed on the outdoor unit. These virtual sensors have been im-
plemented on an air conditioning system operating in the field, and they successfully capture the
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Figure 4.10: Implementation of the virtual refrigerant mass flow sensor with artificially introduced
condenser fouling. The relative condenser area is the ratio of unrestricted condenser area to the
nominal condenser area.
performance degradation as indoor and outdoor airflow faults are introduced.
This method may be further improved in several ways. First, the virtual sensors should be
calibrated using ground truth knowledge; a laboratory calibration may be valid for field operating
systems if the location of the installed sensors is standardized. Second, the method may be im-
plemented as a proactive fault detection method by operating the system in heating or cooling at
times when the system would not normally run. This proactive test method should be developed
carefully and the trade-off with occupant comfort should be characterized. Third, the fault diag-
nosis capabilities of system-level parameters such as capacity, efficiency, and mass flow should be
explored. The proposed method sufficiently decouples indoor airflow faults, but incorrect charge,
compressor degradation, and condenser fouling will all result in reduced capacity and efficiency.
Still, further decoupling may be possible by considering the magnitude of the effect that each fault
has on the estimated system parameters.
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4.9 List of Nomenclature
αloss Portion of compressor power lost as heat.
∆hair_dry Enthalpy drop of dry air only (neglecting water vapor) across the evaporator.
∆hair_wet Enthalpy drop in air and water vapor mixture across the evaporator.
∆hcomp Enthalpy rise across the compressor.
∆hevap Enthalpy rise of refrigerant across the evaporator.
ωret Return air humidity ratio (absolute humidity): humidity ratio of air and water vapor
mixture exiting the evaporator.
ωsup Supply air humidity ratio (absolute humidity): humidity ratio of air and water vapor
mixture entering the evaporator.
φret Return air relative humidity: relative humidity of the air entering the evaporator.
ρair Density of indoor air.
cp_air Specific heat at a constant pressure of air.
hdis Discharge enthalpy: enthalpy at the exit of the compressor.
hid_liq Indoor liquid line enthalpy: enthalpy before the expansion device.
hsuc Suction enthalpy: enthalpy at the inlet of the compressor.
hwe Heat of vaporization of water.
Q Cooling capacity.
Qh Heating capacity from gas furnace or electric heat.
Qloss Heat loss of compressor.
COP Coefficient of Performance.
Icomp Electric current delivered to the compressor.
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Ifan+ Electric current for all components in the outdoor unit except the compressor: pri-
marily the outdoor fan.
Iod Electric current delivered to the outdoor unit.
ṁair Indoor air mass flow rate.
ṁr Refrigerant mass flow rate.
M̂ratio Ratio of molar mass of water to molar mass of air.
Tcond Condensing temperature measured from the middle of the condenser.
Tdis Discharge temperature: temperature at the exit of the compressor.
Tevap Evaporating temperature measured from the beginning of the evaporator.
Tgas Gas line temperature: temperature at the exit of the evaporator.
Tid_liq Indoor liquid line temperature: temperature before the expansion device.
Tret Return air temperature: temperature of air entering the evaporator.
Tsat_dis Discharge saturation temperature: temperature at which the compressor exit would
be saturated.
Tsat_suc Suction saturation temperature: temperature at which the compressor inlet would be
saturated.
Tsuc Suction temperature: temperature at the inlet of the compressor.
Tsup Supply air temperature: temperature of the air exiting the evaporator.
Pcond Condensing pressure at point of measurement.
Pevap Evaporating pressure at the point of measurement.
Pdis Discharge pressure: pressure at the exit of the compressor.
Pdis_loss Pressure drop in the discharge line: from the discharge pressure to the condensing
pressure.
Pgas Gas line pressure: pressure at the exit of the evaporator.
Pgas_loss Pressure drop through the evaporator: from the evaporating pressure to the gas line
pressure.
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Psat_ret Return air saturation pressure: pressure at which the water vapor of the air entering
the evaporator is saturated.
Psat_sup Supply air saturation pressure: pressure at which the water vapor of the air exiting
the evaporator is saturated.
Psuc Suction pressure: pressure at the inlet of the compressor.
Psuc_loss Pressure drop in the suction line: from the evaporating pressure to the inlet of the
compressor.
Psys Atmospheric air pressure of the system.
PXV Pressure drop through the expansion valve and subsequent distributor.
V System voltage.
V̇air Indoor air volume flow rate.
Ẇb Indoor blower motor power.
Ẇcomp Compressor power.
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5. PAPER C: APPLYING STATIC FAULT DETECTION AND DIAGNOSIS METHODS TO
TRANSIENT AIR CONDITIONING DATA USING AN EQUILIBRIUM PREDICTION1
5.1 Synopsis
Fault detection and diagnosis methods for air conditioning systems typically apply static mod-
els after filtering out transient data using a steady state filter. However, air conditioning systems
operating in the field often do not achieve a meaningful steady state and therefore the models
cannot be applied because only transient data is available. This paper proposes a solution to this
problem by predicting the equilibrium point using an exponential regression. The transient re-
sponse of many system parameters such as cooling capacity, airflow, and refrigerant mass flow
may be approximated as a first order dynamic response because the thermal mass in the system
dominates other higher order dynamics. The best-fit for a decaying exponential will therefore yield
a prediction for the equilibrium point, and static models may then be applied, thus enabling the use
of static models with transient data. The method’s performance is quantified using both randomly
generated data (Monte Carlo simulations) and the measured response of a field-operating system
during both fault-free and faulty operation.
5.2 Introduction
Fault detection and diagnosis (FDD) for vapor compression-based systems such as chillers, air
conditioners, and heat pumps improves the operating efficiency and system reliability over time as
faults are detected and rectified as soon as possible. The majority of proposed FDD methods use
static models that are applied after the operating parameters (e.g. refrigerant and air temperatures)
undergo some transient response upon start-up and then settle to a steady-state value. This process
of filtering out the transient data to apply static models works well in a laboratory setting, but
applying these methods to field-operating systems has some drawbacks.
The first drawback is that a field-operating system may never achieve a meaningful steady state.
1Rogers, A.P., and F. Guo, and B.P. Rasmussen. Applying Static Fault Detection and Diagnosis Methods to Tran-
sient Air Conditioning Data using an Equilibrium Prediction. In Review.
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Unless the capacity matches the load (i.e. the system is variable speed or the load is very high), a
vapor compression system will successfully lower the temperature and humidity in the conditioned
space. The other operating parameters will then drift with the drifting conditioned space. This
drawback may be addressed by analyzing the system operation in pseudo-steady state; after the
startup period, the system parameters will follow the slowly changing driving conditions such
as the conditioned space temperature and the outdoor ambient temperature. However, a second
drawback is that a cycling system may not run long enough to achieve pseudo-steady state. This is
particularly true during low-load conditions such as those experienced during the shoulder seasons.
Performing FDD during the shoulder seasons is especially advantageous because repair costs are
typically lower during these seasons and the downtime required for the repair will affect occupant
comfort less. However, requiring that the system achieve steady state or pseudo-steady state may
limit the use of FDD methods during these low-load conditions.
To address the challenges outlined above, this paper presents a method that enables static mod-
els to be applied even before steady-state and pseudo-steady state is achieved. As with many
physical systems, the start-up transients in vapor compression systems may be modeled accurately
with a first-order dynamic response. By fitting a first-order response to the start-up transients, the
equilibrium point at the current operating conditions may be estimated before the system achieves
steady state. This paper will quantify the performance of the regression method used to generate a
first-order model, and then apply the regression to real air conditioning data from a field-installed
system.
5.2.1 Previous Work
Fault detection and diagnosis (FDD) for air conditioning systems has been an active field of
research for over twenty-five years [4, 5, 6], and the successful use of these methods can lead to
significant energy savings [96, 97]. While some researchers have found value in analyzing the
transients of the vapor compression cycle [27, 71], the vast majority of FDD methods use static
models. In order to apply the static models, a steady-state filter must first be applied to the operating
data. The proposed steady-state filters have traditionally been either slope-based or variance-based,
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or a combination of both [51]. Slope-based methods set a threshold that the slope during some past
window must fall below, and variance-based methods set a threshold that the variance during some
past window must fall below.
One of the earliest variance-based methods was presented in [64]; the authors proposed a steady
state filter that has become known as the exponentially weighted variance method. The variance is
computed with higher weights placed on more recent values, and the system is considered steady
state when this weighted variance falls below a threshold. Both the threshold and the forgetting
factor with which the values are weighted are tuning parameters. The authors of [64] originally
applied the exponentially weighted variance method for FDD in air-handling units, but the method
has since had a significant impact in the field of air conditioning FDD. The filter was applied
directly in [20] and [25], and the filter was used as a foundation for the steady state filters used in
[55, 21, 29].
The authors of [55] modified the filter such that a moving window variance was used instead of
an exponentially weighted variance, and the authors of [21] then observed that, for the purpose of
steady state detection, a moving window variance is nearly identical to a exponentially weighted
variance. To improve the robustness of the filter, the authors of [21] combined a variance-based
filter with a moving window slope-based filter. A similar combination of variance- and slope-based
filters was used in [29]. When combining these filters, both the variance and the slope must fall
below a given threshold before the operation is designated as steady state.
Each of the described steady state filters require that the system reach and then maintain some
meaningful steady state operating point (though in practice often only pseudo steady state is at-
tainable). The system must maintain the steady state operating point so that the variance (and
sometimes slope) during a past period (either an exponentially weighted or a moving window)
falls below a given threshold.
5.2.2 Overview
This paper proposes a novel approach to steady state detection which predicts the equilibrium
point using exponential regression before steady state is ever reached. As described in this paper,
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the proposed method is only applicable to systems that exhibit a first-order dynamic response.
However, many physical systems including most air conditioning systems can be approximated as
first order.
The following section introduces a method to convert exponential regression to linear regres-
sion. The desired exponential form does not have a zero assymptote and therefore may not be
converted to linear regression using a simple logarithm. However, an integral equation does con-
vert the exponential regression to simple linear regression [42]. The accuracy of the exponential
regression is then quantified using Monte Carlo simulations.
The next section then applies this exponential regression to operating data from a field-installed
air conditioning system during both faulty and fault-free operation. To best evaluate the benefits
provided by the proposed prediction, several metrics are proposed and the results are presented.
These metrics include the accuracy of the predicted equilibrium point and the correlation between
the predicted equilibrium point and the fault level.
In addition to the work presented in the main body of this paper, there are also two supplemental
appendices. Appendix A further explains the challenges inherent in identifying an equilibrium
point for air conditioning systems and Appendix B presents a virtual supply air humidity sensor
used in this paper to estimate the system cooling capacity. While these appendices contain relevant
and useful information, their content slightly detracts from the purpose of the paper which is to
propose a method for predicting the equilibrium point using transient data.
5.3 Exponential Regression
Exponential regression is usually considered in the context of an exponential function with a
zero assymptote; i.e. the function either diverges from or converges to zero. With a zero assymp-




Note that y(0) = y0. Finding a best-fit of an exponential function with a zero assymptote may be
transformed to a linear regression problem by taking the logarithm of the function. When this is





In many applications, an exponential function will not have a zero assymptote, and the familiar,
linear exponential regression given in Equation 5.2 does not apply. Equation 5.3 provides a more
general form of a decaying exponential function which has a nonzero final value.
y(t) = yf − (yf − y0)e−t/τ (5.3)
Note that y(0) = y0 and limt→∞ y = yf . Applying the natural logarithm to Equation 5.3 does not
result in a clean linear regression. If the final value were known, then the data could be shifted such
that y − yf were regressed, and the logarithm would again transform the problem to linear regres-
sion. However, the final value is often unknown, and in the context of predicting the equilibrium
point, estimating the final value is the primary purpose of generating the regression model.
The author of [42] proposed that the exponential function given in Equation 5.3 could be trans-
formed to linear regression using integration rather than the logarithm. Equations 5.4 and 5.5 show

















Note that (t1, y1) is the first available data-point that the exponential fit is being applied to. Equa-
tion 5.5 may be simplified by considering Equation 5.6.






Therefore, integrating both sides of the general exponential function in Equation 5.3 ultimately
reduces to the linear regression problem shown in Equation 5.7.






After obtaining a numerical representation for S(t), linear regression may be performed using
S(t) as a dependent variable, and using both t − t1 and y1 − y as independent variables. The
regression results in coefficients yf and τ . Note that this linear regression minimizes the error of
the cumulative integral of y rather than of y itself.
The final value yf and the time constant τ may be obtained by performing linear regression with
Equation 5.7. The author of [42] proposed that the initial value y0 may then be obtained using a
second linear regression. The author proposed that the estimated time constant be substituted back
into Equation 5.3 and then e−t/τ would be used as a dependent variable with coefficient y0 − yf .
However, this second regression is not necessary if a best-fit estimate for the initial value y0 is not
desired.
5.3.1 An Example of Exponential Regression Using the Integral Method
In order to implement the linear regression outlined in Equation 5.7, the integral of the variable
y should be determined numerically. There are many available methods, but the author of [42]
suggested using the simple trapezoid rule, and this is the method employed in this paper. The
trapezoidal integration is outlined in Equation 5.8, but this common method may be found pre-
packaged in many programming languages (e.g. scipy.integrate.cumtrapz in Python).
 S1 = 0Sk = Sk−1 + 12(yk + yk−1)(xk − xk−1) (5.8)
Using S as the dependent variable and t − t1 and y1 − y as the independent variables (Equa-








Figure 5.1: An example of exponential regression using the integral method applied to a simulated
time series. The time series is generated with normally distributed noise with standard deviation
of 10% of the rise (yf − y0), and with a length T equal to twice the nominal time constant τ .
One example using this method is provided in Figure 5.1. The data in Figure 5.1 is generated by
adding normally distributed noise to the nominal exponential function. The resulting fit underes-
timates the rise yf − y0 by 21% and underestimates the time constant τ by 46%. There are two
intuitive characteristics of the time series visualized in Figure 5.1 that substantially limit the accu-
racy of the estimated parameters. First, the magnitude of the noise is high relative to the magnitude
of the rise yf − y0. Second, the length of the time series T is short relative to the time constant
τ . Additionally, the accuracy of the regression will depend on the specific noise profile that was
randomly generated for this time series; i.e. the accuracy of the estimated parameters yf and τ will
be different for two different randomly generated noise profiles of the same magnitude.
5.3.2 Analyzing the Accuracy of the Exponential Regression
The example provided in Figure 5.1 estimated yf with 21% error and τ with 46% error. How-
ever, the estimates would have been more accurate had there been less noise or had the duration
been longer. Furthermore, the accuracy also depends on the specific randomly generated noise
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profile. To determine the typical accuracy for a given combination of noise and length, many time
series with the same combination were generated and the average accuracy was determined. The
average accuracy in yf was 27.8% and the average accuracy in τ was 53.1% for 1000 randomly
generated time series with the same characteristics as those in Figure 5.1: noise with standard
deviation of 10%× [yf − y0] and T = 2τ .
The Monte Carlo method described above involves generating many time series with a given
combination of noise and length and then taking the average to determine the typical accuracy
that one could expect. Unfortunately, this process misses an important aspect; the regression may
result in a negative value for τ such that the best-fit function exponentially grows to infinity thus
rendering the estimate in final value yf meaningless. In fact, the 27.8% error for yf and 53.1%
error for τ reported in the previous paragraph were determined using only the simulations that
resulted in a positive τ ; 20 of the 1000 simulations (2%) resulted in a negative value. In this
context, a negative value for τ will be considered a ‘failure’ and the failure rate must be considered
in addition to the typical errors in yf and τ .
This Monte Carlo method was used to quantify the typical accuracy in yf and τ and the failure
rate for several combinations of noise and length. 1000 simulation were performed at each combi-
nation and the results are presented in Figure 5.2. The plots given in Figure 5.2 are intended as a
design tool in implementing the integral-based exponential regression. An engineer may identify
the length of data required to obtain a desired accuracy for a given noise magnitude (or vice versa).
If the signal has 5% noise relative to the rise (5%× [yf − y0]) and an average error in τ of less than
10% is required, then the length of data T must be at least 4τ . For the purpose of predicting the
equilibrium point, the error in the time constant is of less concern than the error in the final value
yf . Fortunately, the estimate for the final value is, on average, more accurate than the estimate for
the time constant.
5.4 Application to Air Conditioning Operation
In order to further test the exponential regression for the purposes of equilibrium prediction
and fault detection, the integral-based exponential regression was applied to the estimated cooling
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(a) The average error in the final value yf .
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(c) The failure rate of the regression.
Figure 5.2: An analysis of the effectiveness of the integral-based exponential regression for various
magnitudes in noise (relative to rise yf − y0) and for various lengths (relative to time constant τ ).
These results were obtained using 1000 simulations at each combination of these two parameters,
and ‘failure’ occurs when the estimated time constant is negative.
capacity during 16 tests on a field-operating air conditioning system. These 16 tests contain various
degrees of outdoor airflow faults introduced by covering a portion of the condenser, and the cooling
capacity was estimated using the air-side evaporator energy balance given in Equation 5.9.
Q = ṁair
(
cp(Tret − Tsup) + hwe(ωret − ωsup)
)
(5.9)
Equation 5.9 was applied using the nominal air flow rate, the measured return and supply air tem-
peratures, the measured return air humidity, and the virtual supply air humidity sensor presented
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Figure 5.3: Estimated cooling capacity for 16 tests with varying degrees of condenser airflow
faults. Fault levels include 100% (fault-free), 87.5%, 75%, and 50% condenser area relative to the
nominal condenser area.
in Appendix B.
Figure 5.3 shows the time series for each of these 16 tests measured from the point at which the
coil becomes wet. The shift from dry to wet coil conditions results in a shift in slope (Figure 5.11
in Appendix B) and the use of a decaying exponential is more appropriate after this shift in slope.
The estimated cooling capacity seems to nearly reach steady state within five minutes for the tests
shown in 5.3. However, if the system were to continue to run, the cooling capacity would degrade
as shown in Appendix A.
5.4.1 Metrics for Evaluating Performance
The integral-based exponential regression could be applied to the five-minute tests shown in
Figure 5.3 in order to obtain an approximate prediction for the steady state cooling capacity at
the corresponding driving conditions. However, the full five minutes do not need to be used. The
exponential regression could be applied only to the first two or three minutes, and the resulting
steady state prediction should be similar to the prediction obtained using the full five minutes. The
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Figure 5.4: The estimated cooling capacity for a single test. The predicted steady state value
using 5 minutes (5-min. prediction) and 2 minutes (2-min. prediction) are shown with the final
value after 2 minutes of run time and the initial value. Comparing the 2-minute prediction with
the 5-minute prediction and the final value provides insight to how advantageous a steady state
prediction is.
advantage gained by using this prediction may be evaluated using several metrics outlined below.
Figure 5.4 shows one of the tests with (a) the prediction that results from using 5 minutes (5-
minute prediction), (b) the prediction that results from using only 2 minutes (2-minute prediction),
and (c) the final value after 2 minutes without any prediction. Ideally, the 2-minute prediction will
be close to the 5-minute prediction. If the prediction is near the final value, then the prediction
provides little benefit; the final value could be used instead. The ratio of the prediction to the 5-
minute prediction (B:C) and the ratio of the prediction to the final value (B:A) are useful metrics
in evaluating the prediction.
The 5-minute prediction should be a more accurate representation of the true equilibrium point
such that the ratio of the prediction to the 5-minute prediction (B:C) provides an estimate of the
relative accuracy of the prediction. In addition to this metric, the ratio of the prediction to the final
value (B:A) provides a representation for how useful the prediction is; if the prediction simply
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returns the final value then the advantage of performing the prediction is minimal.
In addition to the above metrics, the correlation between the predicted value and the fault level
should also be evaluated. The intended application for this prediction is to perform fault detection
and diagnosis, and therefore the correlation between the estimated cooling capacity and the fault
level is a key metric for evaluating the performance. In this paper, the correlation is represented by
the coefficient of determination R2 that results from a 2nd-order polynomial fit between fault level
and cooling capacity.
5.4.2 Results
Figure 5.5 shows how the predicted equilibrium point compares with the 5-minute-prediction
when less than five minutes are used for the regression (ratio B:C from Figure 5.4). The relative
prediction is always 100% when 5 minutes are used because the prediction is plotted relative to the
5-minute prediction. However, less than 5% error is introduced when only 4 minutes are used and
less than 10% error is introduced when only 3 minutes are used for regression.
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Figure 5.5: The predicted steady state cooling capacity estimate when less than five minutes are
used for regression. The predicted capacity is presented relative to the estimate obtained using the
full five minutes of run time.
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Figure 5.6: The ratio of the predicted steady state cooling capacity to the final value. The prediction
is more advantageous when it is far from the final value.
Figure 5.6 shows how the predicted equilibrium point compares with the final value (ratio B:A
from Figure 5.4). The 5-minute prediction is typically very close to the final value because the
operation is nearly steady state after 5 minutes. Therefore, predicting the steady state operating
point using 5 minutes is less advantageous. Two of the tests result in a prediction that is nearly
identical to the final value even when only 2 minutes are used. The decaying exponential model is
evidently less effective for these two tests, and these are the same two tests with the greatest error
in Figure 5.5. However, the method effectively predicts an equilibrium point above the final value
for the vast majority of tests.
The ratios shown in Figure 5.5 and 5.6 provide insight to how accurate the prediction is and
how much run time the prediction could eliminate. However, this prediction is proposed for the
purpose of fault detection and diagnosis, and sensitivity of the predicted equilibrium value to the
fault level is therefore an important measure of its utility. Figure 5.7 provides further validation of
the usefulness of this method for fault detection. In Figure 5.7, the 5-minute predictions and the
3-minute predictions are plotted next to each other for each fault level. Figure 5.5 showed that a 3-
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Figure 5.7: Prediction for steady state cooling capacity at several outdoor airflow fault levels using
both 5 minutes and 3 minutes of run time. Both predictions show similar behavior. A 2nd-order
polynomial fit for both data sets highlights this similar behavior.
minute prediction introduces less than 10% error relative to the 5-minute prediction, and Figure 5.7
shows that both predictions result in the same cooling capacity behavior; both predictions clearly
show that the cooling capacity degrades as the outdoor airflow fault level increases. The 3-minute
prediction does tend to be lower than the 5-minute prediction indicating that the prediction should
alwayhs be made with a consistent length of data.
The 2nd-order polynomial fit shown in Figure 5.7 further confirms that both the 5-minute and
the 3-minute prediction show similar behavior as the fault level increases. However, the 5-minute
prediction is more repeatable (i.e. has less variation) such that the correlation between fault level
and predicted steady state capacity is stronger for the 5-minute prediction. The coefficient of
determination (R2 value) that results from using between 2 and 5 minutes is plotted in Figure 5.8.
Using 5 minutes for the prediction results in an R2 value of 0.83 whereas using 3 minutes results
in an R2 value of 0.75.
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Figure 5.8: The R2 value that results from predicting steady state using between 2 and 5 minutes
of run time. The R2 value is a measure of the correlation between fault level and predicted steady
state capacity using a 2nd-order polynomial fit.
5.5 Conclusions
The proposed prediction method provides an alternative to traditional steady state filtering
methods. However, the proposed method relies on an exponential regression and is therefore only
applicable to parameters which may be approximated with a first order dynamic response. This
approximation is most valid for system level parameters such as the cooling capacity and the
refrigerant mass flow rate. More specific parameters such as the refrigerant temperature at specific
locations (e.g. two-phase coil temperatures or liquid-line temperature) are less likely to exhibit
first-order behavior. To address this challenge, other prediction methods could be developed for
these parameters, or fault diagnosis methods could be developed using system-level parameters
such as capacity, airflow, massflow, and efficiency.
This paper has presented a method to estimate the equilibrium point using transient data. To
further validate the methods proposed herein, the prediction method should be incorporated into
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5.7 Appendix A: Practical Challenges with Field-Operating Systems
The main body of this paper asserts that air conditioning systems will typically reach only
pseudo-steady-state rather than obtaining a true steady state. This is because, unless the cooling
capacity matches the cooling load, the air conditioning system will cause the indoor temperature
to reduce and system parameters will drift with this driving condition. This appendix provides an
example of this behavior.
Consider Figure 5.9 which plots the return and supply air temperature for two different tests.
The return and supply air conditions for a 3.5 ton packaged heat pump unit were obtained using
temperature and relative humidity data loggers. However, to eliminate the need for the supply
air humidity sensor, the supply air humidity was estimated using the other three measurements as
explained in Appendix B.
The first test (Figure 5.9a) shows typical operation in which the supply air decreases as the
air conditioner operates and the return air correspondingly decreases. When the cooling load is
relatively low (e.g. the ambient temperature is cooler), an appropriately-sized air conditioning
system should be capable of reducing the indoor temperature as it operates; therefore, the the
indoor temperature reduces from 76.2 ◦F to 70.7 ◦F in Figure 5.9a. On the other hand, the indoor
temperature changes very little during the second test (Figure 5.9b). This is because fresh, outdoor
air is used for the return air during the second test such that the return air remains nearly constant.
Assuming that the outdoor conditions are constant, this second test will approach a meaningful
steady state operation whereas the first test will only reach a true steady state after the indoor
temperature has decreased to the point where the degraded capacity matches the cooling load.
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(a) Temperature response during typical operation with low-load conditions.


















(b) Temperature response when fresh, outdoor air is used such that the return air temper-
ature remains relatively constant.
Figure 5.9: Two examples of the air temperature response for a field-operating air conditioning
system.
This example illustrates a challenge in performing steady state detection on a field-operating air
conditioning system, especially during low-load conditions.
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An air conditioner’s operation depends primarily on the return air temperature and humidity
and on the ambient air temperature [37]. As the system cools the home, the return air temperature
decreases (Figure 5.9a) and system parameters such as the cooling capacity and efficiency change
with the driving conditions. The latent cooling capacity is especially affected by the decreasing
return air temperature. Consider Figure 5.10 in which the humidity ratio drop across the evaporator
∆W is plotted for both tests shown in Figure 5.9. When fresh air is returned such that the return air
conditions remain relatively constant, the latent cooling cooling capacity (proportional to the drop
in humidity ratio ∆W ) may be approximated as a first order dynamic response and it approaches
a steady state value. However, the return air temperature decreases during typical operation and
this results in a drop in latent cooling capacity. As the return air temperature drops, the return air
humidity also drops and there is less water vapor in the air to condense during the cooling process.
Thus, the latent cooling capacity’s behavior during the first two minutes of both tests is similar, but
during typical operation the latent cooling capacity will start decreasing rather than reach a steady
state. During typical operation, the latent cooling capacity will eventually reach a true steady state





























Figure 5.10: The estimated drop in humidity ratio (lbm water/ lbm dry air) associated with the tests
shown in Figure 5.9.
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after the indoor temperature has been cooled to a point such that the degraded cooling capacity
matches the load. However, the operating conditions would be outside the typical and desired
operating conditions, and this steady state would not be helpful in performing fault detection and
diagnosis on the system.
5.8 Appendix B: A Virtual Supply Air Humidity Sensor
The humidity ratio in Equation 5.9 and Figure 5.10 is estimated using a virtual supply air
humidity sensor. The return air temperature and relative humidity are measured, and the return air







P − φPsat(T )
(5.10)
where the water vapor saturation pressure Psat is a function of absolute (Rankine scale) dry air
temperature shown in Equation 5.11 [98], and P is the absolute system pressure (typically 14.7 psi
near sea level).
Psat(T ) =e
(C8/T+C9+C10T+C11T 2+C12T 3+C13 lnT )







When the cooling coil is dry, the supply air can be expected to have the same humidity ratio as
the return air. As the supply air temperature drops below the saturation point, water will condense
out of the air and the supply air will effectively be saturated. However in practice, the supply
air is typically not fully saturated during wet coil conditions. Rather, a relative humidity of 90%
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Supply Humidity Ratio @ 90% RH
Estimated Supply Humidity Ratio
Figure 5.11: The estimated supply air humidity ratio for the first 2 minutes of the test shown in
Figure 5.9a. The supply air humidity ratio is estimated as the minimum of the return air humidity
ratio and the supply humidity ratio assuming 90% RH (Equation 5.12).
is commonly assumed [99, 100, 101]. A reasonable estimate for the supply air temperature is












In Equation 5.12, the left part in the minimum operator represents the return air humidity ratio
and the right part represents the supply air humidity ratio assuming 90% relative humidity (RH).
Figure 5.11 shows this estimation for the first 2 minutes of the tests from Figure 5.9a. The supply
air humidity ratio is equal to the return air humidity ratio until the supply air becomes effectively
saturated (90% RH).
5.8.1 Validating the Supply Air Humidity Virtual Sensor
To validate the supply air humidity virtual sensor, the estimated supply air humidity ratio is
compared with the supply air humidity ratio derived from the measured relative humidity. With
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Figure 5.12: The supply air humidity ratio obtained using Equation 5.12 (Estimated) and using the
measured supply relative humidity (Measured) for the test shown in Figure 5.9a.
both the supply air temperature and relative humidity measured, the supply air humidity ratio be-
comes simply Ws = W (φs, Psat(Ts)). Figure 5.12 shows the supply air humidity ratio obtained
using both the virtual sensor (Equation 5.12) and the measured supply air relative humidity. While
there is a significant difference in the transient behavior, both methods approach the same steady
state value. Part of the discrepancy in the transient behavior is likely due to the dynamics intro-
duced by the sensors, and higher quality sensors would provide better insight to the true transient
behavior. However, the comparison shown in Figure 5.12 confirms that the virtual supply air hu-
midity sensor is valid for the purpose of predicting the equilibrium point. Figure 5.12 also validates
the assumption that the supply air has 90% relative humidity when the coil is wet.
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6. PAPER D: LABELING MODES OF OPERATION AND EXTRACTING FEATURES FOR
FAULT DETECTION WITH CLOUD-BASED THERMOSTAT DATA1
6.1 Synopsis
This paper presents a method for transforming raw cloud-based thermostat data for cycling
systems into a set of operating modes that is useful for large scale data analysis. Thermostat data
typically includes the setpoint temperatures, the actual indoor temperature and the operating mode.
These raw thermostat operating modes include ‘cooling on’, ‘heating on’, and ‘system off’. The
transformed operating modes include regulating modes, tracking modes, and free response modes.
These new modes, which can be generated during data preprocessing, are used to more clearly
show key system performance metrics and identify change points in the time series thermostat
data. This paper includes the filtering logic used to label the operating modes and examples of
insightful behavior that has been captured using this preprocessing method.
6.2 Introduction
Combined, air conditioning and space heating account for 30% of electricity expenditures and
40% of total energy expenditures in the U.S. residential sector [3]. Given that the residential sector
accounts for 39% of U.S. electricity expenditures [3, 1] and 20% of total U.S. energy expendi-
tures [47], residential air conditioning and space heating accounts for 11.7% of U.S. electricity
expenditures and 8.0% of total U.S energy expenditures.
6.2.1 Background
There are three primary means to reduce energy consumption of residential air conditioning
and space conditioning: (1) improving the base or installed efficiency of a system, (2) implement-
ing more efficient control methods, and (3) improving system maintenance such that the installed
installed efficiency is maintained over time. Fault detection and diagnostics (FDD) falls within this
1Rogers, A.P., and F. Guo, and J. Martinez, and B.P. Rasmussen. Labeling Modes of Operation and Extracting
Features for Fault Detection with Cloud-Based Thermostat Data. In Review.
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third category; detecting a fault early allows for more timely maintenance. Diagnosing the fault au-
tomates the troubleshooting process thus increasing the cost-effectiveness of system maintenance.
While FDD has been researched extensively for vapor compression-based systems [4, 5, 6], the
state-of-the-art methods are still cost-prohibitive in the residential sector. This is because the pro-
posed methods require sensors installed in the vapor compression cycle in order to extract useful
features [23, 24].
While FDD methods that require many additional sensors may currently be cost-prohibitive in
the residential sector, the system thermostat data may still be used to detect fault behavior. Further-
more, with the relatively recent advent of smart thermostats, the thermostat data for many systems
are maintained on remote servers allowing for these thermostat-based methods to be developed
using real data.
Thermostat-based FDD is still a relatively new field of research. For example, in 2016 [77]
proposed simple physics-based methods for determining the lumped home thermal resistance and
thermal heat capacity using thermostat heating data. In 2013 [79] presented an algorithm for
analyzing temperature-only data (using a temperature data logger by the thermostat rather than a
thermostat itself) and then recommending heating behavior to reduce energy consumption. While
[77] was focused on building construction-level faults, [79] was focused on occupant-level faults.
[80] proposed a thermostat-based fault detection method using the recursive least squares algorithm
to identify model parameters. The method, presented in 2017, was focused on operational faults
such as airflow restriction and a total loss of heating or cooling. The method was demonstrated with
data generated using building energy simulation software, but the method was not demonstrated
using real operating data.
A major challenge with thermostat data is that, in it’s raw form, the data is very sparse. At a
minimum, thermostat data will contain the indoor temperature, the setpoint (separate heating and
cooling setpoints if applicable), and the system mode (heating, cooling, fan-on, off). More recent
thermostats may include an indoor relative humidity measurement and an estimate of the outdoor
temperature obtained from online sources. Due to the inherent limitations of this dataset, effective
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preprocessing and filtering will be critical to extract useful information from thermostat data.
6.2.2 Introducing Modes of Operation
This paper presents thermostat data preprocessing methods for systems that cycle on and off
to control the indoor temperature (i.e. cycling systems). Specifically, the proposed preprocessing
methods filter the thermostat data in order to extract useful modes of operation. These filtered
modes of operation differ from those already reported in the thermostat data (cooling, heating, off,
etc.). There are several reasons that the modes of operation should be redefined:
1. When the thermostat is regulating the indoor temperature (i.e. maintaining a constant tem-
perature), defining the control input to be the duty cycle is more helpful than using the raw
on/off cycles.
2. As an extension to the point above, the system should not really be viewed as ‘off’ when a
constant temperature is being maintained. In other words, the system is often still actively
controlling the temperature during periods between two run cycles. The system should be
defined as ‘off’ when the temperature is not being actively controlled (e.g. when the indoor
temperature is between heating and cooling setpoints or when the system is manually shut-
off).
3. The cooling effort required to lower the indoor temperature from 76◦F to 72◦F should be
analyzed differently than the cooling effort required to maintain an indoor temperature of
72◦F.
The three points above suggest that the raw operating modes (cooling, heating, off) could be
transformed into a new set of operating modes that is better suited for data analysis. The proposed
modes include cooling and heating regulating modes, cooling and heating tracking modes, and the
free response mode.
1. Regulating Modes: In control theory, a system maintaining a constant setpoint is said to be
regulating [102]. A cycling air conditioner or space heating system is considered regulating
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when the system is cycling on and off to maintain a constant temperature. The system is
therefore controlling the temperature regardless of whether it is currently on or off and the
control input is effectively the duty cycle.
2. Tracking Modes: In control theory, a system following a reference trajectory is said to be
tracking [102]. While a thermostat setpoint is only ever constant a given point in time, the
setpoint can be changed suddenly such that the system must exert control effort to reach the
new setpoint. The period of time in which the system is striving the reach the setpoint is
considered a tracking period.
3. Free Response Mode: The free response mode consists of periods of time in which the
setpoints are not activated. This may be because the indoor temperature is between the
heating and cooling setpoints or because the occupant has manually switched the system off.
Figure 6.1 provides a demonstration of several of these proposed modes of operation. Cooling
and heating regulating modes consist of periods when the indoor temperature oscillates around a
constant value. The cool-tracking mode consists of periods when the indoor temperature decreases
























































(b) An example of heat-regulating

















Figure 6.1: Examples of the proposed modes of operation using cloud-based thermostat data.
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in between two heat-regulating periods and the indoor temperature rises and then falls during this
period. Presumably, this is because the indoor temperature was above the heating setpoint and had
not yet reached the cooling setpoint.
The remainder of this paper provides further support for transforming the modes of operation,
further details regarding the process by which this transformation takes place, and several interest-
ing observations that have been made using these labeled modes.
6.3 Data Cleansing through Mode Labeling
Filtering thermostat according to the control modes such that regulating modes, tracking modes,
and the free response mode can be analyzed individually results in a dataset which more clearly
shows the underlying system performance. This section provides several examples that support
this claim.
The relationship between the temperature difference between outdoor and indoor temperature
(To − Ti) and the cooling effort or duty cycle is a very common relationship of interest. However,
this relationship should represent the duty cycle required to maintain a constant temperature and
therefore the tracking and free response modes should not be included. Figure 6.2 shows this
relationship for a single week for a single system. The regulating periods exhibit the expected
linear relationship between duty cycle and temperature difference. If this relationship were to be
quantified (e.g. using linear regression), the tracking and free response modes must be filtered out
in order to avoid a biased result.
Notice that the tracking modes in Figure 6.2 are not associated with a reduction in indoor
temperature. Rather, the temperature rises and falls during the tracking mode such that the overall
indoor temperature rise is approximately zero. This tracking behavior occurs when the system
is unable to maintain the setpoint and the compressor remains on for an extended time until the
setpoint is achieved; and this behavior is associated with either a degraded cooling capacity or an
undersized capacity relative to the load.
Another important relationship is the relationship between the temperature difference and the
rise/fall in indoor temperature; i.e. how much does the indoor temperature rise in an hour when the
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(b) Relationship between duty cycle and temperature difference
using the time series in (a). Each point represents a 1-hour
period.
(a) Time series showing one week of indoor temperature with
modes labeled.
Figure 6.2: An example of how preprocessing the data by labeling the control modes (regulating,
tracking, free) produces a more clear relationship between driving conditions and performance.
average difference between outdoor and indoor is 20◦F? Figure 6.3 shows this relationship for a
single week for a single system. As expected, the indoor temperature rise during regulating modes
is near zero; the regulating mode is defined as a period in which the temperature is being maintained
constant. However, the indoor temperature rise during free response and tracking periods is of
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(b) Relationship between indoor temperature rise and
temperature difference using the time series in (a). Each
point represents a 1-hour period.
(a) Time series showing one week of indoor temperature with
modes labeled.
Figure 6.3: Another example of how preprocessing the data by labeling the control modes (regulat-
ing, tracking, free) produces a more clear relationship between driving conditions and performance.
interest. Figure 6.3 shows that, as expected, the indoor temperature falls during cool tracking
period and rises during free response periods. The rise in indoor temperature when the system is
off provides insight to the construction of the home (e.g. surface area, insulation quality), and the
fall in indoor temperature when the system is on provides insight to the cooling capacity relative to
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the heat load. When a system is unable to maintain its setpoint (such as that shown in Figure 6.2),
the average drop in indoor temperature during tracking periods will be near zero.
6.4 The Mode Labeling Algorithm
This section describes the logic used to filter raw thermostat data into operating modes. How-
ever, the nature of this raw data must be understood in greater detail. Like much cloud-based data,
thermostat data is event-based. This means that data is added when some type of change occurs;
e.g. the thermostat is changed, the system starts/stops to run, the indoor temperature changes by
a certain amount. This event-based methodology is far more space-efficient than evenly sampled
time-series data and preprocessing methods should be designed to work with this form of data.
While event-based data can be transformed to evenly sampled data using interpolation methods,
this is not efficient data handling practice and is best avoided.
One challenge with event-based data is the possibility of ‘missing’ an event when there is a
lapse in internet connection. For example, if the cloud-based database fails to capture that the
the system has turned on, then the indoor temperature may be decreasing even though it is 100◦F
outside and the system appears off. Similarly, if the cloud-based database fails to capture a set-
point change, then the system may regulate around 76◦F when the setpoint appears to be 70◦F.
For this reason, the mode labeling algorithm avoids dependency on the setpoint; only the indoor
temperature, the mode, and their associated timestamps are necessary.
The purpose of the mode labeling algorithm is to classify each cycle (both on and off cycles)
as either a tracking, regulating, or free response cycle. Intuitively, one can understand that tracking
periods will only contain ‘on’ cycles, and free response periods will only contain ‘off’ cycles. Reg-
ulating periods, on the other hand, will contain both ‘on’ and ‘off’ cycles. Tracking and regulating
modes can naturally be bisected into heating and cooling by simply observing whether the ‘on’
cycles involves heating or cooling.
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6.4.1 Algorithm Overview
Figure 6.4 provides an overview of the mode labeling algorithm. The algorithm transforms
the thermostat indoor temperature and mode (and their associated timestamps) to the transformed
modes. In addition to the data, the algorithm requires two thresholds (denoted α and β in Fig-
ure 6.4). The algorithm also includes several functions, and a rough outline is provided below.
Further details are then provided for the functions.
Midpoint Deviation 
Thermostat Data: 
    Indoor temperature
























Figure 6.4: An overview of the mode labeling algorithm.
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1. The Midpoint Deviation function calculates a deviation d for each ‘on’ and each ‘off’ cycle.
This deviation is essentially a comparison between the indoor temperature of the current
cycle to the indoor temperature of the cycles before and after the current.
2. A sufficiently low deviation (d < α) indicates that the indoor temperature of the current
cycle is similar to that of the neighboring cycles. If the deviation is sufficiently low, the
Cycle Count function is used to determine the number of consecutive cycles that are similar.
3. A high deviation (d ≥ α) indicates that the indoor temperature of the current cycle is dif-
ferent from the indoor temperature of neighboring cycles, and the transformed mode will be
tracking or free response. The Check Mode function then simply determines the transformed
mode based on the raw mode.
4. The β threshold enforces a minimum number of cycles required for regulating modes; i.e.
the system must be cycling on and off around a constant temperature for β cycles before
this period will be labeled as regulating. For periods with a sufficient number of cycles, the
Check Mode function is used to distinguish cool-regulating from heat-regulating.
6.4.2 Midpoint-Deviation
As stated previously, the midpoint deviation d is a measure of how a given cycle compares to its
neighboring cycles. More specifically, the midpoint deviation is the maximum difference between
the midpoint temperature of a given cycle and the extremums of the cycles both preceding and
following the given cycle. This could be expressed as:
d = max
(
T −max(Tpre), T −max(Tpost),
min(Tpre)− T, min(Tpost)− T
) (6.1)
where T is the midpoint temperature of the cycle-of-interest, Tpre is the set of temperatures pre-
ceding the current cycle, and Tpost is the set of temperatures following the current cycle.















































d = 0.46  
d = 0.68  
Indoor Temperature
Midpoint of Current Cycle
Max. & Min. of Neighboring Cycles
Figure 6.5: Two examples of how the midpoint deviation d is determined. Red shading indicates
heating cycles, and gray shading indicates off cycles. The midpoint deviation is the maximum
distance between the midpoint of the current cycle and the range of the neighboring cycles (i.e.
the distance above the maximum OR the distance below the minimum). When the midpoint is
contained within the neighboring ranges, then the midpoint deviation is negative. The examples
above use four neighboring cycles before and four neighboring cycles after the current cycle.
these examples, the maximum deviation is the difference between the midpoint and the minimum
of the preceding temperatures. The example on the left shows a positive midpoint deviation and
the example on the right shows a negative midpoint deviation. Recalling Figure 6.4, a midpoint
deviation less than the threshold α will be further processed for regulating modes. A midpoint
deviation greater than α will either be a tracking or free response mode. A threshold of α = 0.1
performs well and has been used for the analysis presented in this paper. The example on the left in
Figure 6.5 is therefore a free response mode because the system is off and the midpoint deviation
is greater than α. The example on the right may be a heat-regulating period, but this depends on
the when the cycle count N is greater than the threshold β.
6.4.3 Cycle-Count
As stated previously, the cycle count N is the number of consecutive cycles that are similar.
More specifically, the cycle count is the number of consecutive cycles that have a midpoint devia-
tion d less than threshold α. Only periods in which a sufficient number (β) of consecutive cycles
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have a low midpoint deviation are eligible candidates for regulating modes. This condition ensures
that regulating modes have at least β cycles.



















Figure 6.6: An example of how the cycle count N is calculated. Having determined the midpoint
deviation, the tracking and free response modes are labeled. The cycle count is then the number of
consecutive cycles in between tracking and free response modes.
Figure 6.6 provides an example of how the cycle count is calculated and how this can be useful.
In Figure 6.6, the cooling setpoint seems to change from 72◦F to 71◦F just before 10 PM. Rather
than achieving the new setpoint in a single run, the air conditioning system cycles on and off
and the average indoor temperature approaches the setpoint. Without a limit on the number of
consecutive cycles, this period would incorrectly be labeled as regulating.
6.5 Mode Features
The previous sections have described a mode labeling algorithm that transforms the raw ther-
mostat mode for cycling systems into a set of more useful modes. Ideally, the air conditioning
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operation would be similar within all regulating modes and within all tracking modes, and the
home’s response would be similar within all free response modes. In order to quantify this system
behavior, a set of features is necessary in addition to the mode labeling algorithm.
Table 6.1 lists several features and the modes for which the features are applicable. Table 6.2
describes each of these features. Some of these features were used earlier in Figures 6.2 and 6.3.
Figure 6.2 showed the relationship between temperature difference and duty cycle, and Figure 6.3
showed the relationship between temperature difference and temperature rise. The duty factor for
tracking and free response period is not very interesting because it is one and zero respectively.
Similarly, the temperature rise is not very interesting for regulating periods because it is centered
at zero.
Table 6.1: Supporting Features for Each Mode
Symbol Feature Tr. F.R. Reg.
∆Toi Temperature Difference X X X
∆Tii Temperature Rise X X
D Duty Factor X
F Cycle Frequency X
L Load Factor X X
µec, µeh Setpoint Error (mean) X
σec, σeh Setpoint Error (st. dev.) X
The presented list of features does not include features associated with humidity such as the
rise in indoor humidity and the humidity difference between outdoor and indoor. These humidity
features will be more significant when there is a drastic difference between indoor and outdoor
humidity, and should be explored in the future. The list of features also does not include the
time interval over which the features are averaged. The features shown in Figures 6.2 and 6.3
are averages for rolling one-hour periods. Longer periods (an hour or more) are appropriate for
regulating and free response periods which will often persist for several hours. However, shorter
time periods could be used for tracking modes because they consist of a single ‘on’ cycle and will
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Table 6.2: Mode Labeling: Definition of Features
Symbol Definition
∆Toi Average temperature difference between home and ambient; defined as
∆Toi = T̄o − T̄i.
∆Tii Temperature rise (or drop) in a given time period: ∆Tii = Ti(t2)− Ti(t1) for time
period t1 to t2.
D Duty factor. This is the portion of time that the system is running in a given time
period0.
F Cycle frequency. This is the number of start/stop cycles in a given time period.
L Load factor. This is the average portion of full capacity at which the system runs in a
given time period (when the system is running). When multiplied by the duty factor
D, the result LD denotes the overall portion of capacity for the given time period.
µec, µeh Average cooling and heating setpoint error respectively. Defined as the average
difference between Ti and the respective setpoint.
σec, σeh Standard deviation of the setpoint error during a given time period.
generally be less than an hour.
6.6 Case Studies
The transformed modes and their associated features could be used to identify faulty systems
in two ways. First, faulty systems may be identified by analyzing the time series data for in-
dividual systems and determining when the performance has degraded. This is referred to as
single-system degradation detection. Second, faulty systems may be identified by comparing per-
formance across many systems and then identifying poorly performing systems. This is referred
to as multi-system performance comparison. An example for each of these approaches is provided
in Figures 6.7 and 6.8.
6.6.1 Single-System Degradation Detection
Figure 6.7 shows the relationship between temperature difference and duty cycle during cool-
regulating modes for a single-stage system that has a fairly obvious level of performance degra-
dation. Two weeks of data are plotted, and the weeks are approximately three months apart. The
system has a significantly higher duty cycle in September than in June. This degradation could
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Figure 6.7: An example of how the transformed modes highlight degradation in a single system.
The duty cycle during 1-hour cool-regulating periods is plotted for two different time periods for
the same single-stage system. More cooling is used the later time period for the same temperature
difference.
have also been captured using the tracking modes. The system uses constant setpoint such that
there are nearly zero tracking modes when then system is performing well. However, as the the
performance degraded and the system was unable to maintain the setpoint during high cooling
loads, the system began entering the tracking mode in order to try to recover the setpoint. This is
similar to the tracking mode behavior that was observed in Figure 6.2.
6.6.2 Multi-System Performance Comparison
Figure 6.8 shows the relationship between indoor temperature rise and temperature difference
during free response modes for two different systems. The homes in which these systems are
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Figure 6.8: An example of how the transformed modes highlight differences between systems.
The indoor temperature rise for 1-hour free response periods is plotted for two different systems
for September 2018 through November 2018.
installed have clearly different responses to the outdoor conditions. The first system has a large
spread in the data while the seconds system shows a more clearly linear relationship. On average,
the outdoor temperature has a strong effect on the second system and a fairly weak effect on the
first system. A large spread in the data may indicate a higher thermal heat capacity and a stronger
relationship between difference and rise may indicate lower thermal resistance in the walls. The
free response analysis introduced here only provides insight to the home construction and loading
behavior and does not provide insight to the performance of the HVAC system. However, the free
response analysis is critical in order to provide context when analyzing the HVAC performance.
For example, the apparent performance degradation shown in Figure 6.7 may have been caused
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simply by home owner leaving all the windows and doors open rather than any faults within the
HVAC system. If this were the case, then analyzing the free response modes would reveal that the
home’s response to the outdoor temperature has changed significantly.
6.7 Conclusions
The mode labeling algorithm presented in this paper is a preprocessing method used to trans-
form raw thermostat modes into modes that are more useful for data analysis. The presented case
studies highlight this preprocessing method’s usefulness in observing both single-system degrada-
tion and in comparing performance across different systems. The mode algorithm presented and
used in this analysis contains the essential pieces. However, the algorithm could be improved in
several simple ways.
1. The algorithm presented here uses only the indoor temperature and the raw modes of oper-
ation. The thermostat setpoint could be used to improve the logic. For example, when the
setpoint changes, the system should not be in a regulating mode. The system will either enter
a tracking mode or a free response mode until the new setpoint is obtained.
2. The cycle time could be used to improve the mode labeling algorithm. For example, free
response modes could be limited to ‘off’ cycles with a minimum length, and regulating
modes could be limited to cycles less than a maximum length.
3. The free response and tracking modes should be modes in which the indoor temperature is
changing rather than oscillating around a mean. Therefore, a threshold could be placed on
the change in indoor temperature during the cycle such that these modes contain cycles in
which the indoor temperature is changing significantly.
This paper has focused on the preprocessing method and has not presented fully developed
fault detection methodology using this preprocessing method. Much work must still be done in
order to fully take advantage of the presented preprocessing algorithm. Further data analysis may
be built on this preprocessing algorithm such as change-point detection algorithms, multi-variate
statistical approaches, and machine learning methods.
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7. PAPER E: A CHANGE POINT DETECTION ALGORITHM WITH APPLICATION TO
SMART THERMOSTAT DATA1
7.1 Synopsis
Applying change point detection to residential smart thermostat data is an important step to-
wards performing fault detection using this data. However, most change point detection algorithms
require either that the nominal operating conditions be known or that parameters be tuned carefully
in order for the algorithm to succeed. A change point detection algorithm for smart thermostat data
must be simple in both tuning requirements and computational load, and the algorithm must be ca-
pable of being deployed across thousands of systems simultaneously. The change point detection
method presented and applied to smart thermostat data in this paper is based on the t-statistic which
is commonly used for hypothesis testing when sample sizes are small. The advantage of using the
t-statistic is that it conveniently accounts for situations when little data is available for the nominal
operating behavior. The resulting algorithm is robust and easy to implement. Monte Carlo meth-
ods are used to determine appropriate thresholds and evaluate the effectiveness of the algorithm in
terms of how the Type II error rate increases as both the sample size and the signal-to-noise ratio
decreases. The algorithm is applied to smart thermostat data both retrospectively and recursively
and several interesting case studies are presented. Finally, a methodology for handling multiple
change points and false positives is presented.
7.2 Introduction
Residential and commercial buildings account for 40% of total U.S. energy consumption [103],
and approximately 48% of this energy is due to heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC)
systems [2, 3]. Several studies have found that HVAC systems commonly operate for an extended
period with one or more faults present, and that these faults have a substantial impact on the system
efficiency [12, 11, 104, 10]. One method to reduce the energy consumption in these systems is to
1Rogers, A.P., and F. Guo, and B.P. Rasmussen. A Change Point Detection Algorithm with Application to Smart
Thermostat Data. In Review.
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implement automated fault detection and diagnosis (FDD) methods. With effective FDD methods
in place, faults may be serviced with minimal delay in order to maintain the design efficiency over
time.
The typical fault detection and diagnosis process for air conditioning systems involves the se-
lection of features derived from measurements and fault-free models, and then the application of
fault detection and fault diagnosis classifiers to the selected features [51]. The goal of the fault de-
tection classifier is to detect with confidence when one of the features has had a significant change.
These classifiers are often statistics-based and proposed methods include a Bayesian classifier
[37], the Normalized Distance Fault Detection Classifier [21], and the Generalized Likelihood Ra-
tio (GLR) test [29, 28, 57]. These methods all require important assumptions about the nominal
operating point, but in many applications this nominal operating point will be unique to a specific
installation. There is therefore value in developing fault detection classifiers that require minimal
assumptions and tuning and that may be easily implemented across many different systems.
Minimizing the required tuning is particularly important if an algorithm is to be deployed
across a large scale data set such as a database of smart thermostat data. The application of fault
detection methods to thermostat data is still emerging [79, 77, 80, 31, 78, 32], and this current
body of literature has not reached the scale of data that will be possible over the next decade.
A smart thermostat database may contain data from hundreds of thousands of thermostats, but
the data for each thermostat is relatively sparse. Smart thermostat data typically includes indoor
temperature, system status (e.g. cooling, heating, off), indoor relative humidity, and an estimate for
the outdoor temperature which is usually obtained from open sources such as the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). The parameters included in smart thermostat data are
important factors for describing the operation of an air conditioning or heating system, but there
are many other factors involved such as the solar irradiation and home construction [105, 106], the
number of occupants, and the presence of other heat sources such as plug loads. The lack of data
for these other important factors results in a high level of uncertainty in the observed relationship
between smart thermostat data streams. The fault detection classifier employed for analyzing smart
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thermostat data must be able to deal with this high level of uncertainty and be simple enough to be
deployed across many systems.
In other fields, change-point detection algorithms perform the role of fault detection classifiers
[107, 108, 109, 110]. Change point detection has been explored for decades and continues to be an
active area of research. [111] provided an introduction to early methods such as the cumulative sum
(CUSUM) algorithm and the Generalized Likelihood Ratio (GLR) algorithm. As stated previously,
the GLR algorithm has been applied to HVAC chillers [29, 28, 57], but this algorithm requires
that the nominal distribution be known. In many applications such as smart thermostat data, the
nominal distribution will not be known. For thermostats this is largely because the nominal cooling
load depends on many unknown factors and will therefore vary widely from one home to the next.
More recent change point detection methods characterize the subspace of the data through prin-
cipal component analysis (PCA) [112], singular spectrum analysis (SSA) [113, 110], or subspace
identification [109]. Another promising set of methods is based on the direct estimation of the
probability density ratio [114, 115, 116]. This is formulated as a convex optimization problem
that is solved at each time step for recursive change point detection. In addition to the required
optimization, these density ratio methods involve tuning parameters that have a large impact on the
result of the algorithm. The ideal change point detection method for smart thermostat data must
be simple in both computational load and tuning parameters. The computation required to identify
the subspace and the tuning required for the density ratio estimation is not ideal for the application
of smart thermostat data.
This paper presents a robust method designed exclusively for mean change point detection that
does not require a known distribution for the nominal operating behavior. The univariate input
that is analyzed for change point detection should be nominally constant with Gaussian noise, but
no assumption needs to be made regarding it’s mean and variance. Implementing the proposed
method is simple and the few required parameters may be set universally for all applications. The
algorithm accounts for the limited knowledge that may be available for the nominal operating point
by using the t-statistic used in hypothesis testing for small sample sizes.
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7.3 Overview
The primary purpose of any change point detection algorithm is to confidently identify a change
in measured behavior. A recursive algorithm should identify this change as soon as statistically
feasible, whereas a retrospective algorithm is designed to analyze a past dataset. The proposed
method is based on the t-test that is commonly used to determine whether two samples are chosen
from the same population. The t-test was specifically designed to test small sample sizes, and
the test statistic therefore accounts for the inherently limited knowledge. Using a t-statistic for
the purpose of change point detection involves systematically dividing a time series into possible
samples, and the bisection that yields the highest t-statistic will be associated with the instant
in time at which a change is most likely. This maximum t-statistic (MTS) will not follow the
traditional Student’s t distribution, but a simple Monte Carlo method is used with Kernel Density
Estimation (KDE) to identify its probability density and appropriate thresholds for the maximum
t-statistic are then chosen.
Section 7.4 explains the proposed method in detail; Section 7.4.1 reviews the t-statistic, Sec-
tion 7.4.2 introduces the process of determining the t-statistic at all possible bisections in a time
series in order to find the maximum, Section 7.4.3 explores the distribution of this test metric using
a Monte Carlo method and then identifies appropriate thresholds, and Section 7.4.4 shows how
the method may be vectorized for efficient deployment. Section 7.5 demonstrates the algorithm’s
effectiveness in simulation using a Monte Carlo method, and Section 7.6 applies the algorithm to
smart thermostat data and highlights several detected change points. Finally, Section 7.7 presents
a methodology for accounting for multiple change points.
7.4 The Change Point Detection Algorithm
7.4.1 The t-Statistic
The t-statistic is used to compare two samples when the sample sizes are not large. A common
way to define the t-statistic for two samples X and Y with means X̄ , Ȳ , standard deviations sX ,
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This definition of the t-statistic is troublesome when samples of X and Y have drastically different
sizes. For example, consider nX  0 and nY = 2. The denominator of Equation 7.1 may be
near zero if sY ≈ 0. While this edge case may be of little concern in typical applications of the
t-test, it will be of great concern here. When populations X and Y have nearly equal variances, the







where the pooled variance s2p is defined as:
s2p =
(nX − 1)s2X + (nY − 1)s2Y
nX + nY − 2
(7.3)
This second definition for the t statistic will not become very large when sample sizes are disparate
because pooling the sample variances weighs them according to their respective sample size.
7.4.2 Bisecting a Time Series
In order to apply the t-test to time series data, the time series must be bisected into two samples.
Let the samples X and Y be portions of a time series, and let the samples of X occur before Y .
In order to detect a change in mean as soon as possible, the samples X and Y cannot simply be
randomly drawn from the time series. Rather, every possible bisection of the algorithm should be
considered. This is illustrated in Figure 7.1a. Figure 7.1a shows three possible bisections for a
given time series. This time series consists of randomly generated data with an artificial change
in mean after approximately 75% of the time has elapsed. The proposed change detection method
involves calculating the t-statistic for each possible bisection. The bisection with the highest t-
statistic is associated with the point at which a change in mean is most likely. In Figure 7.1a, the
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lowermost bisection is expected to yield the highest t-statistic.
Figure 7.1b shows the calculated t-statistic at each possible bisection for the time series shown
in Figure 7.1a. As expected, the maximum t-statistic (MTS) occurs at the actual change point.
This MTS is likely much higher than the maximum would have been without the change point. In
order to use the MTS as a metric for change point detection, the expected MTS under the condition
that there is no change must be determined. The following section determines the expected MTS
under the condition that there is no change using a Monte Carlo method.
7.4.3 Maximum t-Statistic Distribution
As shown in the previous section, the maximum t-statistic (MTS) is determined by systemat-
ically calculating the t-statistic for all possible bisections in a time series. The distribution of the
MTS when there is no change present must be determined in order to determine the likelihood of
encountering a given MTS. Similar to how the Student’s t distribution depends on the degrees of






(a) Three example bisections for a given time series.
The t statistic could be calculated given the samples X
and Y , and the bottom plot will likely yield the great-






(b) Calculated t-statistic at each possible bisection for
the same time series shown in (a). The maximum t-
statistic (MTS) appropriately occurs at the location of
the change in mean.
Figure 7.1: An overview of how the Maximum t-Statistic (MTS) is calculated; (a) a time series is
bisected and (b) the t-statistic is calculated at all possible bisections.
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The MTS distribution has been determined by generating many time series of size n from a
randomly distributed population, and then calculating the MTS for each sample. Note that n is the
size of the full time series, i.e. n = nX + nY . Intuitively, one may suppose that the MTS is more
likely to occur at certain locations in the time series. In other words, given a randomly generated
time series, the maximum value of the t-statistic may be more likely to occur when the time series
is bisected near an edge rather than in the center. Or perhaps the reverse is more likely. However,
the Monte Carlo approach shows that the distribution of the t-statistic is the same at all bisections
and therefore the maximum is equally likely to occur at any location. This is shown in Figure 7.2.
In Figure 7.2, 100,000 time series of size 100 are generated and the 90th, 95th, 99th, and 99.5th
quantiles of the t-statistic at each possible bisection are plotted. Note that Figure 7.2 shows how
the distribution of the t-statistic at each location is the same. This unbiased nature of the t-statistic
is the primary advantage in using the t-statistic rather than assuming knowledge of the nominal
operating behavior; the t-statistic appropriately accounts for the limited knowledge available on
the left-hand side (sample X).
Having shown that the MTS is not biased with respect to the location of the bisection, the
distribution of the MTS when there is no change may be determined using a similar Monte Carlo
method. For several values of n, 20,000 time series were generated, and the MTS was determined
for each time series. This results in 20,000 values of an MTS for the given size n. A probability
density function is then generated using kernel density estimation (KDE). Figure 7.3 shows the
probability density function of the MTS for n=10, 20, 30, 150, and 200. The distribution’s de-
pendency on n evidently decreases as n becomes large indicating that applying the distribution for
n = 200 to higher values of n would be appropriate.
The MTS distributions shown in Figure 7.3 are useful for understanding the expected value of
the MTS provided that there is no change. These distributions may be used to determine appropri-
ate thresholds for the MTS given the size of the time series n. Figure 7.4 shows the 99.9th quantile
of the MTS for several values of n. When the time series is small (e.g. n = 10), the MTS has
greater variance, and an MTS greater than 8.2 is required in order to exceed the threshold. Note
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Figure 7.2: Several quantiles of the t-statistic for 100,000 randomly generated time series with
n = 100. The distribution of the t-statistic is relatively independent of the location in time at
which the bisection occurs. The maximum t-statistic (MTS) is therefore equally likely to occur at
any bisection provided that there is no change in mean.
that the distributions are not required when implementing this method. The distributions are only
used to determine an appropriate threshold, and the method may be implemented using only the
thresholds.
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Figure 7.3: Probability density function of the maximum t-statistic (MTS) when there is no change.
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The proposed process of calculating a t-statistic at each possible bisection of a time series
may initially seem computationally expensive. However, this section will show how the bisection
process may be vectorized using cumsum operations in order to minimize the computational load.
For this formulation, the t-statistic will be generalized such that variable weights may be used,
i.e. some of the data may exercise a greater influence on the mean and standard deviation. The
purpose of generalizing the formulation with variable weights is to provide a general formulation.
The non-weighted formulation may be recovered simply by applying the same weight to all data






The following non-standard weighted variance will also be used.
s2x =
∑n−1
i=0 wi(xi − x̄w)2∑n−1
i=0 wi
(7.5)
When using these variable weights, the samples sizes nX and nY may be defined as the sum
of the weights. Note that the sample variance is typically defined with n − 1 in the denominator.
However, the weighted variance above only uses Σw in the denominator which is akin to using n
instead of n− 1. This allows the variance to be defined when n = 1 and therefore a t-statistic will
be defined when the right sample has a size of one (nY = 1). A change may then be detected even
after the addition of a single data point (if that data point is significantly disparate from previous
ones).
Consider Table 7.1 which includes an example of how the t-statistic is calculated at all bisec-
tions for a time series of size 10. A series of size 10 has 9 possible bisections. Therefore the
t-statistic must be undefined at one of the time points on the edge. In Table 7.1, the columns
Σwx and Σw under the Left-Hand-Side section denote the numerator and the denominator of the
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Table 7.1: Example t-Statistic Calculation
X (Left-Hand Side) Y (Right-Hand Side)
time x w wx wx2 Σw Σwx Σwx2 x̄ s2x Σw Σwx Σwx
2 x̄ s2x t
0 1.05 1.0 1.05 1.1 1.0 1.05 1.1 1.05 0.0 9.0 12.5 20.77 1.39 0.38 0.52
1 0.87 1.0 0.87 0.76 2.0 1.92 1.86 0.96 0.01 8.0 11.63 20.01 1.45 0.39 1.07
2 0.99 1.0 0.99 0.98 3.0 2.91 2.84 0.97 0.01 7.0 10.64 19.03 1.52 0.41 1.44
3 0.69 1.0 0.69 0.48 4.0 3.6 3.32 0.9 0.02 6.0 9.95 18.55 1.66 0.34 2.5
4 1.04 1.0 1.04 1.08 5.0 4.64 4.4 0.93 0.02 5.0 8.91 17.47 1.78 0.32 3.29
5 1.23 1.0 1.23 1.51 6.0 5.87 5.91 0.98 0.03 4.0 7.68 15.96 1.92 0.3 4.03
6 0.97 1.0 0.97 0.94 7.0 6.84 6.85 0.98 0.02 3.0 6.71 15.02 2.24 0.0 13.32
7 2.16 1.0 2.16 4.67 8.0 9.0 11.52 1.12 0.17 2.0 4.55 10.35 2.28 0.0 3.73
8 2.25 1.0 2.25 5.06 9.0 11.25 16.58 1.25 0.28 1.0 2.3 5.29 2.3 0.0 1.88
9 2.3 1.0 2.3 5.29 10.0 13.55 21.87 1.36 0.35 0.0 0.0 0.0 nan nan nan
weighted mean (Equation 7.4) respectively. These values grow larger as the size of the left-hand
sample X grows. The corresponding columns under the Right-Hand Side section therefore de-
crease as the size of the right-hand sample Y decreases.
Note that the column Σw for the left-hand side is simply the cumulative sum of w. Similarly,
Σwx is the cumulative sum of wx for the left-hand side. The weighted mean of the left-hand
side for all possible bisections is therefore straightforward to calculate using cumulative sums.
The right-hand side is nearly the reverse of the left-hand side. For example, Σw for the right-
hand samples may be calculated using sum(w)-cumsum(w). Figure 7.5 outlines this process in the
Python language and highlights the simplicity with which this may be implemented. Note that,
with the formulation shown in Figure 7.5, the maximum t-statistic (MTS) is located at the last
sample before the change; in Table 7.1, the MTS occurs at time 6 and the change occurs in time 7.
7.5 Effectiveness of the Online Implementation
In order to detect a change point as soon as is statistically feasible, the maximum t-statistic
(MTS) must be determined with the addition of each new data point. The process outlined in
Table 7.1 and Figure 7.5 must therefore be applied in a rolling manner with window size n. As
with any change point detection method, the effectiveness depends on the signal-to-noise ratio
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1 def f(x): return cumsum(x)
2 def g(x): return sum(x) - cumsum(x)
3 n_X = f(w)
4 mean_X = f(w*x) / f(w)
5 var_X = (f(w*x**2) + f(w)*mean_X**2 - 2*f(w*x)*mean_X) / f(w)
6 n_Y = g(w)
7 mean_Y = g(w*x) / g(w)
8 var_Y = (g(w*x**2) + g(w)*mean_Y**2 - 2*g(w*x)*mean_Y) / g(w)
9 sp = ((n_X - 1)*var_X + (n_Y-1)*var_Y) / (n_X + n_Y - 2)
10 t = abs(mean_X - mean_Y) / sqrt(sp*(1/n_X + 1/n_Y) )
Figure 7.5: Python code for calculating the t-statistic at all possible bisections given data x with
weights w. Intermediate variables include the sample sizes nX and nY , sample means X̄ and Ȳ ,
sample variances s2X and s
2
Y , and the pooled variance s
2
p.
which is the magnitude of the change in mean with respect to the standard deviation.
Figure 7.6 shows an example of the algorithm applied recursively with a change point magni-
tude of one standard deviation. In this example, a maximum window size of 200 is used. Before

























Figure 7.6: Example of online change point detection using generated data, a change in mean of
magnitude 1σ, and a maximum window size of 200.
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time=10, the maximum t-statistic is not calculated; the thresholds presented in Figure 7.4 only ap-
ply to time series of size greater than or equal to 10, and a time series with size less than 10 would
have a very high threshold. After time=10, all of the available data is used, and the threshold de-
creases as the size of the time series grows. However, after time=200, the window rolls such that
the window remains a size of 200. The change point is applied at time=200, and the MTS for the
past 200 points exceeds the threshold soon after this change point. The actual delay between the
change point and the detection of the change point will depend on the specific time series used.
A Monte Carlo method was employed to quantify the typical effectiveness of the online algo-
rithm given various signal-to-noise ratios and various window sizes. Figure 7.7 shows how this is
done for a single simulation. As the window rolls through the change point, the change will either























(if change not detected yet)
Figure 7.7: An example of how the detection delays and Type II errors are defined for n=10 as
the window rolls through the change point. If a change is never detected, then a Type II error has
occurred.
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with only one data point after the change, then the delay is 0. If the change is never detected by
the time the rolling window has completely passed through the change point, then a Type II error
has occurred. To evaluate the effectiveness of the algorithm, the analysis shown in Figure 7.7 is
repeated many times using generated data at several signal-to-noise ratios and with several window
sizes.
Figure 7.8 presents boxplots for the delay between when the threshold is exceeded (change































































Figure 7.8: Effectiveness of windows sizes of 25, 50, and 100 at detecting a change in mean of
0.5σ, 1σ, 2σ, and 3σ. The boxplots are generated using 1,000 Monte Carlo simulations for each
combination, and a Type II error occurs when the change-point is never detected.
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window sizes of 25, 50, and 100 and for changes of magnitude 0.5σ, 1σ, 2σ, and 3σ. In this
context, a Type II error occurs when the change point is never detected. A Type II error occurs
96.7% of the time when the mean is only 0.5σ and the window size is only 25. However, a Type II
error occurs only 4.1% of the time when the mean changes by 1σ and the window size is 100. A
Type II error is very unlikely when the mean changes by 3σ even for small window sizes. Given
an expected signal-to-noise ratio, Figure 7.8 may be used to determine the required window size.
7.6 Application to Smart Thermostat Data
The change point detection algorithm is well-suited for smart thermostat data because it re-
quires minimal tuning and it may be applied to both large and small time series. The algorithm
parameters include the threshold and the maximum window size, but the same values for these pa-
rameters may be a used for all systems. The algorithm may therefore be applied simultaneously to
many different systems. This section presents several examples of applying the algorithm to smart
thermostat data. The air conditioning cooling load when the temperature gradient falls within a
certain range is used as the change point detection variable. The temperature gradient is the differ-
ence between the outdoor temperature (To) and the indoor temperature (Ti), and the temperature
gradient is typically the most significant driving factor that determines the cooling load. The cool-
ing load will therefore nominally be near constant when the outdoor temperature is 10 ◦F above
the indoor temperature.
The resulting t-statistic behavior when the change point detection algorithm is applied retro-
spectively is presented in Figure 7.9 for six homes in Texas. The maximum t-statistic (MTS)
behavior for an online implementation is presented in Figure 7.10 for these same six systems.
Cases are presented in which no change is detected, a rise in cooling load is detected, and a drop
in cooling load is detected. A key point to understand is that changes in the cooling load at a given
temperature gradient (To − Ti) may be the result of changes in occupant behavior (e.g. opening/-
closing windows), system faults and degradation, and outdoor conditions other than temperature
(e.g. solar irradiation and humidity). A major challenge in performing change point detection for
thermostat data is determining the cause of an observed change.
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no change in duty cycle
(a) 8◦F < To − Ti < 12◦F
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(c) 8◦F < To − Ti < 12◦F






















rise in duty cycle
(d) 13◦F < To − Ti < 17◦F






















drop in duty cycle
(e) −4◦F < To − Ti < 0◦F






















drop in duty cycle
(f) 8◦F < To − Ti < 12◦F
Figure 7.9: Examples of change point detection algorithm applied retrospectively to the cooling
load from smart thermostat data at a specific outdoor temperature To condition. Each plot shows
the cooling data (the average cooling load in a 6-hour period), the t-statistic (solid line), and the
threshold (dashed line).
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drop in duty cycle
(e) −4◦F < To − Ti < 0◦F





























drop in duty cycle
(f) 8◦F < To − Ti < 12◦F
Figure 7.10: Examples of the change point detection algorithm applied recursively to the cooling
effort from smart thermostat data at a specific outdoor temperature To condition. Each plot shows
the cooling data (the average cooling load in a 6-hour period), the t-statistic (solid line), and the
threshold (dashed line).
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Coupling the change point detection with a cross system comparison would help in determining
the cause of the observed changes. If a particular air conditioning system undergoes different
change behavior than the other systems in a similar climate, then those observed changes are more
likely due to an internal system change (such as those introduced by occupants or system faults)
rather than an external change (such as those associated with weather). The proposed algorithm is
simple and robust enough to be applied across many systems, and this cross system analysis will
be a key to realizing the full potential of performing fault detection with smart thermostat data.
In addition to the data recorded by the smart thermostat, a relatively small portion of residen-
tial air conditioning systems are beginning to have diagnostic modules installed such that more
detailed operating parameters are recorded. These detailed parameters include air and refrigerant
temperatures throughout the vapor compression cycle. Using this data, important system param-
eters such as the airflow rate, cooling capacity, efficiency, and refrigerant massflow rate may be
estimated [23, 40]. Change point detection may also be applied to this data set, and one case study
is provided here. The system used for this case study is a field-installed system under ownership of
the authors and therefore a change may be manually introduced to provide a case study in which
the ground truth is known.
























































































Figure 7.11: An example of the change point detection algorithm applied both retrospectively and
recursively to real air conditioning diagnostic data. The algorithm correctly detects the change in
airflow after only 2 run cycles.
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Using the air conditioning diagnostic data, the airflow (in cubic feet per minute or cfm) was
estimated for each time that the system cycled on and then back off (a run cycle). Figure 7.11
shows the estimated airflow rate for 31 run cycles for a single system. After 21 run cycles, a
change point is manually introduced. This provides a ground truth case study with which to test
the algorithm whereas the ground truth in the case studies presented in Figures 7.9 and 7.10 is
unknown. The maximum t-statistic algorithm correctly detects the change point, and the change
point is detected after 2 run cycles.
7.7 Accounting for Multiple Change Points
The maximum t-statistic algorithm is capable of handling multiple change points in a time se-
ries with little modification from the formulation described in Section 7.4. After an initial change
point is detected, the window should be measured from that change point onward; if the known
change point is included in the window, then the algorithm will be unable to detect an additional
change point. However, when the initial change point is detected with little delay, then its localiza-
tion will be made with a small right hand sample (Y ). The estimated location in time of the change
point would improve as sizes of the left and right hand samples (nX and nY ) become balanced.
After a change has been detected, the window will be selected from the location of the detected
change point. However, a secondary window that includes the change point may still be analyzed in
order to improve the localization of the change point. This secondary window would be maintained
until the left and right sample sizes are balanced or until another change is detected.
Figure 7.12 shows an example of this methodology for multiple change point detection. When
the first change point is detected at time step 211, the primary window is then measured from
the location of the detected change: time step 200. However, a secondary window containing the
past 200 samples is still analyzed until time step 300 at which point the left and right sides of this
secondary sample are balanced. While this secondary window is being maintained, the location
of the change point may be updated because more information pertaining to that change point is
becoming available. At time step 308, the change point at time step 300 is detected and a secondary
window begins to be analyzed again. However, for this second change point, the secondary window
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Figure 7.12: An example of multiple change point detection using a secondary window (measured
from the next-to-last change point) in addition to the primary window (measured from the last
change point). This example uses a maximum window size of n = 200, and each change point has
a magnitude of 1.5σ.
is not the maximum size of n = 200; the maximum window size of 200 would contain both the
first and second change points. The secondary window is therefore measured from the first change
point (the next-to-last change point). The secondary window is maintained until time step 400 at
which point nX = nY = 100 for the secondary window.
The proposed methodology for applying the maximum t-statistic algorithm to multiple change
points also provides a convenient means to account for Type I errors or false positives. The sec-
ondary MTS for all four detected change points in Figure 7.12 continues to grow as the secondary
window progresses. However, if the detected change point were actually a false positive, then the
secondary MTS calculation would quickly drop back below the threshold. Without this secondary
window, the false positive would be logged as a change point without any way to further validate
the decision.
7.8 Conclusions
This paper has presented a change point detection algorithm based on the t-statistic that (1)
does not require a priori knowledge regarding the optimal operating point, (2) requires almost no
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tuning, and (3) is easy to implement. A methodology for accounting for multiple change points
and false positives has also been presented. The maximum t-statistic algorithm has been applied
to several sets of smart thermostat data and one set of air conditioning diagnostic data. These
case studies highlight how this algorithm may be implemented effectively even on small datasets
because the t-statistic inherently accounts for small sample sizes.
The simplicity of the proposed algorithm is particularly suited for Big Data and Internet-of-
Things (IoT) applications such as smart thermostat data. The presented case studies highlighted
how a cross system analysis that compares the changes detected in similar systems to each other
will be an important element of air conditioning fault detection using thermostat data. A simple
algorithm is necessary to simultaneously analyze data from thousands of systems with minimal
tuning.
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8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The contributions outlined in Chapter 2 and presented in Chapters 3 through 7 center on the
development of fault detection and diagnosis (FDD) methods for residential HVAC systems. These
contributions include FDD methods that rely either on operating data from installed sensors or on
thermostat data. However, valuable as they are, these contributions still do not constitute complete
FDD methods. There are still several areas of development that must be explored further in order to
obtain a complete FDD method for either operating data or thermostat data. Table 8.1 summarizes
the most important areas that must be developed in order to commercialize these products and
deploy them on a large scale.
8.1 Development of Methods that Rely on Installed Sensors
Chapter 4 proposed a set of virtual sensors that do not require sensors installed on the outdoor
unit. The field implementation of these virtual sensors shows that the method is sufficiently sensi-
tive to the changes in indoor airflow, cooling capacity, and system efficiency that result from faulty
behavior. However, only indoor airflow and condenser airflow faults were introduced in this field
implementation. Introducing other common faults such as a liquid line restriction and incorrect
charge is necessary in order to quantify the different response that each of these faults generates.
Understanding the different responses associated with various faults would enable some level of
fault diagnosis. This proposed method would be similar to the rule-based methods that were orig-
inally proposed for air conditioning FDD [37, 25, 21]; however, the important difference is that
the original rule-based methods used residuals of raw measurements whereas the proposed method
would use residuals for more advanced, system-level parameters.
While the field implementation shows that the proposed virtual sensors are sufficiently sensitive
to faults, the accuracy in the estimated values could not be validated because a ground-truth was
unknown. Even without an accurate estimate, the precision or repeatability of the virtual sensors
may still be leveraged to detect faults and diagnose them by using the relative magnitude of the
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Table 8.1: Areas for Future Development for Fault Detection and Diagnosis (FDD) Methods
for Air Conditioning Systems
Development of Methods that Rely on Installed Sensors
(1) Analysis of the fault diagnosis capabilities using system level parameters; i.e. dis-
tinguishing between condenser airflow, liquid line restriction, and refrigerant charge
faults using refrigerant mass flow, cooling capacity, and system efficiency.
(2) Analysis of the value of the proposed virtual sensors for commissioning rather than
only for degradation detection. System configurations such as the type of heat
source used and a draw- vs. blow-through blower configuration may affect the vir-
tual sensor accuracy.
(3) Adaptation of fault-free modeling methods for field-installed systems. While mod-
els developed in a laboratory provide an initial starting point, the models may need
to be adjusted according to the installation.
(4) Development of a further simplified FDD method using only a supply air temper-
ature sensor. The return air conditions may be obtained from the thermostat, and
then the airflow and cooling capacity virtual sensors may be used to detect faults
and diagnose between airflow faults and all other faults.
Development of Fault Detection Methods using Thermostat Data
(1) Development of anomaly detection methods for thermostat data. Both statistical
and more advanced methods may be used to identify which systems are anomalous.
(2) Incorporation of additional data streams including system parameters (nominal
cooling and heating capacity), home construction parameters (built date, square-
footage, foundation type, location), and weather parameters (solar irradiation, pre-
cipitation, wind speed). The most important parameters should be identified and
then used to more clearly highlight anomalous behavior.
(3) Incorporation of the change point detection algorithm. Detected change points and
their magnitudes should be incorporated in the thermostat data, and then anomalous
change behavior may be identified.
observed changes. However, in order to use the proposed set of virtual sensors to commission
a newly installed system (thereby significantly reducing the labor required for commissioning)
estimated values must be accurate. The location at which the physical sensors are installed may
need to be standardized, and the virtual sensors may need to be calibrated to provide the most
accurate estimates.
Three of the four proposed virtual sensors (cooling capacity, system efficiency, and refrigerant
mass flow) will be highly dependent on the driving conditions (outdoor air temperature and indoor
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air temperature and humidity). Fault free models are therefore essential to compare the observed
values with the desired or fault free values. The fault-free models must therefore account for
variations from one installation to the next. A method for training models for field-installed system
was proposed in [68], and similar methods should be explored to find the most appropriate and
practical approach.
The FDD method in Chapter 4 can be further simplified by (a) obtaining the return air condi-
tions from the thermostat measurements and (b) estimating only airflow and cooling capacity in
order to detect faults and diagnose between airflow fault and other faults. With these simplifica-
tions, only a supply air temperature sensor would be needed, but fault diagnosis capabilities would
be limited to distinguishing between airflow faults and other faults. The effectiveness of this sim-
plified method will depend, in part, on the location of the thermostat and how well the thermostat
conditions reflect the return air conditions.
8.2 Development of Fault Detection Methods using Thermostat Data
Chapter 6 presents a preprocessing method for thermostat data that more complete fault de-
tection methods may incorporate. To continue the development of fault detection methods using
thermostat data, appropriate anomaly detection methods must be identified and adapted for this
application. Preprocessing the data is key to highlighting the important relationships in the data,
but anomaly detection methods must still be applied or developed. In order to further highlight
the important relationships, additional data sources may be incorporated. On its own, thermostat
data is relatively sparse and many important parameters are missing; the nominal cooling (or heat-
ing) capacity, occupancy behavior, the home size and other construction details, and additional
weather information are all potential variables. Identifying which parameters are most important,
optimizing the cost of acquiring the data with the benefit that the data provides, and appropriate
incorporating the available data are all areas of development to improve thermostat-based fault
detection methods.
Yet another potential data stream to incorporate with thermostat data is the results from ap-
plying the change-point detection method proposed in Chapter 7. Many changes may be detected
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in thermostat data, but few of the detected changes will actually be due to the onset of a system
fault. Many observed changes will be due to seasonal variations and occupant behavior. Including
the detected changes with the rest of the thermostat data will not only help to identify the changes
correlated with occupant behavior and changes correlated with weather. but will also enable the
detection of anomalous change point behavior as data from many systems are compared.
8.3 Conclusions & Discussion
Fault detection and diagnosis (FDD) for residential air conditioning systems is a field which
promises significant energy savings and improved comfort. The recent developments presented in
this dissertation focus on (a) reducing and simplifying the required sensors to perform FDD, and
(b) leveraging thermostat data for fault detection. The methods presented are novel and promising,
but still require significant work in order to produce commercialized FDD products. This future
development will focus on analyzing the capabilities of the proposed virtual sensors, applying of
fault-free models, and detecting anomalies with thermostat data.
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APPENDIX A
FIELD IMPLEMENTATION - INSTALLATION DETAILS
Chapters 4 and 5 propose fault detection and diagnosis methods for air conditioning systems
and then validate these methods experimentally. Chapter 4 proposes a set of virtual sensors which
uses indoor unit sensors to estimate system parameters airflow, cooling capacity, system efficiency,
and refrigerant mass flow. Chapter 5 then proposes a method to predict the equilibrium point of a
system while the system is still operating in the start-up transients. The experimental validation of
these methods involved a field-installed air conditioning system in which faults could be introduced
and in which the response could be measured.
A 3.5 ton, 14 SEER packaged heat pump unit (model no. Goodman GDH1442H41) was used
for the experimental validation. The unit is installed at a manufactured home site. Figure A.1
shows a portion of the home floor-plan (not to scale) with several HVAC components included,
and Figure A.2 shows several photographs of the HVAC system. The packaged unit rests on a
plaster-coated foam pad outside the home. Insulated, flexible ductwork runs under the home to
connect the unit to the return air filter (located in the laundry room of the home) and to a system of
supply ductwork and registers. The air-handling portion of the heat pump unit has a draw-through
configuration in which the blower motor pulls air through the indoor coil.
Figure A.3 shows the top-view of the air handling unit portion of the heat pump system after
the top of the enclosure has been removed. The air from the home is pulled through the return air
duct and the indoor coil by the blower motor and then pushed through the supply air duct. The
packaged unit used for the experimental validation in this dissertation is not a typical configuration
for U.S. residential buildings. Residential air conditioners are more typically ‘split’ systems in
which the compressor, condenser, and condenser fan are located in a unit outside; the expansion
device, the evaporator, and the blower motor are located in an indoor unit; and refrigerant lines and



















Figure A.1: A partial floor-plan of the 1190 sq. ft. manufactured home (1995 Clayton Homes
Texan model) used for experimental work with the Nexia Diagnostic Module (NDM). An NDM
was installed on the 3.5 ton, 14 SEER, packaged heat pump (Goodman GDH1442H41) unit at this









branches to the 
new, large supply 
register near the 
ceiling and the 
original, smaller 
floor registers.
Figure A.2: Several photographs outlining the installation of the HVAC system with the packaged






















Figure A.3: A top-down view of the air-handling portion of the packaged heat pump. The indoor
coil separates the return air (left) from the supply air (right) and the draw-through blower mo-
tor pulls air through the coil and into the supply duct. The Nexia Diagnostic Module (NDM) is
installed with a wireless router in the return plenum.
As discussed in Chapter 4, a split system presents a challenge for data acquisition because the
two units are located considerably far apart. Chapter 4 then proposes a set of virtual sensors which
rely on only indoor-unit sensors. Therefore, only the air-handling portion of the experimental
packaged unit was instrumented. Data acquisition was performed using a prototype data acquisi-
tion system developed by Trane: the Nexia Diagnostic Module (NDM). The modules enable Trane
dealers in the Unites States to instrument systems which would not otherwise have detailed oper-
ating data available. This system is currently under development and few NDM systems have been
installed to-date. Figure A.3 shows where the NDM is installed in the return air plenum and where
the return air and supply air temperature sensors are installed on the unit.
The Nexia Diagnostic Module (NDM) acquires data from various sensors and then posts the
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wireless router Nexia Diagnostic Module (NDM)
Figure A.4: The wireless router (Linksys EA 4800) and the Nexia Diagnositc Module (NDM)
installed in the return air plenum of the packaged heat pump. The NDM requires a wireless internet
connection, and the router was installed next to it in order to ensure a strong internet connection in
the enclosure.
event-based data to a cloud-based database. The NDM requires a wireless internet connection to
perform this task and is unable to be installed with a wired ethernet connection. This requirement
is troublesome when the module must be installed in a location which does not receive a strong
WiFi signal: inside the return air plenum of a packaged unit is one such example. In order to
ensure that the diagnostic module could consistently receive a strong WiFi signal from within the
packaged unit, a wireless router was installed alongside the NDM in the unit. Figure A.4 shows a
closer photograph of of router and Nexia Diagnostic Module installed in the return air plenum of
the unit. The router was set-up as a separate network to the main home wireless network and the
NDM was the only device connected to this secondary network.
Estimating refrigerant mass flow using the methods presented in Chapter 4 requires an evap-



















Figure A.5: Two (identical) photos of the side of the indoor coil. (left) The refrigerant temperature
sensors are labeled. Note that the measurements from these sensors are only used in cooling mode.
(right) Labeled refrigerant lines on the indoor coil showing the liquid line, piston expansion device,
two-phase distribution lines, coil bends and passes, and the gas lines.
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acquired with the NDM system and installed on the service side of the unit’s indoor coil. Fig-
ure A.5 shows the side of the indoor unit coil after the service panel has been removed. Figure A.5
provides two identical photographs in order to label the refrigerant lines (right) and in order to
show where the sensors are installed (left). The heat pump unit uses a piston expansion device
which acts as a fixed orifice during cooling mode and which does not restrict flow when reversed
during heating mode. A similar piston expansion device is installed on the condenser for heating
mode operation. In Figure A.5, the liquid temperature sensor is installed just before the expansion
device and the gas temperature sensor is installed at the outlet of the coil.
In order to install the coil temperature sensor in an appropriate location, the flow of refrigerant
through the evaporator must be understood clearly. For the coil shown in Figure A.5, the refrigerant
expands and then is distributed through eight branches. The flow of refrigerant through one of
these eight branches is clearly outlined in Figure A.6. Each bend includes 16 passes and 15 bends.
The coil temperature sensor is installed on the first bend that is on the service side. This is bend
number 2 in Figure A.6. In a variety of operating conditions, the refrigerant will be two-phase after













Figure A.6: A detailed view of the side of the indoor coil showing the bends for one of the eight
branches. Each of the eight branches consists of sixteen passes and fifteen bends (seven bends
on the side shown - even numbers, and eight bends on the opposite side - odd numbers). The coil
temperature sensor was installed on bend no. 2 such that the refrigerant at the point of measurement







Figure A.7: A photos of the supply air duct inside the packaged heat pump. A sheet metal bracket
was installed as a radiation guard upstream of the supply air temperature sensor. This prevents
radiation from the supplementary electric resistive heating elements from interfering with the mea-
surement of the supply air temperature when using the virtual airflow meter from Chapter 4.
vapor. The coil temperature sensor is therefore installed at the beginning of the flow in order to
ensure that the measurement is in a two-phase region and not in the super-heated region.
Chapter 4 proposes a diagnostic method in which the airflow is determined by applying a
known heat source and then performing an energy balance to the air as it passes through the air-
handling portion of system. This known heat source would most often be electric resistive heating
elements or a natural gas furnace. However, there is a very practical challenge when measuring the
supply air temperature when these heat sources are applied; the surface temperature of an electric
heating element or a gas heat exchanger will be very high such, if there is line-of-sight between the
sensor and the hot surface, the radiation will be significant and the sensor will not measure the air
temperature accurately. A 10 kW electric resistive heater coil (Goodman HKP-10C) was installed
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with the packaged unit in order to provide supplemental heat, and the unit airflow was estimated
with this heat source. In order to obtain an accurate supply air temperature sensor measurement,
an sheet metal bracket was installed next to the sensor in order to block the line-of-sight between
the sensor and the heating elements. Figure A.7 shows a photograph of this installation.
Figure A.3 shows the location of the return air and supply air temperature sensors, and Fig-
ure A.5 shows the location of the refrigerant coil, gas, and liquid temperature sensors. However,
the air-sensing method presented in Chapter 4 requires an electric current sensor and a return air
relative humidity sensor in addition to the five temperature sensors. While an electric current sen-
sor can be connected to the Nexia Diagnostic Module and the measurement can be uploaded to the
cloud-based database, the measurement was found to be highly inaccurate; measuring a current
greater than 20 A when the current clamp on a digital multimeter measures 12 A. Therefore, the
electric current of the outdoor unit was measured using a digital multimeter (ETEKCITY MSR-
C600). In order to deploy the methods presented herein, the accuracy of the NDM current sensor
must be addressed.
In order to obtain a measurement for the return air humidity, the thermostat indoor conditions
were used. While this will invariably introduce some error because the thermostat indoor condi-
tions will be slightly different than the return air conditions, this simplification eliminates the need
for an additional relative humidity sensors. In estimating the return air conditions, the temperature
was measured directly using the NDM return air temperature sensor and the humidity ratio was
obtained from the measured thermostat temperature and relative humidity.
The Nexia application on the iOS application was used to control the field-installed heat pump
system. In addition to many other features, this application enables the user to (a) change the
system mode between Heating, Cooling, Auto, and Off, (b) change the fan mode between On and
Auto, (c) customize the setpoint schedule, and (d) change the current setpoint. The Trane smart
thermostat (Trane XL824) uploads the event-based data to the cloud-based database and downloads
any setting changes implemented remotely from the mobile application.
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This appendix includes Python code used to analyze data throughout the dissertation.
B.1 A Class for Refrigerant Properties
The following script creates a class r410a for determining R-410a refrigerant properties. Ta-
bles are loaded as numpy arrays, the unit conversions are defined, the units are converted, and
functions are created to interpolate the tables. The class also includes P-h and T-s diagrams in
order to validate that the property functions are correct.
1 import numpy as np
2 import os
3 import scipy as sp










14 self.Hl_pt = np.load(os.path.dirname(__file__) + \
15 '/Hl_pt.npy') # kJ/kg
16 self.Hv_pt = np.load(os.path.dirname(__file__) + \
17 '/Hv_pt.npy') # kJ/kg
18 self.Sl_pt = np.load(os.path.dirname(__file__) + \
19 '/Sl_pt.npy') # kJ/kg/K
20 self.Sv_pt = np.load(os.path.dirname(__file__) + \
21 '/Sv_pt.npy') # kJ/kg/K
22 self.Tv = np.load(os.path.dirname(__file__) + \
23 '/Tv.npy') # C
24 self.Tl = np.load(os.path.dirname(__file__) + \
25 '/Tl.npy') # C
26 self.P = np.load(os.path.dirname(__file__) + \
27 '/P.npy') # kPa
28 self.Tsat = np.load(os.path.dirname(__file__) + \
29 '/Tsat.npy') # C
30 self.Psat = np.load(os.path.dirname(__file__) + \
31 '/Psat.npy') # kPa
32 self.Hvsat = np.load(os.path.dirname(__file__) + \
33 '/Hvsat.npy') # kJ/kg
34 self.Hlsat = np.load(os.path.dirname(__file__) + \
35 '/Hlsat.npy') # kJ/kg
36 self.Svsat = np.load(os.path.dirname(__file__) + \
37 '/Svsat.npy') # kJ/kg/K
38 self.Slsat = np.load(os.path.dirname(__file__) + \
39 '/Slsat.npy') # kJ/kg/K
40 self.dHl_dP_Tl = np.load(os.path.dirname(__file__) + \
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41 '/dHl_dP_Tl.npy') # (kJ/kg)/(kPa)
42 self.dHv_dP_Tv = np.load(os.path.dirname(__file__) + \
43 '/dHv_dP_Tv.npy') # (kJ/kg)/(kPa)
44 self.dHl_dTl_P = np.load(os.path.dirname(__file__) + \
45 '/dHl_dTl_P.npy') # (kJ/kg)/(C)
46 self.dHv_dTv_P = np.load(os.path.dirname(__file__) + \
47 '/dHv_dTv_P.npy') # (kJ/kg)/(C)
48 self.dPsat_dT = np.load(os.path.dirname(__file__) + \
49 '/dPsat_dT.npy') # (kPa)/(C)
50 self.dTsat_dP = np.load(os.path.dirname(__file__) + \
51 '/dTsat_dP.npy') # (C)/(kPa)
52
53 def define_conversions(self):
54 self.kJ_kg_2_Btu_lbm = lambda x: x/1.055/2.20462
55 self.kJ_kg_C_2_Btu_lbm_R = lambda x: x/1.055/2.20462/1.8
56 self.C_2_F = lambda x: x*1.8+32 # celcius to Farenheit
57 self.K_2_R = lambda x: x*1.8 # kelvin to rankine (or dC to dF)
58 self.kPa_2_psi = lambda x: x/6.89476
59 self.dkJkg_dkPa_2_dBtulbm_dpsi = lambda x: \
60 x/1.055/2.20462*6.89476
61 self.dkJkg_dC_2_dBtulbm_dF = lambda x: x/1.055/2.20462/1.8
62 self.dkPa_dC_2_dpsi_dF = lambda x: x/6.89476/1.8
63 self.dC_dkPa_2_dF_dpsi= lambda x: x*1.8*6.89476
64
65 def convert(self):
66 self.Hl_pt = self.kJ_kg_2_Btu_lbm(self.Hl_pt)
67 self.Hv_pt = self.kJ_kg_2_Btu_lbm(self.Hv_pt)
68 self.Sv_pt = self.kJ_kg_C_2_Btu_lbm_R(self.Sv_pt)
69 self.Sl_pt = self.kJ_kg_C_2_Btu_lbm_R(self.Sl_pt)
70 self.Tl = self.C_2_F(self.Tl)
71 self.Tv = self.C_2_F(self.Tv)
72 self.P = self.kPa_2_psi(self.P)
73 self.Tsat = self.C_2_F(self.Tsat)
74 self.Psat = self.kPa_2_psi(self.Psat)
75 self.Hvsat = self.kJ_kg_2_Btu_lbm(self.Hvsat)
76 self.Hlsat = self.kJ_kg_2_Btu_lbm(self.Hlsat)
77 self.Svsat = self.kJ_kg_C_2_Btu_lbm_R(self.Svsat)
78 self.Slsat = self.kJ_kg_C_2_Btu_lbm_R(self.Slsat)
79 self.dHl_dP_Tl = self.dkJkg_dkPa_2_dBtulbm_dpsi(self.dHl_dP_Tl)
80 self.dHv_dP_Tv = self.dkJkg_dkPa_2_dBtulbm_dpsi(self.dHv_dP_Tv)
81 self.dHl_dTl_P = self.dkJkg_dC_2_dBtulbm_dF(self.dHl_dTl_P)
82 self.dHv_dTv_P = self.dkJkg_dC_2_dBtulbm_dF(self.dHv_dTv_P)
83 self.dPsat_dT = self.dkPa_dC_2_dpsi_dF(self.dPsat_dT)
84 self.dTsat_dP = self.dC_dkPa_2_dF_dpsi(self.dTsat_dP)
85
86 def create_functions(self):
87 self.Hl_func = sp.interpolate.interp2d(self.Tl, \
88 self.P, self.Hl_pt, kind='cubic')
89 self.Hv_func = sp.interpolate.interp2d(self.Tv, \
90 self.P, self.Hv_pt, kind='cubic')
91 self.Sl_func = sp.interpolate.interp2d(self.Tl, \
92 self.P, self.Sl_pt, kind='cubic')
93 self.Sv_func = sp.interpolate.interp2d(self.Tv, \
94 self.P, self.Sv_pt, kind='cubic')
95 self.Tsat_func = sp.interpolate.interp1d(self.Psat, \
96 self.Tsat, kind='cubic')
97 self.Psat_func = sp.interpolate.interp1d(self.Tsat, \
98 self.Psat, kind='cubic')
99 self.Hlsat_func = sp.interpolate.interp1d(self.Tsat, \
100 self.Hlsat, kind='cubic')
101 self.Hvsat_func = sp.interpolate.interp1d(self.Tsat, \
102 self.Hvsat, kind='cubic')
103 self.Slsat_func = sp.interpolate.interp1d(self.Tsat, \
104 self.Slsat, kind='cubic')
105 self.Svsat_func = sp.interpolate.interp1d(self.Tsat, \
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106 self.Svsat, kind='cubic')
107 self.dHl_dP_Tl_func = sp.interpolate.interp2d(self.Tl, \
108 self.P, self.dHl_dP_Tl, kind='cubic')
109 self.dHv_dP_Tv_func = sp.interpolate.interp2d(self.Tv, \
110 self.P, self.dHv_dP_Tv, kind='cubic')
111 self.dHl_dTl_P_func = sp.interpolate.interp2d(self.Tl, \
112 self.P, self.dHl_dTl_P, kind='cubic')
113 self.dHv_dTv_P_func = sp.interpolate.interp2d(self.Tv, \
114 self.P, self.dHv_dTv_P, kind='cubic')
115 self.dPsat_dT_func = sp.interpolate.interp1d(self.Tsat, \
116 self.dPsat_dT, kind='cubic')




121 Tiso = np.arange(-60,151,10) # Isothermal lines
122
123 # saturation pressure at the iso thermal lines
124 Psat = self.Psat_func(Tiso)
125
126 Hv_under_dome = np.squeeze([self.Hv_func(T,P) \
127 for (T,P) in zip(Tiso,Psat)])
128 Hl_under_dome = np.squeeze([self.Hl_func(T,P) \
129 for (T,P) in zip(Tiso,Psat)])
130 Hv_dome = self.Hvsat_func(self.Tsat)
131 Hl_dome = self.Hlsat_func(self.Tsat)
132 Hv = self.Hv_func(Tiso, self.P)
133 Hl = self.Hl_func(Tiso, self.P)
134
135 fig = plt.figure()
136 ax = fig.add_subplot(111)
137 ax.plot(Hl, self.P, 'k', linewidth=0.5)
138 ax.plot(Hv, self.P, 'k', linewidth=0.5)
139 ax.plot([Hl_under_dome, Hv_under_dome], [Psat, Psat], 'k', \
140 linewidth=0.5)
141 ax.plot(Hv_dome, self.Psat, color='red', linewidth=3)
142 ax.plot(Hl_dome, self.Psat, color='red', linewidth=3)
143 ax.set_xlabel('Enthalpy (Btu/lbm)')
144 ax.set_ylabel('Pressure (psia)')
145 return fig, ax
146
147 def T_s_diagram(self):
148 Piso = np.arange(25, 626, 50)
149 Tsat = self.Tsat_func(Piso)
150 Sv_under_dome = np.squeeze([self.Sv_func(T,P) \
151 for (T,P) in zip(Tsat, Piso)])
152 Sl_under_dome = np.squeeze([self.Sl_func(T,P) \
153 for (T,P) in zip(Tsat, Piso)])
154 Sv_dome = self.Svsat_func(self.Tsat)
155 Sl_dome = self.Slsat_func(self.Tsat)
156 Sv = np.transpose(self.Sv_func(self.Tv, Piso))
157 Sl = np.transpose(self.Sv_func(self.Tl, Piso))
158
159 Sv[Sv<np.tile(Sv_under_dome, (150,1))] = np.nan
160 Sl[Sl>np.tile(Sl_under_dome, (150,1))] = np.nan
161
162 fig = plt.figure()
163 ax = fig.add_subplot(111)
164 ax.plot(Sv, self.Tv, 'k', linewidth=0.5)
165 ax.plot(Sl, self.Tl, 'k', linewidth=0.5)
166 ax.plot([Sl_under_dome, Sv_under_dome], [Tsat, Tsat], 'k', \
167 linewidth=0.5)
168 ax.plot(Sv_dome, self.Tsat, color='red', linewidth=3)




172 return fig, ax
B.2 Uncertainty and Sensitivity Analysis of Virtual Sensors
The following two scripts analyze the uncertainty and sensitivity in two sets of virtual sensors
given assumptions about the uncertainty in the inputs. The vu class is created to track the Value
and the Uncertainty in each variable. Each variable is a member of the vu class, and each member
of this class has 3 objects: the value v, the absolute uncertainty au, and the percent uncertainty
pu. The uncertainty may be set using either the absolute or the percent uncertainty (set_a and
set_p functions). The uncertainty is propagated using partial derivatives, and the sensitivity is
determined using these partial derivatives. The sensitivity is organized with a pandas dataframe
called frame. The final part of each script fills the fields of a pdf with the uncertainty values.




4 refprop_path = "C:/Users/arogers9/Syncplicity Folders/TexasAM/" \
5 "0 Publications Presentations Proposals/" \
6 "2019 - STBE - Residential FDD/Python/refprop"
7
8 if refprop_path not in sys.path:
9 sys.path.append(refprop_path)





15 import numpy as np
16 import pdfrw
17 import pandas as pd
18




23 def set_p(self,v,u): # input the uncertainty as Percentage
24 self.v = v # value
25 self.au = (u/100)*v # percent/100 * value
26 self.pu = u
27 def set_a(self,v,u): # input uncertainty as absolute
28 self.v = v
29 self.au = u
30 self.pu = (u/v)*100 # (absolute/value)*100
31
32 ref = load_refprop.r410a()
33
34 frame = pd.DataFrame(







41 data = 0)
42
43 temp1 = vu()
44 temp2 = vu()
45 temp3 = vu()
46
47 Tcond = vu()
48 Pdis_loss = vu()
49 Pcond = vu()
50 Pdis = vu()
51 Tevap = vu()
52 Pevap = vu()
53 Psuc_loss = vu()
54 Psuc = vu()
55 Wcomp = vu()
56 Tsat_dis = vu()
57 Tsat_suc = vu()
58 alpha = vu()
59 Qloss = vu()
60 Tdis = vu()
61 hdis = vu()
62 Tsuc = vu()
63 hsuc = vu()
64 Dhcomp = vu()
65 mdotr = vu()
66 Pgas_loss = vu()
67 Pgas = vu()
68 Tgas = vu()
69 Tid_liq = vu()
70 Pid_liq = vu()
71 PXV = vu()
72 hgas = vu()
73 hid_liq = vu()
74 Dhevap = vu()
75 Q = vu()
76 Iod = vu()
77 Ifan = vu()
78 Icomp = vu()
79 V = vu()
80 Tret = vu()
81 Tsup = vu()
82 cp_air = vu()
83 Dhair_dry = vu()
84 Psat_ret = vu()
85 Psat_sup = vu()
86 phi_ret = vu()
87 Psys = vu()
88 Mratio = vu()
89 om_ret = vu()
90 om_sup = vu()
91 hwe = vu()
92 Dhair_wet = vu()
93 mdot_air = vu()
94 rho_air = vu()
95 Vdot_air = vu()
96 COP = vu()
97
98 Tcond.set_p(130,2) # F
99 Pdis_loss.set_p(10,60) # psi
100 Tevap.set_p(50,2) # F
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101 Psuc_loss.set_p(15,60) # psi
102 Tgas.set_p(50,2) # F
103 Tid_liq.set_p(75,2) # F
104 Pgas_loss.set_p(5,60) # psi
105 PXV.set_p(250, 50) # psi
106 Iod.set_p(13.5,5) # amps
107 Ifan.set_p(0.5,50) # amps
108 V.set_p(240,5) # volts
109 alpha.set_p(0.05,60) # unitless
110 Tdis.set_p(195,2) # F
111 Tsuc.set_p(60,2) # F
112
113 Tret.set_p(72,2) # F
114 Tsup.set_p(52,2) # F
115 phi_ret.set_p(0.7,5) # unitless
116 cp_air.set_p(0.24,1) # Btu/lb/F
117 hwe.set_p(1061,1) # Btu/lb
118 Mratio.set_p(0.622,1) # unitless
119 Psys.set_p(14.7, 2)
120 rho_air.set_p(0.0765,3) # lbm/ft3
121
122 ## Discharge Pressure
123 Pcond_Tcond = ref.dPsat_dT_func(Tcond.v)




128 Pdis_Pdis_loss = 1
129 Pdis_Pcond = 1
130 Pdis.set_a( # psi




135 ## Suction Pressure
136 Pevap_Tevap = ref.dPsat_dT_func(Tevap.v)




141 Psuc_Pevap = 1
142 Psuc_Psuc_loss = -1
143 Psuc.set_a( # psi




148 ## Compressor Power










159 Icomp_Iod = 1
160 Icomp_Ifan = -1
161 Icomp.set_a( # amps
162 Iod.v - Ifan.v,
163 np.linalg.norm([Icomp_Iod*Iod.au, Icomp_Ifan*Ifan.au]) )
164
165 Wcomp_Icomp = V.v
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166 Wcomp_V = Icomp.v
167 Wcomp.set_a( # Watts
168 Icomp.v*V.v,
169 np.linalg.norm([Wcomp_V*V.au, Wcomp_Icomp*Icomp.au]) )
170 Wcomp.set_a(Wcomp.v/1000, Wcomp.au/1000) # kiloWatts
171 Wcomp_Icomp *= 1/1000
172 Wcomp_V *= 1/1000
173
174 Qloss_Wcomp = alpha.v
175 Qloss_alpha = Wcomp.v





181 ## compressor enthalpy rise
182 hdis_Pdis = ref.dHv_dP_Tv_func(Tdis.v,Pdis.v)
183 hdis_Tdis = ref.dHv_dTv_P_func(Tdis.v,Pdis.v)
184 hdis.set_a( # Btu/lbm
185 ref.Hv_func(Tdis.v,Pdis.v)[0],
186 np.linalg.norm([hdis_Pdis*Pdis.au, hdis_Tdis*Tdis.au]) )
187
188 hsuc_Tsuc = ref.dHv_dTv_P_func(Tsuc.v,Psuc.v)
189 hsuc_Psuc = ref.dHv_dP_Tv_func(Tsuc.v,Psuc.v)
190 hsuc.set_a( #Btu/lbm
191 ref.Hv_func(Tsuc.v, Psuc.v)[0],
192 np.linalg.norm([hsuc_Psuc*Psuc.au, hsuc_Tsuc*Tsuc.au]) )
193
194 Dhcomp_hdis = 1
195 Dhcomp_hsuc = -1
196 Dhcomp.set_a( # Btu/lbm




201 ## Mass Flow Rate
202 temp1_Wcomp = 1
203 temp1_Qloss = -1
204 temp1.set_a( # kW




209 mdotr_temp1 = 1/Dhcomp.v
210 mdotr_Dhcomp = -temp1.v/(Dhcomp.v**2)




215 mdotr.set_a(mdotr.v*3600/1.00506, mdotr.au*3600/1.05506) # lbm/hr
216 mdotr_temp1 *= 3600/1.00506
217 mdotr_Dhcomp *= 3600/1.00506
218
219
220 frame.loc['Tcond','mdotr'] = mdotr_Dhcomp*Dhcomp_hdis*hdis_Pdis* \
221 Pdis_Pcond*Pcond_Tcond
222 frame.loc['Pdis_loss','mdotr'] = mdotr_Dhcomp*Dhcomp_hdis* \
223 hdis_Pdis*Pdis_Pdis_loss
224 frame.loc['Tdis','mdotr'] = mdotr_Dhcomp*Dhcomp_hdis*hdis_Tdis
225 frame.loc['Tevap','mdotr'] = mdotr_Dhcomp*Dhcomp_hsuc*hsuc_Psuc* \
226 Psuc_Pevap*Pevap_Tevap
227 frame.loc['Psuc_loss','mdotr'] = mdotr_Dhcomp*Dhcomp_hsuc* \
228 hsuc_Psuc*Psuc_Psuc_loss
229 frame.loc['Tsuc','mdotr'] = mdotr_Dhcomp*Dhcomp_hsuc*hsuc_Tsuc
230 frame.loc['alpha','mdotr'] = mdotr_temp1*temp1_Qloss*Qloss_alpha
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231 frame.loc['V','mdotr'] = mdotr_temp1*(temp1_Qloss*Qloss_Wcomp + \
232 temp1_Wcomp)*Wcomp_V
233 frame.loc['Ifan','mdotr'] = mdotr_temp1*(temp1_Qloss* \
234 Qloss_Wcomp + temp1_Wcomp)*Wcomp_Icomp*Icomp_Ifan
235 frame.loc['Iod','mdotr'] = mdotr_temp1*(temp1_Qloss*Qloss_Wcomp + \
236 temp1_Wcomp)*Wcomp_Icomp*Icomp_Iod
237
238 ## Evaporator enthalpy rise
239 Pid_liq_Pevap = 1
240 Pid_liq_PXV = 1
241 Pid_liq.set_a( # psi
242 Pevap.v + PXV.v,
243 np.linalg.norm([Pid_liq_Pevap*Pevap.au, Pid_liq_PXV*PXV.au]) )
244
245
246 Pgas_Pevap = 1
247 Pgas_Pgas_loss = -1
248 Pgas.set_a( # psi




253 hid_liq_Tid_liq = ref.dHl_dTl_P_func(Tid_liq.v,Pid_liq.v)
254 hid_liq_Pid_liq = ref.dHl_dP_Tl_func(Tid_liq.v,Pid_liq.v)





260 hgas_Tgas = ref.dHv_dTv_P_func(Tgas.v,Pgas.v)
261 hgas_Pgas = ref.dHv_dP_Tv_func(Tgas.v,Pgas.v)
262 hgas.set_a( # Btu/lbm
263 ref.Hv_func(Tgas.v, Pgas.v)[0],
264 np.linalg.norm([hgas_Tgas*Tgas.au, hgas_Pgas*Pgas.au]) )
265
266 Dhevap_hgas = 1
267 Dhevap_hid_liq = -1
268 Dhevap.set_a( # Btu/lbm





274 Q_mdotr = Dhevap.v
275 Q_Dhevap = mdotr.v
276 Q.set_a( # Btu/hr
277 mdotr.v*Dhevap.v,
278 np.linalg.norm([Q_mdotr*mdotr.au, Q_Dhevap*Dhevap.au]) )
279
280 frame.loc['Tcond','Q'] = Q_mdotr*frame.loc['Tcond','mdotr']
281 frame.loc['Pdis_loss','Q'] = Q_mdotr*frame.loc['Pdis_loss','mdotr']
282 frame.loc['Tdis','Q'] = Q_mdotr*frame.loc['Tdis','mdotr']
283 frame.loc['Tevap','Q'] = (Q_mdotr*mdotr_Dhcomp*Dhcomp_hsuc* \
284 hsuc_Psuc*Psuc_Pevap +
285 Q_Dhevap*(Dhevap_hgas*hgas_Pgas*Pgas_Pevap + Dhevap_hid_liq* \
286 hid_liq_Pid_liq*Pid_liq_Pevap))*Pevap_Tevap
287 frame.loc['Psuc_loss','Q'] = Q_mdotr*frame.loc['Psuc_loss','mdotr']
288 frame.loc['Tsuc','Q'] = Q_mdotr*frame.loc['Tsuc','mdotr']
289 frame.loc['alpha','Q'] = Q_mdotr*frame.loc['alpha','mdotr']
290 frame.loc['V','Q'] = Q_mdotr*frame.loc['V','mdotr']
291 frame.loc['Ifan','Q'] = Q_mdotr*frame.loc['Ifan','mdotr']
292 frame.loc['Iod','Q'] = Q_mdotr*frame.loc['Iod','mdotr']
293 frame.loc['Tid_liq','Q'] = Q_Dhevap*Dhevap_hid_liq*hid_liq_Tid_liq
294 frame.loc['PXV','Q'] = Q_Dhevap*Dhevap_hid_liq*hid_liq_Pid_liq* \
295 Pid_liq_PXV
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296 frame.loc['Tgas','Q'] = Q_Dhevap*Dhevap_hgas*hgas_Tgas




301 COP_Q = 1/Wcomp.v
302 COP_Wcomp = -Q.v/(Wcomp.v**2)




307 COP_Q *= 1/3412.142
308 COP_Wcomp *= 1/3412.142
309
310 frame.loc['Tcond','COP'] = COP_Q*frame.loc['Tcond','Q']
311 frame.loc['Pdis_loss','COP'] = COP_Q*frame.loc['Pdis_loss','Q']
312 frame.loc['Tdis','COP'] = COP_Q*frame.loc['Tdis','Q']
313 frame.loc['Tevap','COP'] = COP_Q*frame.loc['Tevap','Q']
314 frame.loc['Psuc_loss','COP'] = COP_Q*frame.loc['Psuc_loss','Q']
315 frame.loc['Tsuc','COP'] = COP_Q*frame.loc['Tsuc','Q']
316 frame.loc['alpha','COP'] = COP_Q*frame.loc['alpha','Q']
317 frame.loc['Tid_liq','COP'] = COP_Q*frame.loc['Tid_liq','Q']
318 frame.loc['PXV','COP'] = COP_Q*frame.loc['PXV','Q']
319 frame.loc['Tgas','COP'] = COP_Q*frame.loc['Tgas','Q']
320 frame.loc['Pgas_loss','COP'] = COP_Q*frame.loc['Pgas_loss','Q']
321 frame.loc['V','COP'] = COP_Q*frame.loc['V','Q'] + COP_Wcomp*Wcomp_V
322 frame.loc['Ifan','COP'] = COP_Q*frame.loc['Ifan','Q'] + \
323 COP_Wcomp*Wcomp_Icomp*Icomp_Ifan




328 c = [77.345+0.0057*5/9*459.67, 0.0057*5/9, -7235*9/5, 459.67,
329 np.power(5/9,-8.2)]
330 f1 = lambda x: (c[4]*np.exp(c[0] + c[1]*x + c[2]/(x+c[3]))* \
331 np.power(x+c[3],-8.2))/6894.76
332 df1 = lambda x: (c[4]*(c[1]-c[2]*np.power(x+c[3],-2))*np.exp(c[0] \
333 + c[1]*x + c[2]/(x+c[3]))*np.power(x+c[3],-8.2) \
334 - 8.2*c[4]*np.exp(c[0] + c[1]*x + c[2]/(x+c[3]))* \
335 np.power(x+c[3],-9.2))/6894.76
336 f2 = lambda x,y: np.min([x,y])
337
338 temp1_Tret = 1
339 temp1_Tsup = -1
340 temp1.set_a(
341 Tret.v - Tsup.v,
342 np.linalg.norm([temp1_Tret*Tret.au, temp1_Tsup*Tsup.au]) )
343
344 Dhair_dry_cp_air = temp1.v






351 Psat_ret_Tret = df1(Tret.v)
352 Psat_ret.set_a(
353 f1(Tret.v),
354 np.linalg.norm([Psat_ret_Tret*Tret.au ]) )
355
356 Psat_sup_Tsup = df1(Tsup.v)
357 Psat_sup.set_a(
358 f1(Tsup.v),
359 np.linalg.norm([Psat_sup_Tsup*Tsup.au ]) )
360
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361 temp1_phi_ret = Psat_ret.v






368 temp2_Psys = 1
369 temp2_temp1 = -1
370 temp2.set_a(
371 Psys.v - temp1.v,
372 np.linalg.norm([temp2_Psys*Psys.au, temp2_temp1*temp1.au]) )
373
374 temp3_temp1 = 1/temp2.v
375 temp3_temp2 = -temp1.v/temp2.v**2
376 temp3.set_a(
377 temp1.v/temp2.v,
378 np.linalg.norm([temp3_temp1*temp1.au, temp3_temp2*temp2.au]) )
379
380 om_ret_Mratio = temp3.v
381 om_ret_temp3 = Mratio.v
382 om_ret.set_a(
383 Mratio.v*temp3.v,
384 np.linalg.norm([om_ret_Mratio*Mratio.au, om_ret_temp3*temp3.au]) )
385
386 # intermdiate
387 om_ret_Mratio = om_ret_Mratio
388 om_ret_Psys = om_ret_temp3*temp3_temp2*temp2_Psys
389 om_ret_phi_ret = om_ret_temp3*(temp3_temp2*temp2_temp1 + \
390 temp3_temp1)*temp1_phi_ret
391 om_ret_Tret = om_ret_temp3*(temp3_temp2*temp2_temp1 + \
392 temp3_temp1)*temp1_Psat_ret*Psat_ret_Tret
393
394 temp1_Psys = 1
395 temp1_Psat_sup = -1
396 temp1.set_a(
397 Psys.v - Psat_sup.v,
398 np.linalg.norm([temp1_Psys*Psys.au, temp1_Psat_sup*Psat_sup.au]) )
399
400 temp2_Psat_sup = 1/temp1.v






407 temp3_Mratio = temp2.v
408 temp3_temp2 = Mratio.v
409 temp3.set_a(
410 Mratio.v*temp2.v,
411 np.linalg.norm([temp3_Mratio*Mratio.au, temp3_temp2*temp2.au]) )
412
413 om_sup_temp3 = [1, 0][np.argmin([temp3.v, om_ret.v])]
414 om_sup_om_ret = [0, 1][np.argmin([temp3.v, om_ret.v])]
415 om_sup.set_a(
416 np.min([temp3.v, om_ret.v]),
417 [temp3.au, om_ret.au][np.argmin([temp3.v, om_ret.v])] )
418
419 #intermediate
420 om_sup_Mratio = om_sup_om_ret*om_ret_Mratio + \
421 om_sup_temp3*temp3_Mratio
422 om_sup_Psys = om_sup_om_ret*om_ret_Psys + om_sup_temp3 \
423 *temp3_temp2*temp2_temp1*temp1_Psys
424 om_sup_phi_ret = om_sup_om_ret*om_ret_phi_ret
425 om_sup_Tret = om_sup_om_ret*om_ret_Tret
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426 om_sup_Tsup = om_sup_temp3*temp3_temp2*(temp2_temp1* \
427 temp1_Psat_sup + temp2_Psat_sup)*Psat_sup_Tsup
428
429 temp1_om_ret = 1
430 temp1_om_sup = -1
431 temp1.set_a(
432 om_ret.v - om_sup.v,
433 np.linalg.norm([temp1_om_ret*om_ret.au, temp1_om_sup*om_sup.au]) )
434
435 temp2_hwe = temp1.v
436 temp2_temp1 = hwe.v
437 temp2.set_a(
438 hwe.v*temp1.v,
439 np.linalg.norm([temp2_hwe*hwe.au, temp2_temp1*temp1.au]) )
440
441 Dhair_wet_Dhair_dry = 1
442 Dhair_wet_temp2 = 1
443 Dhair_wet.set_a( # Btu/lbm




448 mdot_air_Q = 1/Dhair_wet.v
449 mdot_air_Dhair_wet = -Q.v/(Dhair_wet.v**2)





455 Vdot_air_mdot_air = 1/rho_air.v
456 Vdot_air_rho_air = -mdot_air.v/(rho_air.v**2)




461 Vdot_air.set_a(Vdot_air.v/60, Vdot_air.au/60) # cfm
462 Vdot_air_rho_air *= 1/60
463 Vdot_air_mdot_air *= 1/60
464
465 frame.loc['Tcond','Vdot_air'] = Vdot_air_mdot_air*mdot_air_Q* \
466 frame.loc['Tcond','Q']
467 frame.loc['Pdis_loss','Vdot_air'] = Vdot_air_mdot_air*mdot_air_Q* \
468 frame.loc['Pdis_loss','Q']
469 frame.loc['Tdis','Vdot_air'] = Vdot_air_mdot_air*mdot_air_Q* \
470 frame.loc['Tdis','Q']
471 frame.loc['Tevap','Vdot_air'] = Vdot_air_mdot_air*mdot_air_Q* \
472 frame.loc['Tevap','Q']
473 frame.loc['Psuc_loss','Vdot_air'] = Vdot_air_mdot_air*mdot_air_Q* \
474 frame.loc['Psuc_loss','Q']
475 frame.loc['Tsuc','Vdot_air'] = Vdot_air_mdot_air*mdot_air_Q* \
476 frame.loc['Tsuc','Q']
477 frame.loc['alpha','Vdot_air'] = Vdot_air_mdot_air*mdot_air_Q* \
478 frame.loc['alpha','Q']
479 frame.loc['V','Vdot_air'] = Vdot_air_mdot_air*mdot_air_Q* \
480 frame.loc['V','Q']
481 frame.loc['Ifan','Vdot_air'] = Vdot_air_mdot_air*mdot_air_Q* \
482 frame.loc['Ifan','Q']
483 frame.loc['Iod','Vdot_air'] = Vdot_air_mdot_air*mdot_air_Q* \
484 frame.loc['Iod','Vdot_air']
485 frame.loc['Tid_liq','Vdot_air'] = Vdot_air_mdot_air*mdot_air_Q* \
486 frame.loc['Tid_liq','Q']
487 frame.loc['PXV','Vdot_air'] = Vdot_air_mdot_air*mdot_air_Q* \
488 frame.loc['PXV','Q']
489 frame.loc['Tgas','Vdot_air'] = Vdot_air_mdot_air*mdot_air_Q* \
490 frame.loc['Tgas','Q']
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491 frame.loc['Pgas_loss','Vdot_air'] = Vdot_air_mdot_air*mdot_air_Q* \
492 frame.loc['Pgas_loss','Q']
493 frame.loc['rho_air','Vdot_air'] = Vdot_air_rho_air
494 frame.loc['hwe','Vdot_air'] = Vdot_air_mdot_air* \
495 mdot_air_Dhair_wet*Dhair_wet_temp2*temp2_hwe
496 frame.loc['Mratio','Vdot_air'] = Vdot_air_mdot_air* \
497 mdot_air_Dhair_wet*Dhair_wet_temp2*temp2_temp1*( \
498 temp1_om_sup*om_sup_Mratio + temp1_om_ret*om_ret_Mratio)
499 frame.loc['Psys','Vdot_air'] = Vdot_air_mdot_air* \
500 mdot_air_Dhair_wet*Dhair_wet_temp2*temp2_temp1* \
501 (temp1_om_sup*om_sup_Psys + temp1_om_ret*om_ret_Psys)
502 frame.loc['phi_ret','Vdot_air'] = Vdot_air_mdot_air* \
503 mdot_air_Dhair_wet*Dhair_wet_temp2*temp2_temp1*( \
504 temp1_om_sup*om_sup_phi_ret + temp1_om_ret*om_ret_phi_ret)
505 frame.loc['Tret','Vdot_air'] = Vdot_air_mdot_air* \
506 mdot_air_Dhair_wet*(Dhair_wet_temp2*temp2_temp1* \
507 (temp1_om_sup*om_sup_Tret + temp1_om_ret*om_ret_Tret) \
508 + Dhair_wet_Dhair_dry*Dhair_dry_temp1*temp1_Tret)
509 frame.loc['Tsup','Vdot_air'] = Vdot_air_mdot_air* \
510 mdot_air_Dhair_wet*(Dhair_wet_temp2*temp2_temp1* \
511 temp1_om_sup*om_sup_Tsup + \
512 Dhair_wet_Dhair_dry*Dhair_dry_temp1*temp1_Tsup)
513 frame.loc['cp_air','Vdot_air'] = Vdot_air_mdot_air* \
514 mdot_air_Dhair_wet*Dhair_wet_Dhair_dry*Dhair_dry_cp_air
515
516 for i,r in frame.iterrows():
517 frame.loc[i,'v'] = eval(i).v
518 frame.loc[i,'au'] = eval(i).au
519 frame.loc[i,'pu'] = eval(i).pu
520
521 for c in frame.columns.drop(['v','pu','au']):
522 frame[c] = frame[c]*frame.v.abs()/np.abs(eval(c).v)
523


















































573 template = 'vsm1.pdf'
574 output = 'vsm1_filled.pdf'
575 pdf = pdfrw.PdfReader(template)
576 annots = pdf.pages[0]['/Annots']
577 for annot in annots:
578 subtype = annot['/Subtype']
579 if subtype == '/Widget':
580 key = annot['/T'][1:-1]
581 if key in fields:








4 deeptrane_path = "C:/Users/arogers9/Syncplicity Folders/" \
5 "GitHub/TraneProject"
6 refprop_path = "C:/Users/arogers9/Syncplicity Folders/" \
7 "GitHub/TraneProject/austin/refprop"
8
9 if deeptrane_path not in sys.path:
10 sys.path.append(deeptrane_path)
11 if refprop_path not in sys.path:
12 sys.path.append(refprop_path)









22 import numpy as np
23 import pdfrw
24 import pandas as pd
25




30 def set_p(self,v,u): # input the uncertainty as Percentage
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31 self.v = v # value
32 self.au = (u/100)*v # percent/100 * value
33 self.pu = u
34 def set_a(self,v,u): # input uncertainty as absolute
35 self.v = v
36 self.au = u







44 self.mult = lambda x,a,y,b: np.power(float(y),float(b))*float(a
)*np.power(float(x),float(a)-1) # d/dx (x^a * y^b)
45
46 ref = load_refprop.r410a()
47
48 frame = pd.DataFrame(





54 data = 0)
55
56 temp1 = vu()
57 temp2 = vu()
58 temp3 = vu()
59
60 Tevap = vu()
61 Pevap = vu()
62 Wcomp = vu()
63 mdotr = vu()
64 Pgas_loss = vu()
65 Pgas = vu()
66 Tgas = vu()
67 Tid_liq = vu()
68 Pid_liq = vu()
69 PXV = vu()
70 hgas = vu()
71 hid_liq = vu()
72 Dhevap = vu()
73 Q = vu()
74 Iod = vu()
75 Ifan = vu()
76 Icomp = vu()
77 V = vu()
78 Tret_cool = vu()
79 Tsup_cool = vu()
80 Tret_heat = vu()
81 Tsup_heat = vu()
82 cp_air = vu()
83 Dhair_dry_cool = vu()
84 Dhair_dry_heat = vu()
85 Psat_ret = vu()
86 Psat_sup = vu()
87 phi_ret = vu()
88 Psys = vu()
89 Mratio = vu()
90 om_ret = vu()
91 om_sup = vu()
92 hwe = vu()
93 Dhair_wet = vu()
94 mdot_air = vu()
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95 rho_air = vu()
96 Vdot_air = vu()
97 COP = vu()
98 Qh = vu()
99
100 Tevap.set_p(50,2) # F
101 Tgas.set_p(50,2) # F
102 Tid_liq.set_p(75,2) # F
103 Pgas_loss.set_p(5,60) # psi
104 PXV.set_p(250, 50) # psi
105 Iod.set_p(13.5,5) # amps
106 Ifan.set_p(0.5,50) # amps
107 V.set_p(240,5) # volts
108 phi_ret.set_p(0.7,5) # unitless
109 cp_air.set_p(0.24,1) # Btu/lb/F
110 hwe.set_p(1061,1) # Btu/lb
111 Mratio.set_p(0.622,1) # unitless
112 Psys.set_p(14.7, 2)
113 rho_air.set_p(0.0765,3) # lbm/ft3
114 Qh.set_p(10.46,5) # kW
115 Tret_heat.set_p(72,2) # F
116 Tsup_heat.set_p(100.6,2) # F
117 Tret_cool.set_p(72,2) # F
118 Tsup_cool.set_p(52,2) # F
119
120 # Evaporator Enthalpy
121 Pevap_Tevap = ref.dPsat_dT_func(Tevap.v)




126 Pid_liq_Pevap = 1
127 Pid_liq_PXV = 1
128 Pid_liq.set_a( # psi




133 Pgas_Pevap = 1
134 Pgas_Pgas_loss = -1
135 Pgas.set_a( # psi




140 hid_liq_Tid_liq = ref.dHl_dTl_P_func(Tid_liq.v,Pid_liq.v)
141 hid_liq_Pid_liq = ref.dHl_dP_Tl_func(Tid_liq.v,Pid_liq.v)





147 hgas_Tgas = ref.dHv_dTv_P_func(Tgas.v,Pgas.v)
148 hgas_Pgas = ref.dHv_dP_Tv_func(Tgas.v,Pgas.v)





154 Dhevap_hgas = 1
155 Dhevap_hid_liq = -1
156 Dhevap.set_a( # Btu/lbm





161 # Compressor Power
162 Icomp_Iod = 1
163 Icomp_Ifan = -1
164 Icomp.set_a( # amps




169 Wcomp_Icomp = V.v
170 Wcomp_V = Icomp.v




175 Wcomp.set_a(Wcomp.v/1000, Wcomp.au/1000) # kiloWatts
176 Wcomp_Icomp *= 1/1000
177 Wcomp_V *= 1/1000
178
179 Wcomp_Iod = Wcomp_Icomp*Icomp_Iod
180 Wcomp_Ifan = Wcomp_Icomp*Icomp_Ifan
181
182 # Air-side Heating
183 temp1_Tsup_heat = 1
184 temp1_Tret_heat = -1
185 temp1.set_a( # F




190 Dhair_dry_heat_cp_air = temp1.v
191 Dhair_dry_heat_temp1 = cp_air.v





197 mdot_air_Qh = 1/Dhair_dry_heat.v
198 mdot_air_Dhair_dry_heat = -Qh.v/Dhair_dry_heat.v**2





204 mdot_air.set_a( # lbm/hr
205 mdot_air.v*3600/1.05506,
206 mdot_air.au*3600/1.05506)
207 mdot_air_Qh *= 3600/1.05506
208 mdot_air_Dhair_dry_heat *= 3600/1.05506
209
210 Vdot_air_mdot_air = 1/rho_air.v
211 Vdot_air_rho_air = -mdot_air.v/rho_air.v**2




216 Vdot_air.set_a( # cfm
217 Vdot_air.v/60,
218 Vdot_air.au/60)
219 Vdot_air_rho_air *= 1/60
220 Vdot_air_mdot_air *= 1/60
221
222 frame.loc['rho_air','Vdot_air'] = Vdot_air_rho_air
223 frame.loc['Qh','Vdot_air'] = Vdot_air_mdot_air*mdot_air_Qh
224 frame.loc['cp_air','Vdot_air'] = Vdot_air_mdot_air* \
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225 mdot_air_Dhair_dry_heat*Dhair_dry_heat_cp_air
226 frame.loc['Tsup_heat','Vdot_air'] = Vdot_air_mdot_air* \
227 mdot_air_Dhair_dry_heat*Dhair_dry_heat_temp1*temp1_Tsup_heat
228 frame.loc['Tret_heat','Vdot_air'] = Vdot_air_mdot_air* \
229 mdot_air_Dhair_dry_heat*Dhair_dry_heat_temp1*temp1_Tret_heat
230
231 # Air-side Cooling
232 # Farenheit
233 c = [77.345+0.0057*5/9*459.67, 0.0057*5/9, -7235*9/5, 459.67,
234 np.power(5/9,-8.2)]
235 f1 = lambda x: (c[4]*np.exp(c[0] + c[1]*x + c[2]/(x+c[3]))* \
236 np.power(x+c[3],-8.2))/6894.76
237 df1 = lambda x: (c[4]*(c[1]-c[2]*np.power(x+c[3],-2))* \
238 np.exp(c[0] + c[1]*x + c[2]/(x+c[3]))* \
239 np.power(x+c[3],-8.2) - 8.2*c[4]*np.exp(c[0] + c[1]*x + \
240 c[2]/(x+c[3]))*np.power(x+c[3],-9.2))/6894.76
241 f2 = lambda x,y: np.min([x,y])
242
243 temp1_Tret_cool = 1
244 temp1_Tsup_cool = -1
245 temp1.set_a(




250 Dhair_dry_cool_cp_air = temp1.v






257 Psat_ret_Tret_cool = df1(Tret_cool.v)
258 Psat_ret.set_a(
259 f1(Tret_cool.v),
260 np.linalg.norm([Psat_ret_Tret_cool*Tret_cool.au ]) )
261
262 Psat_sup_Tsup_cool = df1(Tsup_cool.v)
263 Psat_sup.set_a(
264 f1(Tsup_cool.v),
265 np.linalg.norm([Psat_sup_Tsup_cool*Tsup_cool.au ]) )
266
267 temp1_phi_ret = Psat_ret.v






274 temp2_Psys = 1
275 temp2_temp1 = -1
276 temp2.set_a(




281 temp3_temp1 = 1/temp2.v






288 om_ret_Mratio = temp3.v








296 om_ret_Mratio = om_ret_Mratio
297 om_ret_Psys = om_ret_temp3*temp3_temp2*temp2_Psys
298 om_ret_phi_ret = om_ret_temp3*(temp3_temp2*temp2_temp1 + \
299 temp3_temp1)*temp1_phi_ret
300 om_ret_Tret_cool = om_ret_temp3*(temp3_temp2*temp2_temp1 + \
301 temp3_temp1)*temp1_Psat_ret*Psat_ret_Tret_cool
302
303 temp1_Psys = 1
304 temp1_Psat_sup = -1
305 temp1.set_a(




310 temp2_Psat_sup = 1/temp1.v






317 temp3_Mratio = temp2.v






324 om_sup_temp3 = [1, 0][np.argmin([temp3.v, om_ret.v])]
325 om_sup_om_ret = [0, 1][np.argmin([temp3.v, om_ret.v])]
326 om_sup.set_a(
327 np.min([temp3.v, om_ret.v]),
328 [temp3.au, om_ret.au][np.argmin([temp3.v, om_ret.v])] )
329
330 #intermediate
331 om_sup_Mratio = om_sup_om_ret*om_ret_Mratio + \
332 om_sup_temp3*temp3_Mratio
333 om_sup_Psys = om_sup_om_ret*om_ret_Psys + \
334 om_sup_temp3*temp3_temp2*temp2_temp1*temp1_Psys
335 om_sup_phi_ret = om_sup_om_ret*om_ret_phi_ret
336 om_sup_Tret_cool = om_sup_om_ret*om_ret_Tret_cool
337 om_sup_Tsup_cool = om_sup_temp3*temp3_temp2*(temp2_temp1* \
338 temp1_Psat_sup + temp2_Psat_sup)*Psat_sup_Tsup_cool
339
340 temp1_om_ret = 1
341 temp1_om_sup = -1
342 temp1.set_a(




347 temp2_hwe = temp1.v






354 Dhair_wet_Dhair_dry_cool = 1
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355 Dhair_wet_temp2 = 1
356 Dhair_wet.set_a( # Btu/lbm




361 Q_Dhair_wet = mdot_air.v
362 Q_mdot_air = Dhair_wet.v





368 frame.loc['Qh','Q'] = Q_mdot_air*mdot_air_Qh
369 frame.loc['cp_air','Q'] = Q_Dhair_wet*Dhair_wet_Dhair_dry_cool* \
370 Dhair_dry_cool_cp_air + Q_mdot_air*mdot_air_Dhair_dry_heat* \
371 Dhair_dry_heat_cp_air
372 frame.loc['Tsup_cool','Q'] = Q_Dhair_wet*(Dhair_wet_temp2* \
373 temp2_temp1*temp1_om_sup*om_sup_Tsup_cool +
374 Dhair_wet_Dhair_dry_cool*Dhair_dry_cool_temp1*temp1_Tsup_cool)
375 frame.loc['Tret_cool','Q'] = Q_Dhair_wet*(Dhair_wet_temp2* \
376 temp2_temp1*(temp1_om_sup*om_sup_Tret_cool + temp1_om_ret* \
377 om_ret_Tret_cool ) + Dhair_wet_Dhair_dry_cool* \
378 Dhair_dry_cool_temp1*temp1_Tret_cool)
379 frame.loc['phi_ret','Q'] = Q_Dhair_wet*Dhair_wet_temp2* \
380 temp2_temp1*(temp1_om_sup*om_sup_phi_ret + temp1_om_ret* \
381 om_ret_phi_ret )
382 frame.loc['Psys','Q'] = Q_Dhair_wet*Dhair_wet_temp2*temp2_temp1* \
383 (temp1_om_sup*om_sup_Psys + temp1_om_ret*om_ret_Psys )
384 frame.loc['Mratio','Q'] = Q_Dhair_wet*Dhair_wet_temp2* \
385 temp2_temp1*(temp1_om_sup*om_sup_Mratio + \
386 temp1_om_ret*om_ret_Mratio )
387 frame.loc['hwe','Q'] = Q_Dhair_wet*Dhair_wet_temp2*temp2_hwe
388 frame.loc['Tret_heat','Q'] = Q_mdot_air*mdot_air_Dhair_dry_heat* \
389 Dhair_dry_heat_temp1*temp1_Tret_heat




394 COP_Q = 1/Wcomp.v
395 COP_Wcomp = -Q.v/Wcomp.v**2
396 COP.set_a(
397 Q.v/Wcomp.v, # (Btu/hr)/kW
398 np.linalg.norm([COP_Q*Q.au, COP_Wcomp*Wcomp.au]) )
399 COP.set_a(COP.v/3412.142, COP.au/3412.142) # unitless
400 COP_Q *= 1/3412.142
401 COP_Wcomp *= 1/3412.142
402
403 frame.loc['V','COP'] = COP_Wcomp*Wcomp_V
404 frame.loc['Ifan','COP'] = COP_Wcomp*Wcomp_Icomp*Icomp_Ifan
405 frame.loc['Iod','COP'] = COP_Wcomp*Wcomp_Icomp*Icomp_Iod
406 frame.loc['Qh','COP'] = COP_Q*frame.loc['Qh','Q']
407 frame.loc['cp_air','COP'] = COP_Q*frame.loc['cp_air','Q']
408 frame.loc['Tsup_cool','COP'] = COP_Q*frame.loc['Tsup_cool','Q']
409 frame.loc['Tret_cool','COP'] = COP_Q*frame.loc['Tret_cool','Q']
410 frame.loc['phi_ret','COP'] = COP_Q*frame.loc['phi_ret','Q']
411 frame.loc['Psys','COP'] = COP_Q*frame.loc['Psys','Q']
412 frame.loc['Mratio','COP'] = COP_Q*frame.loc['Mratio','Q']
413 frame.loc['hwe','COP'] = COP_Q*frame.loc['hwe','Q']
414 frame.loc['Tret_heat','COP'] = COP_Q*frame.loc['Tret_heat','Q']
415 frame.loc['Tsup_heat','COP'] = COP_Q*frame.loc['Tsup_heat','Q']
416
417
418 # mass flow
419 mdotr_Q = 1/Dhevap.v
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420 mdotr_Dhevap = -Q.v/Dhevap.v**2





426 mdotr_Tgas = mdotr_Dhevap*Dhevap_hgas*hgas_Tgas
427 mdotr_Pgas_loss = mdotr_Dhevap*Dhevap_hgas*hgas_Pgas*Pgas_Pgas_loss
428 mdotr_Tid_liq = mdotr_Dhevap*Dhevap_hid_liq*hid_liq_Tid_liq
429 mdotr_PXV = mdotr_Dhevap*Dhevap_hid_liq*hid_liq_Pid_liq*Pid_liq_PXV
430 mdotr_Tevap = mdotr_Dhevap*(Dhevap_hgas*hgas_Pgas*Pgas_Pevap +
431 Dhevap_hid_liq*hid_liq_Pid_liq*Pid_liq_Pevap)*Pevap_Tevap
432
433 frame.loc['Qh','mdotr'] = mdotr_Q*frame.loc['Qh','Q']
434 frame.loc['cp_air','mdotr'] = mdotr_Q*frame.loc['cp_air','Q']
435 frame.loc['Tsup_cool','mdotr'] = mdotr_Q*frame.loc['Tsup_cool','Q']
436 frame.loc['Tret_cool','mdotr'] = mdotr_Q*frame.loc['Tret_cool','Q']
437 frame.loc['phi_ret','mdotr'] = mdotr_Q*frame.loc['phi_ret','Q']
438 frame.loc['Psys','mdotr'] = mdotr_Q*frame.loc['Psys','Q']
439 frame.loc['Mratio','mdotr'] = mdotr_Q*frame.loc['Mratio','Q']
440 frame.loc['hwe','mdotr'] = mdotr_Q*frame.loc['hwe','Q']
441 frame.loc['Tret_heat','mdotr'] = mdotr_Q*frame.loc['Tret_heat','Q']
442 frame.loc['Tsup_heat','mdotr'] = mdotr_Q*frame.loc['Tsup_heat','Q']
443 frame.loc['Tgas','mdotr'] = mdotr_Dhevap*Dhevap_hgas*hgas_Tgas
444 frame.loc['Tid_liq','mdotr'] = mdotr_Dhevap*Dhevap_hid_liq* \
445 hid_liq_Tid_liq
446 frame.loc['Pgas_loss','mdotr'] = mdotr_Dhevap*Dhevap_hgas* \
447 hgas_Pgas*Pgas_Pgas_loss
448 frame.loc['PXV','mdotr'] = mdotr_Dhevap*Dhevap_hid_liq* \
449 hid_liq_Pid_liq*Pid_liq_PXV
450 frame.loc['Tevap','mdotr'] = mdotr_Dhevap*(Dhevap_hgas* \




455 for i,r in frame.iterrows():
456 frame.loc[i,'v'] = eval(i).v
457 frame.loc[i,'au'] = eval(i).au
458 frame.loc[i,'pu'] = eval(i).pu
459
460 for c in frame.columns.drop(['v','pu','au']):
461 frame[c] = frame[c]*frame.v.abs()/np.abs(eval(c).v)
462
463








































503 template = 'vsm2.pdf'
504 output = 'vsm2_filled.pdf'
505 pdf = pdfrw.PdfReader(template)
506 annots = pdf.pages[0]['/Annots']
507 for annot in annots:
508 subtype = annot['/Subtype']
509 if subtype == '/Widget':
510 key = annot['/T'][1:-1]
511 if key in fields:




B.3 The Maximum t-Statistic (MTS) Algorithm
This section includes elements of the code used to develop the MTS Algorithm.
B.3.1 Generating the MTS Distribution
The following script generates 20000 datasets for each of 12 different lengths. In other words,
20000 datasets are generated with length 10, 20000 are generated with length 15, 20000 are gener-
ated with length 20, and so on. The lengths include [10,15,20,30,40,50,75,100,125,150,175,200].
Each randomly dataset is randomly drawn from a Gaussian population with mean of 1 and standard
deviation of 1. The MTS for each dataset is determined and stored within dataframe B.
1 import numpy as np
2 import pandas as pd
3
4 Sigma = 1
5 Mu = 1
6 NN = 20000
7 B = pd.DataFrame(index = np.arange(0,NN))
8 for N in [10,15,20,30,40,50,75,100,125,150,175,200]:
9 print(N)
10 for i in range(0,NN):
11 b = pd.DataFrame(index = np.arange(1,N+1))
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12 b['x'] = Sigma*np.random.randn(N) + Mu
13 b['w'] = 1
14
15 b['sum_w_p'] = b.w.cumsum() - b.w
16 b['sum_w_f'] = b.w.sum() - b.w.cumsum() + b.w
17 b['wx'] = b.w*b.x
18 b['sum_wx_p'] = b.wx.cumsum() - b.wx
19 b['sum_wx_f'] = b.wx.sum() - b.wx.cumsum() + b.wx
20 b['wx2'] = b.w*b.x**2
21 b['sum_wx2_p'] = b.wx2.cumsum() - b.wx2
22 b['sum_wx2_f'] = b.wx2.sum() - b.wx2.cumsum() + b.wx2
23
24 b['xbar_p'] = b.sum_wx_p/b.sum_w_p
25 b['xbar_f'] = b.sum_wx_f/b.sum_w_f
26 b['var_p'] = (b.sum_wx2_p + b.xbar_p**2 * b.sum_w_p - \
27 2*b.xbar_p*b.sum_wx_p)/b.sum_w_p
28 b['var_f'] = (b.sum_wx2_f + b.xbar_f**2 * b.sum_w_f - \
29 2*b.xbar_f*b.sum_wx_f)/b.sum_w_f
30 b['t'] = np.abs(b.xbar_f - b.xbar_p) / np.sqrt(( \
31 (b.sum_w_f - 1)*b.var_f + (b.sum_w_p-1)*b.var_p) \
32 / (b.sum_w_f + b.sum_w_p - 2) * (1/b.sum_w_f + \
33 1/b.sum_w_p))
34 B.loc[i,N] = b.t.max()
35 B.to_pickle('B.pkl')
B.3.2 Plotting the MTS Distributions
The following script plots the MTS distribution for lengths [10,20,30,150,200].
1 import pandas as pd
2 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
3 from matplotlib import rc
4
5 plt.close('all')
6 font = {'family' : 'serif',
7 'weight' : 'normal',
8 'serif' : 'Times New Roman',
9 'size' : 8}
10 rc('font', **font)
11
12 B = pd.read_pickle('B.pkl')
13
14 fig = plt.figure(figsize=[3,2.5])
15 ax = fig.add_subplot(111)
16
17 for n in [10,20,30,150,200]:
18 B[n].plot.density(label='n = {x}'.format(x=n))
19 ax.set_xlim([0,5])
20 ax.set_ylim([0,1])
21 ax.legend(loc='upper right', edgecolor='none')
22 ax.set_xlabel('Maximum $t$-statistic (MTS)')
23 fig.tight_layout()
B.3.3 Analyzing the Algorithm Using Monte Carlo Simulations
The following script includes code for generating 1000 datasets for each of lengths [25,50,100,200].
Each dataset as a change of 0.5σ in the center of the dataset. For each dataset, the MTS algorithm
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was implemented recursively and the script determines the delay between the change point and the
time at which the change point was detected. If the change point was never detected, then the delay
is set to -2 which indicates a Type II error. This script was run for several different magnitudes in
change points in order to evaluate how the length of data and the signal-to-noise ratio affect the
algorithm’s success. The script is written to account for Type I errors (detecting a change when
there is not one), but these do not occur because the change point is always within the time period
analyzed for the parameters chosen in the script.
1 import numpy as np
2 import pandas as pd
3 from numpy import cumsum
4 from numpy import sum
5 from numpy import sqrt
6
7 Sigma = 1
8 Mu = 1
9 NNN = 1000
10 result = pd.DataFrame(index = np.arange(0,NNN))
11 for j in np.arange(0,NNN):
12 for N in [25,50,100,200]:
13 print(j,N)
14 change = N
15 NN = 2*N
16 B = pd.read_pickle('B.pkl')
17
18 thresh = np.interp(N,B.columns, B.quantile(0.999))
19
20 df = pd.DataFrame(index = np.arange(0,NN))
21 df['x'] = Sigma*np.random.randn(NN) + Mu
22 idx = df.index[df.index>=change]
23 df.loc[idx,'x'] = df.loc[idx,'x'] + 0.5*Sigma
24 df['w'] = 1
25
26 for i in range(N,NN):
27
28 x = df.loc[np.arange(i-N+1,i+1),'x'].values
29 w = df.loc[np.arange(i-N+1,i+1),'w'].values
30 n_X = f(w)
31 mean_X = f(w*x) / f(w)
32 var_X = (f(w*x**2) + f(w)*mean_X**2 - 2*f(w*x)*mean_X) / f(w)
33 n_Y = g(w)
34 mean_Y = g(w*x) / g(w)
35 var_Y = (g(w*x**2) + g(w)*mean_Y**2 - 2*g(w*x)*mean_Y) / g(w)
36 sp = ((n_X - 1)*var_X + (n_Y-1)*var_Y) / (n_X + n_Y - 2)
37 t = abs(mean_X - mean_Y) / sqrt(sp*(1/n_X + 1/n_Y) )
38 df.loc[i,'MTS'] = np.nanmax(t)
39 df.loc[i,'n'] = sum(w)
40 df.loc[i,'thresh'] = np.interp(sum(w),
41 B.columns, B.quantile(0.999))
42
43 df.loc[df.n<10,['MTS','thresh']] = np.nan
44 detect = df.loc[df.MTS>thresh].index
45 if len(detect)==0:
46 result.loc[j,N] = -2 # type 2 error
47 else:
48 detect = detect[0]
49 if detect<change:
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50 result.loc[j,N] = -1 # type 1 error
51 else:
52 result.loc[j,N] = detect - change
53
54 result.to_pickle('result05.pkl')
B.3.4 Accounting for Multiple Change Points
The following section analyzes a randomly generated dataset with 4 change points. Each
change has magnitude 1.5σ. The results are then plotted.
1 import numpy as np
2 import pandas as pd
3 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
4 from matplotlib import rc
5
6 plt.close('all')
7 font = {'family' : 'serif',
8 'weight' : 'normal',
9 'serif' : 'Times New Roman',
10 'size' : 8}
11 rc('font', **font)
12
13 B = pd.read_pickle('B.pkl')
14
15 def f(x): return np.cumsum(x)
16 def g(x): return (np.sum(x) - np.cumsum(x))
17
18 Sigma = 1
19 Mu = 1
20 N = 200
21 NN = int(3.5*N)
22 changes = [N, 1.5*N, 2.5*N, 2.75*N]
23 B = pd.read_pickle('B.pkl')
24
25 s2n = 1.5*Sigma
26 df = pd.DataFrame(index = np.arange(0,NN))
27 df['x'] = Sigma*np.random.randn(NN) + Mu
28 for change in changes:
29 idx = df.index[df.index>=change]
30 df.loc[idx,'x'] = df.loc[idx,'x'] + s2n
31 df['w'] = 1
32
33 i0 = [0] # location of last change
34 for i in range(0,NN):
35 print(i)
36 idx = df.index[np.arange(max(i0[-1],i-N),i)]
37 x = df.loc[idx,'x'] # from the last change OR
38 w = df.loc[idx,'w']
39 if len(x)>=10:
40 n_X = f(w)
41 mean_X = f(w*x) / f(w)
42 var_X = (f(w*x**2) + f(w)*mean_X**2 - 2*f(w*x)*mean_X) / f(w)
43 n_Y = g(w)
44 mean_Y = g(w*x) / g(w)
45 var_Y = (g(w*x**2) + g(w)*mean_Y**2 - 2*g(w*x)*mean_Y) / g(w)
46 sp = ((n_X - 1)*var_X + (n_Y-1)*var_Y) / (n_X + n_Y - 2)
47 t = abs(mean_X - mean_Y) / np.sqrt(sp*(1/n_X + 1/n_Y) )
48 df.loc[i,'MTS'] = t.max()
49 df.loc[i,'thresh'] = np.interp(np.sum(w), B.columns,
50 B.quantile(0.999))
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51 if df.loc[i,'MTS'] >= df.loc[i,'thresh']:
52 i0.append(t.idxmax())
53 if (len(i0)>1) & (i <= i0[-1]+N/2):
54 idx = df.index[np.arange(max(i0[-2],i-N),i)]
55 x = df.loc[idx,'x']
56 w = df.loc[idx,'w']
57 if len(x)>=10:
58 n_X = f(w)
59 mean_X = f(w*x) / f(w)
60 var_X = (f(w*x**2) + f(w)*mean_X**2 - 2*f(w*x)*mean_X) / f(w)
61 n_Y = g(w)
62 mean_Y = g(w*x) / g(w)
63 var_Y = (g(w*x**2) + g(w)*mean_Y**2 - 2*g(w*x)*mean_Y) / g(w)
64 sp = ((n_X - 1)*var_X + (n_Y-1)*var_Y) / (n_X + n_Y - 2)
65 t = abs(mean_X - mean_Y) / np.sqrt(sp*(1/n_X + 1/n_Y) )
66 df.loc[i,'MTS_2'] = t.max()
67 df.loc[i,'thresh_2'] = np.interp(np.sum(w), B.columns,
68 B.quantile(0.999))
69 i0[-1] = t.idxmax()
70
71 fig = plt.figure(figsize=[6,2.5])
72 ax2 = fig.add_subplot(111)
73 ln3 = ax2.plot(df.x,color='gray',marker='.', markersize=3,
74 linestyle='none', label='Data')
75 ax2.set_yticks([])
76 ax1 = plt.twinx(ax2)
77 Idx = np.append(np.append(0,df.index[df.MTS>df.thresh].values),
78 df.index[-1])
79 for i in range(0,len(Idx)-1):
80 idx = df.index[(df.index>=Idx[i]) & (df.index<=Idx[i+1])]
81 ln1 = ax1.plot(df.loc[idx,'MTS'],
82 label='Primary MTS calculation',
83 color='C0')
84 ln2 = ax1.plot(df.loc[idx,'MTS_2'],




89 for change in changes:
90 ax1.axvline(change,color='black', linestyle='--', linewidth=1)
91
92 ax1.set_ylim([0,14])





98 lns = ln1+ln2+ln3
99 labs = [l.get_label() for l in lns]






106 ax1.text(x=100, y=5.2, s='Threshold',
107 horizontalalignment='left', verticalalignment='bottom',
108 bbox=dict(edgecolor='None', facecolor='white', alpha=1))
109
110 ax1.annotate(s='', xy=(500,11), xytext=(450,11),
111 arrowprops=dict(arrowstyle='->'))
112
113 ax1.text(x=450, y=11, s='Change Points',
114 horizontalalignment='right', verticalalignment='center',
115 bbox=dict(edgecolor='None', facecolor='white', alpha=1))
196
116 fig.tight_layout()
B.4 Predicting an Equilibrium Point
The following script includes a Monte Carlo analysis of the exponential regression accuracy
and the Type II error rate.
1 import time
2
3 import numpy as np
4 import pandas as pd
5 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
6 from matplotlib import rc
7
8 from sklearn.linear_model import LinearRegression
9
10 plt.close('all')
11 font = {'family' : 'serif',
12 'weight' : 'normal',
13 'serif' : 'Times New Roman',
14 'size' : 8}
15 rc('font', **font)
16
17 reg1 = LinearRegression(fit_intercept=False)
18 def exp_regr(x,y):
19 int1 = (y[1:] + y[0:-1])/2 * (x[1:] - x[0:-1])
20 S = np.cumsum(int1)
21 x_x1 = x[1:] - x[0]
22 y1_y = y[0] - y[1:]
23 reg1.fit(np.stack((x_x1,y1_y),axis=1), S)
24 tau1 = reg1.coef_[1]
25 yf1 = reg1.coef_[0]
26 return tau1, yf1
27 def exp_func(x, tau, y0, yf): return yf - (yf-y0)*np.exp(-x/tau)
28 def r2_func(y,yhat): return 1 - \
29 np.sum((y-yhat)**2)/np.sum((y-np.mean(y))**2)
30
31 Noise = np.round(np.arange(0.01, 0.155, 0.005),4)
32 Tau = np.round(np.arange(0.1,0.61,0.01),4)
33 dfy = pd.DataFrame(index = Noise, columns=Tau)
34 dft = pd.DataFrame(index = Noise, columns=Tau)
35 dff = pd.DataFrame(index = Noise, columns=Tau)
36 if 0:
37 t0 = time.time()
38 for noise in Noise:
39 for tau in Tau:
40 print(noise, tau)
41 Y,T,F = [],[],[]
42 for j in np.arange(0,1000):
43 x = np.arange(0,1,0.05)
44 y0 = 0
45 yf = 1
46 y = yf - (yf-y0)*np.exp(-x/tau)
47 y = y + noise*np.random.randn(np.size(x))*(yf-y0)
48 tau1, yf1 = exp_regr(x,y)
49 if tau1>0:
50 Y.append(np.abs(yf1 - yf)/yf)
51 T.append(np.abs(tau1 - tau)/tau)
52 else:
53 F.append(1)
54 dfy.loc[noise,tau] = np.mean(Y)
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55 dft.loc[noise,tau] = np.mean(T)
56 dff.loc[noise,tau] = np.sum(F)
57 tf = time.time()






64 dfy = pd.read_pickle('dfy.pkl')
65 dft = pd.read_pickle('dft.pkl')
66 dff = pd.read_pickle('dff.pkl')
67
68 ## Figure 1 - Error in yf
69 fig = plt.figure(figsize=[3,2])
70 ax = fig.add_subplot(111)
71 errors = [0.025, 0.05, 0.075, 0.1, 0.125]
72 for e in errors:
73 ax.plot(1/dfy.columns, dfy.loc[e,:], color='black')
74 ax.set_xlabel('Length of Time Series\n' \
75 '(relative to time constant $\\tau$)')
76 ax.set_xlim([1.6, 5])
77 xticks = [2,3,4,5]
78 ax.set_xticks(xticks)
79 ax.set_xticklabels(['{x}$\\tau$'.format(x=round(a)) \
80 for a in xticks])
81
82 ax.set_ylabel('Absolute Error in $y_f$')
83 ax.set_ylim([0,0.5])
84 yticks = ax.get_yticks()






91 s='Increasing Noise:\n 2%, 5%, 7.5%,\n 10%, 12.5%',
92 horizontalalignment='left', verticalalignment='top',




97 ## Figure 2 - Error in Tau
98 fig = plt.figure(figsize=[3,2])
99 ax = fig.add_subplot(111)
100 errors = [0.025, 0.05, 0.075, 0.1, 0.125]
101 for e in errors:
102 ax.plot(1/dft.columns, dft.loc[e,:], color='black')
103 ax.set_xlabel('Length of Time Series\n' \
104 '(relative to time constant $\\tau$)')
105 ax.set_xlim([1.6, 5])
106 xticks = [2,3,4,5]
107 ax.set_xticks(xticks)
108 ax.set_xticklabels(['{x}$\\tau$'.format(x=round(a)) \
109 for a in xticks])
110
111 ax.set_ylabel('Absolute Error in $\\tau$')
112 ax.set_ylim([0,0.8])
113 yticks = ax.get_yticks()







120 s='Increasing Noise:\n 2%, 5%, 7.5%,\n 10%, 12.5%',
121 horizontalalignment='left', verticalalignment='top',




126 ## Figure 3 - Failure Rate
127 fig = plt.figure(figsize=[3,2])
128 ax = fig.add_subplot(111)
129 errors = [0.075, 0.1, 0.125]
130 for e in errors:
131 ax.plot(1/dff.columns, dff.loc[e,:]/1000, color='black')
132 ax.set_xlabel('Length of Time Series\n' \
133 '(relative to time constant $\\tau$)')
134 ax.set_xlim([1.6, 5])
135 xticks = [2,3,4,5]
136 ax.set_xticks(xticks)
137 ax.set_xticklabels(['{x}$\\tau$'.format(x=round(a)) \




142 yticks = ax.get_yticks()






149 s='Increasing Noise:\n 7.5%, 10%, 12.5%',
150 horizontalalignment='left', verticalalignment='top',
151 bbox=dict(edgecolor='None', facecolor='White', alpha=0))
152 fig.tight_layout()
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